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Abstract 
Surgery theory is a classification technique for high-dimensional manifolds which was 
developed in the 1960s. The traditional Browder-Novikov-Sullivan-Wall-theory decides 
whether an (n + 1)-dimensional normal cobordism (e, f, f'): (W, M, M') -* X with 
f and  f' homotopy equivalences is cobordant rel5 to an s-cobordism. There is an 
obstruction in a group L1 (Z[ir i (X)]) which vanishes if and only if this is possible. 
Algebraic L-groups have been extensively studied and computed. For a ring A with 
involution, L(A) is a Witt group of quadratic forms if n is even and a Witt group of 
quadratic formations if n is odd. 
In the 1980s M. Kreck generalized Wall's original approach by dealing with cobordisms 
(e, f, 1'): (W, M, M') -p X of normal smoothings in which f and f are only [l] 
equivalences. There is an obstruction in a monoid 1+1(Z[7r1(X)])  which is elementary 
if and only if that cobordism is cobordant rel8 to an s-cobordism. The 1-monoids are 
little understood algebraically and there are no computations of them. 
This thesis studies the algebraic properties of 12 q (A) (i.e. n + 1 = 2q). l-monoids are 
equivalence classes of generalized formations which we call preformations. We introduce 
three obstructions to an element z e 12q (A) being elementary. Firstly, it is shown that 
every elementary z E 12q (A) has a stable flip-isomorphism. In certain cases there is a 
close relationship between flip-isomorphisms and isometries of the topological linking 
forms of M and M. Secondly, every flip-isomorphism of z determines an asymmetric 
form which vanishes in the asymmetric Witt group LAsy°(A) if z is elementary. At 
last, a quadratic signature can be defined for certain kinds of flip-isomorphisms. z is 
elementary if and only if one of these quadratic signatures is zero in L2q (A). 
There are also computations of 12 q (A) for skew fields A and it will be shown that 
l4m+2(Z[7r]) cannot be embedded in a group. 
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Throughout this thesis all manifolds are compact and smooth. 
Surgery theory was pioneered in the famous paper of Kervaire and Milnor [KM63] on 
the classification of homotopy spheres. Surgery on high-dimensional manifolds was 
then developed by Browder, Novikov, Sullivan and Wall, culminating in the general 
theory of Wall's book [Wa199]. A modified theory which needs weaker prerequisites has 
been presented and applied by M. Kreck (see [Kre99]). It assigns to any cobordism 
of normal smoothings an element in the monoid 12q  (A) which is elementary if and 
only if that cobordism is cobordant relD to an s-cobordism. 
The main aim of this treatise is to provide obstructions which can help to decide whether 
an element in 12q  (A) is elementary or not. 
The first step is to determine whether such an element has a flip-isomorphism which, 
in certain simply-connected cases, is the same as the existence of an isometry of linking 
forms of the manifolds one wants to classify. 
The second step is to compute asymmetric signatures i.e. certain elements in the 
asymmetric Witt-group LAs y°(A) for each flip-isomorphism. In the case of an elemen-
tary element all these signatures vanish. If the element in 12q+2  (A) allows linking forms 
it turns out that the asymmetric signatures only depends on a choice of isometry of 
those linking forms. 
Alternatively one can define quadratic signatures for a certain class of flip-isomorph-
isms. An element in the l-monoid is elementary if it allows such a special kind of 
flip-isomorphism and if the quadratic signature in the quadratic Witt-group L2q+2(A) 
vanishes for at least one of them. 
The quadratic signature is technically more difficult to handle than its asymmetric 
sister but they are related via the canonical map L 2q+2 (A) -* LAsy°(A). 
Nicer results can be obtained when one deals with all those elements in 12q (A) that 
are represented by non-singular formations (the objects which help to define the odd-
dimensional L-groups). They are the obstructions to a Kreck surgery problem where 
e.g. all normal smoothings are in fact normal maps and if M and M' are closed. Then 
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the definition of asymmetric signatures still requires the existence of a flip-isomorphism 
but they will be independent of the particular choice. One can even tame the quadratic 
signatures: they exist for all flip-isomorphisms and considerable simplifications can be 
achieved. 
All these construction involve a lot of algebraic surgery theory. Independently, linear 
algebra allows us to compute 12q+2  (A) for skew fields. As a by-product, it will be shown 
that certain naïve attempts of replacing the 1-monoids by groups are not successful. 
1.1 Classical and Kreck's Surgery Theory 
In the following the surgery theory of Browder-Novikov-Sullivan-Wall and its modi-
fication by Kreck are outlined. A more elaborate account can be found in Section 
2.1. 
In the 1960s C.T.C. Wall and others developed surgery theory as a tool to find out when 
a (normal) homotopy equivalence f: M - N of n-dimensional manifolds is homotopic 
to a diffeomorphism. There is a first obstruction which decides whether f can be 
extended to a degree 1 normal cobordism 
FM W (N) 
1 I 
NxIØ 
(g,f, IN) : ( W,M,N) -* N x (I,{0},{1}) 
i.e. f, g and IN  are covered by maps of the stable normal bundles and they map 
fundamental class to fundamental class. A second obstruction determines - in a more 
general setting - whether a normal cobordism into a finite geometric Poincaré space X 
(g,fo , fl) : ( W,Mo,M,) -p X  (1,0,1) 	 (1.1) 
with homotopy equivalences f is cobordant relô to a homotopy equivalence i.e. an 
s-cobordism. In that case and for ir,(X) with vanishing Whitehead groups' the s-
cobordism theorem tells us that M0 and M, are diffeomorphic. In the following we will 
concentrate on the second obstruction. 
1 0f course there is also a version for other fundamental groups. Then we have to replace homotopy 
equivalences by simple homotopy equivalences and use the simple L-groups. 
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Assume the dimension of W is even (dim W = 2q + 2). Surgery below the middle 
dimension allows us to replace g by a (q + 1)-equivalence. Then define (Kq+i(W), A, z') 
with Kq+i(W) the kernel module which is the homology of the induced map : W - 
X of the universal covers with twisted coefficients. A is induced by the Poincaré duality 
on W and X and v is the self-intersection map. Together they are a non-singular 
()+l quadratic form which vanishes in the Witt group L2q+2(Z[7rl(X)]) if and only 
if (1.1) is cobordant relô to an s-cobordism. 
If the dimension of W is odd (dim W = 2q + 1), the construction of an obstruction 
is slightly more complicated. One way is to extend g: W -p Y = X x I to a pre-
sentation (see [RanOl]), that is a (2q + 2)-dimensional degree 1 normal cobordism 
(VI W,W I ) 
W V  3 
(ir) 	 YxI 
__0Y 
such that also h and g' are highly-connected. Define a non-singular formation 
y:G=Kq+i(V) 	FKq+i(V,W) 
ji: C = Kq+i(V) 	Kq+i(V,W') K1(V,W)= F* 
A non-singular formation is a tuple (F 	G ---* F*, ) such that ( a ) : c 
H(_) q (F) is an inclusion of a lagrangian into a hyperbolic form and (G, -Y * [t , ) is a 
(_)+l.quadratic form. A formation determines a class of automorphisms of the hyper-
bolic form sending F to G which represents the obstruction in Wall's original version 
of odd-dimensional surgery theory (see [RanOl] for details). 
The obstruction formation lives in some kind of Witt-group L2q+1 (Z[iri (X)]) of non-
singular formations (F 4- C t ) Again the obstruction vanishes if and only 
if surgery is successful in producing an s-cobordism i.e. if and only if there exists a 
presentation as before with f': W' -* Y a homotopy equivalence (i.e. an s-cobordism). 
Matthias Kreck modified traditional surgery theory in the early 1980s (see [Kre991) for 
the odd- and even-dimensional case such that it requires much weaker topological input. 
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In this treatise we shall only focus on the even-dimensional case. There are two major 
differences to the classical even-dimensional surgery programme. First of all Kreck can 
replace the normal maps by a considerably weaker notion called normal smoothings, 
that is, a lift of the stable normal bundle M -* BO to a fibration B -+ BO. As 
pointed out in his paper normal maps are a special case of this concept. The second 
main difference is that Kreck just needs [n/2]-equivalences on the boundary of a normal 
cobordism whereas in Wall's theory we started with full homotopy equivalences. Hence 
we look at a (2q + 2)-dimensional cobordism 
3w3 
= B 0 
with f and f being q-equivalences and (after the usual surgery below the middle 
dimension) g being a (q + 1)-equivalence. The obstruction here is an object 
(F 	G --* F*,O) 
= (Hq+i(W,MO) - (im(d: 1tq+2(B,T4') 	irq+i(W))) 	Hq+i(W,Mi),,b) 
E 12q+2(Z[7r1(B)]) 
(F 	G --- F*, 0) is called a preformation. It is basically a tuple of homomor- 
phisms of (free) f.g. modules over Z[iri (B)] such that (C, -y, 0) 
is a ()+l.quadratic 
form. The obstruction lives in a monoid 12q+2(A) and is elementary if and only if 
(W, M, M') is cobordant rela to an s-cobordism. 
One observes that on the one hand side the classical even-dimensional case at the 
beginning is a special case of Kreck's surgery setting. On the other hand the obstruction 
looks quite similar to the obstruction formation in the odd-dimensional case. 
The theory was successfully applied by M. Kreck and others (see also Introduction of 
[Kre99]) to the classification of 4-manifolds (see e.g. [KreOl], [HKT941), 7-dimensional 
homogeneous spaces (see e.g. [KS88], [KS91]), of complete intersections (see [Kre99]) 
or of classification of higher dimensional manifolds in general (see e.g. [KT91]) 
Despite its successes, there are disadvantages of this programme: the complicated al-
gebra. The obstructions do not lie in the L-groups anymore but in monoids 12q+2  (A) 
with A a ring with involution. The criterion that surgery is successful in creating an 
s-cobordism is not that the obstruction vanishes but that it fulfils certain complicated 
conditions (being elementary). M. Kreck himself writes: "The obstruction 1-monoids 
are very complicated and algebraically - in contrast to the L-groups - not understood." 
([KreOO] p.135) No-one has been able to compute 12q+2  (A) so far - except for skew fields 
by the author. Hardly any relations to the L-groups are known. The aim of this trea-
tise is to bring some more insight into the structure of 12q+2(A), find relations to the 
quadratic and asymmetric Witt-groups and give obstructions for elements in 12q+2  (A) 
to be elementary. 
1.2 The Main Strategy 
For a moment let us forget about normal maps and smoothings and consider a cobor-
dism of manifolds (W,M,M') with dim 	> 6 and even. Let A = Z[iri (W)]. The 
surgery theory question is: can we surger W (without affecting the boundary) in such 
a way that the result will be an s-cobordism? Let us assume that we already know that 
there is a diffeomorphism h: M 
L_
-* M'. Using that diffeomorphism, the boundary of 
W can be changed to a twisted double 0W = M Uhj8M  M i.e. two copies of M glued 
together along its boundary by the automorphism on OM induced by h. 
Twisted doubles play an important role in topology e.g. if one wants to compute the 
cobordism group of diffeomorphisms or investigate open book decompositions. Kreck 
computed the cobordism of automorphisms first (see e.g. [Kre841), followed by Quinn 
who offered an alternative approach. In [Qui79] he develops a theory about open 
books decompositions which are strongly related to twisted doubles. Twisted doubles 
were studied by Winkeinkemper in [Win73] and both results were connected in [Ran98] 
Chapter 30. 
The main question in this context is to decide whether manifold with a twisted double 
on the boundary is cobordant reiD to another manifold that itself carries a compatible 
twisted double structure (see Section 5.1). In the even-dimensional case, he constructed 
a non-singular asymmetric form which vanishes in the asymmetric Witt-group 
LAsy ° (A) if and only if the twisted double on the boundary can be extended (up 
to cobordism) to the whole manifold. If (W, M, M') is an s-cobordism (i.e. a tube) 
any diffeomorphism M -- M' will transform W into a twisted double. Hence, if 
(W, M, M') is cobordant reiD to an s-cobordism, the asymmetric signature will vanish 
for any diffeomorphism M --* M. 
This approach does not lead to a practical method helping in the classification of 
manifolds. After all, it starts with the assumption that the manifolds, we want to 
classify, are already diffeomorphic! 
The asymmetric signature becomes workable though if we use algebraic surgery theory. 
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This theory provides us with constructions that imitate Quinn's asymmetric signature 
for symmetric Poincaré pairs (see [Ran98] Chapter 30 or Section 5.2 of this thesis). 
Symmetric pairs are purely algebraic objects but arise naturally from topology. As an 
example, the symmetric Poincaré pair associated to a manifold W with the twisted 
double M Uh M as a boundary consists of singular chain complexes of the universal 
covers of W, M and M together with chain equivalences that induce Poincaré duality on 
those manifolds and further maps which guarantee the symmetry properties of Poincaré 
duality. In addition, one needs the chain maps induced by the inclusion of the boundary 
into W and the diffeomorphism h: 3M -- W. 
The algebraic surgery version of the asymmetric signature gives another way of finding 
out whether W is cobordant to a twisted double (see e.g. [Ran98] Corollary 30.12). It 
also shows that the answer to this question only depends on the homotopy type of the 
ingredients. 
But it does even more than that. It is a purely algebraic calculus and can be used to 
help us testing the elementariness of elements in 12q+2(A). 
It will be shown that an element in 12q+2  (A) (or to be more precise a preformation z = 
(F C --* F*, ) representing that element) gives rise to a quadratic Poincaré 
pair x. A quadratic Poincaré pair is an algebraic model of a normal map. Every 
quadratic Poincaré pair induces a symmetric Poincaré pair. For such quadratic Poincaré 
pairs there are notions of surgery, cobordism rel3 and h-cobordisms. In particular, x 
is cobordant rel49 to an algebraic h-cobordism if and only if the element 12q+2(A)  at 
the beginning was elementary. Hence x behaves just like an "algebraic Kreck surgery 
problem". This gives us some hope that a purely algebraic version of an asymmetric 
signature, as presented for manifolds before, is feasible and helps to test elementariness. 
As a first step we need to transform the boundary of the quadratic Poincaré pair x 
into some kind of algebraic equivalent of a twisted double. Instead of a diffeomorphism 
M -- M' we only need an equivalence of the quadratic complexes which are the two 
algebraic "boundary components" of x. For the preformation z this means that there 
exists a (stable weak) isomorphism t between z and its flip z' = (F* (- G --) F, —0): 
a flip-isomorphism. 
There is also a more geometrical reason why flip-isomorphisms are the correct algebraic 
substitute for a diffeomorphism. Let 
(e, f, f'): (W, M, M') - X x (1,0,1) 
be a presentation i.e. a degree 1 normal cobordism such that e, f and f are highly-
connected and assume for simplicity that M and M' are closed. Let z = (F --
G --) F*, 0) be the Kreck obstruction formation. We encountered such a cobordism 
before when we defined the odd-dimensional Wall obstruction for f. By Corollary 2.4.6 
E3 
both obstructions can be assumed to be the same. The Wall obstruction of the odd-
dimensional highly-connected normal map f' is the flip z' = (F* -- G --- F, —0) 
of z. An "algebraic" isomorphism from the L-theory point of view is hence a (weak) 




In any case we can prove that if z is (stably) elementary it has indeed (stable) flip-
isomorphisms. 
It is easy to determine when a preformation z = (F 2- G ---* F*, ) over Z with 
finite coker 'y and coker /-t allows a flip-isomorphism. The preformation induces linking 
forms i.e. ±-symmetric forms on those cokernels. If z is an obstruction to an even-
dimensional Kreck surgery problem (W, M, M') -) B then those algebraic linking 
forms of z are induced by the topological linking forms of M and M'. Any isometry of 
those linking form gives rise to flip-isomorphisms and conversely any flip-isomorphism 
induces an isometry of the linking forms of z. 
But let us return to the quadratic Poincaré complex x we constructed out of z. Every 
flip-isomorphism t transforms the boundary of the Poincaré pair x into an algebraic 
twisted double. Now the algebraic surgery version of the asymmetric signature yields 
an asymmetric signature or* (z, t) E LAsy°(A) depending only on the preformation z 
and a flip-isomorphism t. (These constructions do not only work for group rings or Z 
but for any weakly finite ring A with 1 and involution). If [z] E 1 2q--2 (A) is elementary 
then the asymmetric signatures vanish for all (stable) flip-isomorphism. 
As mentioned before, isometries of linking forms are a good source for flip-isomorphisms. 
It turns out that the asymmetric signatures only depend on those linking forms. 
Obviously we are interested in whether these asymmetric signatures will be complete 
obstructions to elementariness. The evidence does not look all too optimistic. First of 
all asymmetric signatures completely ignore all quadratic information simply because 
- unlike in other surgery problems - their definition and application does only require 
manifolds but not necessarily normal maps/smoothings. The computation of l-monoids 
for skew fields will provide further counter-examples. 
We again resort to the manifold world for some inspiration for a stronger obstruction. 
Assume again we have an even-dimensional cobordism (W, M, M'). For a moment let 
us assume that M and W are closed. Any diffeomorphism h: M -- M' allows us 
to glue both ends of W together. Alternatively we obtain the same manifold if we 
replace M by M' using h (then W is a manifold with an (un-)twisted double M + M on 
the boundary) and then glue the s-cobordism M x (I, 0, 1) on it. The resulting closed 
manifold V is null-cobordant if and only if (W, M, M') is cobordant to an s-cobordism. 
If M and M' are not closed, h again turns (W M, M') into a manifold with a twisted 
double as a boundary. But we have to be careful now: not every twisted double is 
the boundary of an s-cobordism. If, however, we demand that hIOM  is isotopic to 
'8M we can glue (W M, M) onto M x (I, 0, 1) and again get a closed manifold which 
is null-cobordant if and only if (W, M, M') is cobordant to an s-cobordism. Similar 
constructions also work for a normal cobordism and a compatible diffeomorphism h. 
Again we follow our philosophy that anything that can be done for manifolds can 
also be done in the algebraic world of complexes. We imitate the procedures for the 
quadratic Poincaré pair x that we created out of a preformation z. The case 3M = 0 
corresponds to the case where z is a non-singular formation. As an example, the 
obstruction of a Kreck surgery problem (W, M, M') -p X x (I, 0, 1) is a formation 
when all maps involved are normal maps, X is a finite geometric Poincaré space and 
the induced map 3M -p 0X is a homotopy equivalence. Just like with manifolds 
and normal maps, it is possible to glue quadratic Poincaré pairs together and there is a 
notion of cobordism. All we need is an equivalent for the diffeomorphism h: M -- M. 
Any chain equivalence of the quadratic complexes which constitute the two "boundary 
components" of x will do the job. It is nothing else than the flip-isomorphism, we have 
encountered before. So we use a choice of flip-isomorphism to glue the "ends" of the 
Poincaré pair together and the resulting Poincaré complex is null-cobordant if and only 
if x is cobordant relô to an algebraic h-cobordism and this is the case if and only if 
[z] E 1 2q+2 (A) is elementary. One of the fundamental facts of algebraic surgery theory 
is that the set of cobordism classes of Poincaré complexes are Wall's L-groups. Hence 
our construction leads to an obstructions in L2 q+2(A) - the quadratic signatures. 
Unfortunately, the generalization to arbitrary preformations is much more unpleasant. 
In the case of manifolds or normal maps not any diffeomorphism could be used for the 
glueing operation. The same is true in the algebraic surgery world. Not every flip-
isomorphism is suitable to produce a quadratic signature. We have to introduce a new 
class of flip-isomorphisms called flip-isomorphisms rel0. The quadratic signatures 
of such a flip-isomorphism relD will also depend on other choices and hence are rather 
difficult to handle. 
In any case, one can show that quadratic and asymmetric signatures are connected via 
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the canonical map 
L2q+2(A) 	. LAsy ° (A) 
(K,,b) i- (K,,bo—c) 
1.3 The Results 
Let A be a weakly finite ring with 1 and an involution. Let € = (_)q and let z = (F 4-
G -- F*, 9) be an c-quadratic split preformation, that is a tuple consisting of a free 
f.g. A-module F, a f.g. A-module G, a A-homomorphism ( a ) : G -p F F*  and a map 
0: C -+ Q_(A) such that (G, 0) is a (—e)-quadratic form. The obstruction to a 
surgery problem in Kreck's theory is such an object. 
We say that two preformations are stably strongly isomorphic if they are isometric 
after one adds "hyperbolic elements" of the form 
1 0 i\ 
((PP*) 4- (PP) 	(pp* )* ('\ ' ( 0 01 )) 
The equivalence classes form the 1-monoid 1'2q2 (A) and the equivalence classes of 
regular preformations (i.e. C is free) define the 1-monoid 12q+2(A) (compare Definition 
2.2.13 on p.28). The main theorem in Kreck's modified surgery theory states that 
surgery leads to an s-cobordism if the obstruction is stably elementary. Hence, our 
aim is to find obstructions for z to be stably elementary. By Corollary 2.4.7 (p.37) we 
can replace z by a regular preformation i.e. one with a free C. 
In Kreck's original theory all isometries and isomorphisms were simple and all modules 
involved were based. We will ignore the Whitehead obstruction in the following and 
hence only deal with h-cobordisms. For A = Z or A = Z[Z] there is no difference. 
There are certain obvious primitive obstruction for a preformation to be elementary. 
Proposition (See Corollary 2.4.3 on p.36). If [z] E 12q+2(A) is elementary then 
ker 'y ker ,t, coker 'y coker i, ker yt ker y ker coker y'p coker 'y G coker 'y 
and rk F is even 
The first really important obstruction we will discuss is the existence of a flip-iso-
morphism. A flip-isomorphism is a weak isomorphism (a,,3, x) of z with its flip z' = 
(F* --- C F, —0). (Compare Definition 4.1.1 on p.61). Weak isomorphisms are a 
generalization of isomorphisms of formations as they are used in the definition of the 
odd-dimensional L-groups (see Definition 2.2.14 on p.29). A strong isomorphism (which 
is used in the definition of the even-dimensional l-monoids) is also a weak isomorphism 
(see Remark 2.2.17 on p.30). Every elementary preformation has a flip-isomorphism: 
Proposition (See Corollary 4.1.3 on p.6E2). Let z be a regular c-quadratic split 
preformation. If z is (stably) elementary there is a (stable) strong flip-isomorphism 
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(a,,3, 0) such that a: F -* F* is c-symmetric and zero in L2(A)  (and hence also in 
LAsy°(A)) and ,3' = lc• 
Now we use the flip-isomorphism to define asymmetric and quadratic signatures. 
Flip-isomorphisms and Asymmetric signatures 
For any flip-isomorphism t = (a, 0, x) (even those that do not fulfil the stronger con-
ditions of the previous proposition) there is an asymmetric signature a*(z,  t) = 
(M, p) e LAsy°(A) of a flip-isomorphism t of z given by 
/0 0 	a P 
	0 -E 	)M=FEBF*eF4M* 
\o 1 Ea(x_fx * ) * a*J 
(Definition 5.3.1 on p.80). We define an abelian monoid fl2 q+2(A) as a kind of l-monoid 
of preformations with a choice of flip-isomorphism (Definition 5.5.1 on p.8 44. Then the 
asymmetric signatures define a map from that monoid into the asymmetric Witt-group 
which vanishes for all stably elementary preformations. 
Theorem (See Theorem 5.5.3 and Remark 5.5.2 on p.85). The asymmetric 
signatures give rise to a well-defined homomorphism of abelian monoids 
a*: fl2q+2(A) -p LAsy ° (A) 
[(z, t)] i- a*(zt) 
If [z'] E 12q+2(A) is elementary then a*(z,t) = 0 for all flip-isomorphisms t of all 
preforrnations z with [z] = [z'] E 12q+2(A). 
We will give two proofs of this Theorem (or rather of the underlying Theorem 5.4.1 
on p.81): one using algebraic surgery theory and a explicit stable lagrangian of our 
asymmetric signature. 
In Section 9.6, asymmetric signatures are studied if A is a field. The converse of the 
theorem turns out to be true e.g. if A = Q or for fields of characteristic different from 
2 endowed with a non-identity involution and q even. Unfortunately there are also 
counterexamples. 
A test case for asymmetric signatures are boundaries of quadratic forms in particular 
the submonoid of 12q+2(A) given by the injection 
L2q+2(A) 	1 2q+2 (A) 
(K, 0) -p a(K,o) = K 	K 'K 	
O—O K*, 0) 
Here live the obstructions of traditional surgery theory interpreted as a special case of 
Kreck's modified theory. 
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Corollary (Corollary 7.3.2, p.110). Let (K, 0) be a non-singular (—e)-quadratic 
form. Then z = ô(K, 0) is a non-singular c-quadratic split formation. 
z has a (stable) flip-isomorphism. 
[z] e 12q+2 (A) is elementary if and only if [(K, 9)] = 0 E L2q+2(A). 
All asymmetric signatures equal [(K, 0 - 9*)] E LAsy°(A). 
Assume that either A is a field of characteristic different to 2 or that A = Z and 
= —1. z is elementary if and only if the asymmetric signatures vanish. 
Asymmetric signatures ignore any "quadratic split" information. Hence non-singular 
skew-quadratic forms over Z and Z/2Z with non-trivial Arf-invariant have vanishing 
asymmetric signatures but their boundaries aren't stably elementary (see Example 7.3.3 
on p.111). 
Linking forms 
What is an easy source for flip-isomorphisms? For a certain class of preformations the 
answer is linking forms. Assume that S C A is a central multiplicative subset, e.g. 
A = Z and S = Z\{0}. We call a map an S-isomorphism if tensoring with S'A makes 
it an isomorphism. If i is an S-isomorphism the preformation determines a linking 
form L A  and if y is an S-isomorphism it defines a linking form L... 
Proposition (See Proposition 8.2.3 on p.118). Let z = (F E ^1 C ---) F*, ) be a 
regular split c-quadratic preformation with either i or 'y an S-isomorphism. 
If z allows a flip- isomorphism then both 'y and tt are S-isomorphisms. Every flip-
isomorphisrn t = (a, 0, x) induces an isomorphism of split (—e)-quadratic linking 
forms [a_*I L, ---* L. 
Assume y and i are both S-isomorphisms and L. and L are isomorphic. Every 
isomorphism I: L 11 	L..,, induces a stable flip-isomorphism (a,,3, x) of z such 
that [a_*]  =1: Li, -- Lly 
We introduce sub-monoids of the l-monoids l2+2 (A) and fl2+2(A)  of preformations 
(F 4- C -- F*) where 'y  and t are S-isomorphisms and the quadratic refinement is 
omitted: 
is 2 (A) = {{(F + 	C 	* F*)1 E 12q+2(A)I/.t and 'y are Sisomorphisms} 
flr2(A) = {[(z, t)} : [z] E 1r 2 (A)} 
Similarly we define an l-monoid ll 2 (A) of preformations (F 	C -- F*) with 
a choice of isometry L. 	L.Y. The previous proposition can be interpreted as the 
existence of a surjection fl 2 (A) -* ll(A) (see Section 8.3). 
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For preformations in l(A) the asymmetric signature a* (z, t) of a flip-isomorphism t 
does only depend on the preformation and the isometry of linking forms induced by t. 
Theorem (See Theorem 8.4.3 on p.121). There is a lift of the asymmetric signature 
map of Theorem 5.5.3 
fl2(A) . LAsy°(A) 
L4 
ii +2(A)  
If [z'] e l 2 (A) is elementary then a*(z,  1) = 0 e LAsy°(A) for all isomorphisms 
I: L' -- 
This theorem is quite an improvement. Instead of checking the asymmetric signature 
for all flip-isomorphisms of all stably strongly isomorphic preformations, we only have 
to go through all isometries of linking forms of one representative. In the case A = Z 
and S = Z \ {0} they are only finitely many of them. We can do even more. In certain 
circumstances we can read off the linking forms from a simply-connected manifold 
directly. 
Proposition (See Propositions 8.5.6 on p.123). Let p: B — BO be afibration with 
7r 1 (B) = 0. Let Mi be (2q+ 1)-dimensional manifolds with a (q— 1)-smoothings in B 
i.e. a lift of the stable normal bundle over p which is q- connected. Let f: 8M0 -* 
be a diffeomorphism compatible with the smoothings. Let W be a cobordism of M0 U1 M1 
with a compatible q-smoothing over B. As in Corollary 2.4.6 we define an obstruction 
x(W) = 
= (Hq+i(W,MO) 	Hq+2(B,W) 	Hq+i(W,Mi),O) 
E l q (7Z) 
Let 1B i be the linking form on H q+i(B, M) which is induced by the topological linking 
form of M. 
Ifcokery = Hq+i(B,Mo) is finite then Ll = —l. 
If cokeri = Hq+i(B,M i ) is finite then Li = 
Assume both cokernels are finite. If W is cobordant relô to an h-cobordism then there 
exist isomorphisms I: LA = —1 L -Y = e - l and their asymmetric signatures 
a*(x (W),l) e LAsy°(Z) will all vanish. 
Non-singular formations 
In general asymmetric signatures are not strong enough to show elementariness, there-
fore we look out for a stronger obstruction - quadratic signatures. 
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Quadratic signatures turn out to be rather complicated objects so we will deal first with
ly 
a special class of preformations for which they behave nicely. Let z = (F E--- G -- 
F*, 0) be a non-singular f-quadratic split formation i.e. that means the map ( a ) : G 




be a degree 1 normal cobordism (i.e. e and f and  f' are normal maps and (X, 8X) is 
a finite geometric Poincaré pair) and f : 0M -p 8X is homotopy equivalence. Then 
the modified Kreck surgery obstruction of Corollary 2.4.6 (p.37) is such a non-singular 
formation. 
By [Ran80a] Proposition 2.2, the map () G -p H(F) can be extended to an iso-
morphism of hyperbolic f-quadratic forms 
(i = 
GLI ) , GIA )) : H
€ (G) -- H(F) 
For any 'r: G* -* G the maps 5" = 5' + -y(T - cr*), ' 	+ p(r - cr*), 0' 
O + (r - crI)*0(r - cr*) + 7 p(r - *)* - ET define another extension to an isomorphism 
of hyperbolic forms. Conversely any other extension has this form. 
For any flip-isomorphism t of a non-singular f-quadratic split formation z and a choice 
of extensions 5', A , 0 we can define a quadratic signature ,5" (z, t, 5', , 0) 	(M, ') e 
L2q+2(A) given by 
f5'*1i + cwc5' 	5'*cy  0\ 
= 1 	0 	f 0 	0): M = 	C F' -* 
\ c(ay - ) 	—p 0) 
(see Definition 7.2.1 on p.108). 
Theorem (See Theorem 7.2.3 on p.108). Let z' be a non-singular c-quadratic 
split formation. [z'] E 12q+2(A) is elementary if and only if there is a stably strongly 
isomorphic z = (F C 11--+ F*, ), a flip-isomorphism t and , ,ã and 0 such that 
(f= (-y  P1 G H(F) )) : H(G) --*  
is an isomorphism of hyperbolic c- quadratic forms and ,5*(z,t,5, , i 3 O) = 0 E L2 q+2(A). 
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There is also a surprise about asymmetric signatures of non-singular formations: they 
are independent of the choice of flip-isomorphisms. 
Theorem (See Theorem 7.3.1 on p.110). Let z be a non-singular formation. Let 
t and t' be two flip-isomorphisms. Then a*(z,  t) = a*(z,  t') E LAsy ° (A). 
Quadratic signatures for arbitrary preformations 
The general definition of a quadratic signature demands much more preparation and 
we will only sketch it here. Let z = (F ---- C -- F*, 0) be a regular f-quadratic split 
preformation and let t = (cr, /3, U) be a flip-isomorphism of z. z and t and a choice of 
representatives for Cl and 0, etc. define a self-equivalence (hi , Xt): (C, /') --+ (C, '/') of 
2q-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complexes (see (4.2) on p.64). Assume there exists a 
homotopy (, ij): (1,0) (ht , Xt):  (C, ) -- (C, ) (see Definition 6.1.4 on p.94) then 
t is called a flip-isomorphism rela (see Definition 6.2.1 on p.96). Those ingredients 
define a quadratic signature in L2q+2(A) which vanishes for a choice of /, ij, 0, etc. if 
and only if z is stably elementary. The construction is described in Section 6.3 on p.98 
and the relation to elementariness in Theorem 6.4.1 on p.101. 
The quadratic signature of z, t, z, etc. is mapped to the asymmetric signature a* (z, t) 
via the map 
L2q+2(A) - LAsy ° (A) 
(see Theorem 6.5.1 on p.103). Its kernel can be computed in terms of cobordism classes 
of automorphisms of quadratic Poincaré complexes (see Remark 6.5.2 on p.104). 
In the case of A = Z and e = —1 i.e. q = 2m - 1 the map is an injection: 
Proposition (See Corollary 6.5.3 on p.104). Let q = 2m - 1 i.e. f = —1. Let 
z = (F (--- C ---) F*, ) be a regular skew-quadratic split preformation over Z 
[z] E 14m (Z) is elementary if and only if there is a flip-isomorphism re19 t such 
that a*(z,t) = 0 E LAsy ° (Z). 
The quadratic signature p*(z,  t, l,, 0, i, A , ,q) E L4 m (7Z) only depends on z and t. 
l-monoids for skew fields 
The following results are independent from the theory about asymmetric and quadratic 
signatures and answer some questions about the structure of the monoid 12q+2  (A). First 
of all it is possible to compute the l-monoid in case of skew fields. For simplicity we 
just present the non-split case. Note that 12q+2(A) = 12q+2 (A) for skew fields A with 
char A 0 2. 
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Theorem (See Corollary 9.1.9, Remark 9.1.13, Corollary 9.2.2). For any weakly 
finite ring A with 1 and involution there is a monomorphism 
17: L22(A) @ N 	'- 	12q+2 (A) 
([(K, A)], s, t, x, z, y) '-p [8(K, A) + 8(A 3 , 0) 
• (A t -2 A t -LA t )A t 
• (AX+X 	AX 	AX)Ax+x 
+ 
with 8(K, A) = (K 
1 
- K -p K * ). 
Let A be a skew field. Then 77 is an isomorphism. In that case the map 
1 2q+2 	 2q+2  .--* L 2(A)NZ 
(F 	G --* F*) 	([(G/ker * y*)] , dim  kery,  dim ker/i,  
dim ker(),  dim  kery*j,  dim  F - dim G) 
is also an isomorphism. 
[z] e l2+2 (A) is elementary if and only if v(z) = (0, a, a, b, c + 2a, c) for some a, b E No 
and c E Z i.e. if and only if[(G/kery*i,y*,i)] = 0 E L2+2(A),  dimkery = dimkeri 
and dim kery*,1 = dim ker'y + dim kery*. 
Can we make groups out of the l-monoids? 
The theory of monoids is rather difficult, so one would like to replace or "approximate" 
the l-monoids by groups. There are two naïve ways: one tries to find a group into which 
12q+2(A) can be embedded or one looks at 12q+2(A)/1 q+2(A). There is not much hope 
for either attempt: 
Proposition (See Proposition 9.5.2 on p.143f.). 14q+2(7L[7])  cannot be embedded 
into a group. 
Proposition (See Corollary 9.2.3 and 9.2.4 on p.137f.). l2(A)/i(A)  is not a 
group for a field or a principal ideal domain A. 
1.4 The Contents 
Chapter 2 gives an introduction into the topology and algebra of traditional and 
modified surgery theories. We will define forms, preformations and elementariness. 
The next two chapters build up the foundation for the application of algebraic surgery 
theory to the study of preformations. In Chapter 3 we translate preformations into 
quadratic complexes and pairs. We define algebraic versions of surgery and cobordism 
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relô and h-cobordisms for quadratic pairs. In Chapter 4 we define the important 
concept of flip-isomorphisms and discuss how they fit into the algebraic chain models 
we constructed in the preceding chapter. 
The following chapters discuss asymmetric and quadratic signatures in all generality. 
Chapter 5 presents the theory of asymmetric forms and complexes and how one can 
define asymmetric signatures for Poincaré pairs that have an algebraic twisted double 
as a boundary. These general constructions are applied to the Poincaré pairs defined 
in Chapter 4 and produce the asymmetric signatures of flip-isomorphisms. Chapter 6 
deals with the definition of quadratic signatures for general preformations. 
We continue with the treatment of special classes of preformations. Chapter 7 covers 
the quadratic signatures for the easier case of non-singular formations. It also contains 
a proof for the fact their asymmetric signatures do not depend on the choice of flip-
isomorphism. For preformations with linking forms the theory of asymmetric signatures 
becomes particularly elegant as will be seen in Chapter 8. 
Finally, in Chapter 9 we will compute 12q+2  (A) for skew fields A and investigate the re-
lation between the existence of flip-isomorphisms, vanishing asymmetric signatures and 
elementariness for preformations over fields. We will give examples of non-elementary 
preformations over certain fields that have flip-isomorphisms and vanishing asymmetric 
signatures. We also show that naïve ways of replacing the monoid 12q+2(A) by a group 
won't work in general. 




P reformat ions 
Section 2.1 presents the algebraic and geometric concepts behind Kreck's surgery 
theory and its relation to traditional surgery theories. In Section 2.2 we introduce the 
language of forms, formations and preformations - the building blocks of all our various 
surgery obstruction groups and monoids. Preformations are the objects that appear as 
obstructions in Kreck's surgery theory; its main theorem states that surgery succeeds 
in producing an s-cobordism if and only if that obstruction preformation has a certain 
property: stable elementariness. Section 2.3 will present a heuristic way from topology 
to a definition of an elementary preformation. Then (Section 2.4) various equivalent 
definitions and some simple properties of that important concept are given, e.g. simple 
invariants which are obstructions to elementariness using cokernels and kernels of 'y, 
and of a preformation (F -- C 11--+ F*, ) (see Corollary 2.4.3). 
An obstacle to transferring preformations the into algebraic surgery world in the next 
chapters is the fact that the module C in a preformation (F -- C --* F*, ) does 
not need to be free. By Corollary 2.4.7 any preformation can be replaced by a regular 
preformation (i.e. a preformation with free C). 
2.1 Forms, Preformations and Formations: the Geometry 
In this section we want to compare even- and odd-dimensional traditional surgery 
theory and Kreck's even-dimensional theory. We start with the traditional even-
dimensional theory as developed by C.T.C. Wall and others. Let 
iIi] 
I 
T Xxi 	x X 
(e,f,f'): (W,M,M') —*X x (1,0,1) 
be a (2q + 2)-dimensional degree 1 normal cobordism with a finite (2q + 2)-dimensional 
geometric Poincaré space' X such that f and f are homotopy equivalences. 
Our aim is to perform surgery on W relO such that the result is an s-cobordism. Then, 
by the s-cobordism theorem, M and M' are diffeomorphic. Surgery theory works only 
in higher dimensions, hence we assume q > 2. 
After having made e highly-connected by surgery below the middle dimension, we 
can define a (_1)+ldi mensional quadratic form (Kq+i(W),A,li) with Kq+i(W) = 
Hq+2 () the homology of the induced map of the universal covers of W and X with 
local coefficients and A and ii the intersection and self-intersection numbers on W. 
This form is zero in the Witt group L2 q+2(Z[iri(X)]) of non-singular (_)q+  '-quadratic 
forms over Z[7r,(X)] if and only if e: W -p X x I is cobordant relO to a homotopy 
equivalence, i.e. if and only if we can do surgery on the inside of W to obtain an s-
cobordism. A quadratic form vanishes in the L-group if (after addition of hyperbolic 
forms) it has a lagrangian (i.e. a free direct summand of half dimension on which the 
quadratic form vanishes). If there is a lagrangian for (Kq+i(W), A, ) one simply kills 
its generators by surgery and the result will be an s-cobordism. 
Before introducing Kreck's even-dimensional approach we have a look at the tradi-
tional odd-dimensional case. Let (X, OX) be a finite (2q+ 1)-dimensional geometric 
Poincaré pair. Let N and N' be two 2q-dimensional manifolds such that 3M = N U N' 
and let f: (M, 3M) -p (X, OX) be a degree 1 normal map such that its restriction 
to the boundary 3M -p OX is a homotopy equivalence. Surgery below the middle-
dimension makes f -p X highly-connected. We are interested in the question whether 
N and N' are diffeomorphic, that is, whether f: M -* X is cobordant relO to a 
A Poincaré space (or pair) is a topological space (or a pair of spaces) for which there exists a 
Poincaré (or Poincaré-Lefschetz) duality. A Poincaré space or pair is finite if it is a finite CW-complex. 
All closed manifolds are finite Poincaré spaces. 
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homotopy equivalence. One can construct an obstruction by looking at a so-called 
presentation of f. A presentation is a (2q + 2)-dimensional normal cobordism 
(e, f, f'): (W; M, M') -f x x (1,0,1) 
such that e is (q + 1)-connected and f and f is q-connected. Such presentations exist 
for any such f with the above properties: one chooses a set of generators {x 1 ,... , x,} of 
the kernel module Kq (M). Because we are below the middle dimension, the generators 
can be realized by disjoint framed embeddings g j : S 7 x Dq +1  -p M. The trace W of 
the surgeries performed on them will be a presentation. 
There is a purely algebraic way to test whether there's any presentation that contains 
a homotopy equivalence f: M' - X on the other end (see also [Ran02] Chapter 
12.2): Let U be the union of all the images of all g j and M0 = M \ U. Such a 
decomposition is called a Heegaard splitting (see [Ran02] Definition 12.6). Then 
the self-intersection form on Kq(aU) = Kq(#k Sq x S)  is the hyperbolic form on 
Z[7ri (X)] 2k. Because o9M = U, the images of Kq+i(U,DU) and Kq+i(Mo ,UU) in 
Kq (aU) are lagrangians. A non-singular quadratic form with a pair of lagrangians 
is called a non-singular (_)q  -quadratic formation. It turns out that the forma-
tion (Kq (8U); Kq+i(U, ÔU), Kq+i(Mo, DU)) provides enough data to decide our surgery 
problem. 
We can read off the same information from our presentation. We define 
F = Kq+i(W,M) K q+i(U,aU) 
G = Kq+i(W) Kq+i(Mo, U) 
Let 'y: C = Kq+i(W) 	F = Kq+i(W,M) and p: G = Kq+i(W) 	Kq+i(W,M') 
F* be the maps induced by the long exact sequences of (W, M) and (W, M') and 
Poincaré-Lefschetz duality. Then () is the inclusion of one lagrangian C and F is 
obviously another lagrangian of the hyperbolic form H( _ )q (F) Kq (09U). Hence the 
obstruction formation can also be written as (H(_ )q (F); F, C) = (F -- C A ) ). 
Different choices of presentations for f: M -* X change the formations by a stable 
isomorphism. A stable isomorphism class of formations is Wall's algebraic model 
for an odd-dimensional normal map. We will introduce this kind of isomorphism in 
Definition 2.2.14 as a weak isomorphism, since we need to distinguish it from another 
kind of isomorphism which we will encounter in the discussion of the modified theory 
later. A presentation yields a homotopy equivalence f': M -* X if and only if its 
obstruction is a boundary (see Definition 2.2.12). From this discussion equivalence 
relations can be derived which are used to define the algebraic odd-dimensional surgery 
obstruction groups L2q+1(Z[7rl(X)]). z vanishes in that L-group if and only if f: M -* 
X is cobordant relô to a homotopy equivalence. 
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In the 1980s Kreck generalized Wall's results. This thesis will only deal with his even-
dimensional modified theory (compare [Kre99] p.724-732). Surprisingly, certain 
aspects of it resemble the traditional odd-dimensional theory we have just discussed. 
Kreck's theory starts off, not with normal maps, but the weaker notion of normal 
smoothings. Let p: B -* BO be a fibration. A normal B-smoothing of a manifold 
is a factorization through B of the classifying map for its stable normal map. (Under 
certain connectivity assumptions the homotopy type of B actually depends only on M 
but we will not need this fact. See [Kre99] p.  711.) Assume that there is a (2q + 2)_ 
dimensional cobordism (e, f, 1"): (W, M, M') -* B of normal smoothings such that f 
and f are q-equivalences. 
If B is a finite geometric Poincaré space and if p: B -* BO is its Spivak bundle, 
a normal B-smoothing is nothing but a normal map. In addition, if f and f are 
homotopy equivalences, the situation is exactly the one of Wall's even-dimensional 
case. The geometrical input of the modified case is considerably weaker than in Wall's 
original theory. There we started by comparing the complete homotopy and normal 
bundle information of M and M' whereas in the modified theory only "half" of that 
information is needed. 
Surgery below the middle dimension yields a (q + 1)-connected map e': W' 	B. 
Now we can read off the obstruction which is a tuple z = (F 2- G 11---) F*, ) with 
G := ker(e: irq+i(W') irq+i(B)), 0: G -p Q(._) q (ZZ[ltl(B)]) the self-intersection 
form on W', F := Hq (W', M') and and p are the compositions of the obvious maps 
in homology and the Hurewicz homomorphism. Note that U +  (_)q+10* = Such 
a tuple (F ( 2- C --- F*, 0) with (G, .-yi, 0) a ±-quadratic form will be called a 
preformation. 
There is of course an ambiguity as there may be many ways to make e: W -p B 
highly-connected. But the resulting manifolds W' will only differ by a couple of tori 
X 8q+1 (see [Kre99] p.729) and algebraically, the obstruction preformations will 
differ only by hyperbolic elements 
1 	0 	1\ 
"0 0)) 
There is also a notion of isomorphism namely strong isomorphisms (see Definition 
2.2.13). If (W, M, M') - B is changed by a diffeomorphism compatible with the 
normal B-smoothings. the obstructions will change by such a strong isomorphism. 
The stable strong isomorphism classes (using hyperbolic preformations for stabilization) 
define the monoid 12q+2(7L[7rl(B)]). e: W -p X is cobordant rela to an s-cobordism if 
and only if the class of the obstruction preformation in the l-monoid is elementary. 
We will discuss elementariness later in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
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The modified theory appeals by its ability to digest much simpler geometrical input 
than the traditional case: 
The normal maps on M and M' are not necessarily homotopy equivalences but 
only q-equivalences. 
The space B with which we compare our cobordism does not need to be a finite 
Poincaré space. 
However, these generalizations come with a price tag: the difficult algebra. In fact, 
very little is known about the algebraic structure of those 1-monoids compared to the 
extensive literature that exists about the L-groups. 
There is a striking similarity between the obstructions of the modified even-dimensional 
case and the traditional odd-dimensional case. In both cases one studies a cobordism 
(e, f, f'): (W, M, M') X of highly-connected normal maps/smoothings such that 
HZ (W, M) = H,, (W, M') = 0 for i q + 1. To a certain degree the discussion about 
formations can be extended to preformations. In both cases () : (G, 0) —p H(_ )q (F) 
defines a map from a zero form to a hyperbolic form. 
The situation in the even-dimensional modified theory is of course more general: X is 
not necessarily a finite Poincaré complex, the maps involved don't need to be normal 
maps and 8M -* X might not be a homotopy equivalence. Therefore the map () is 
not always an inclusion of a lagrangian. 
There are more differences if one looks at the equivalence relations in the obstruction 
groups/monoids. In the modified even-dimensional case, the equivalence relations for 
the l-monoids are very strict, because they seek to preserve all algebraic data of the 
whole cobordism (e, f, f'): (W, M, M') -* X. On the other hand, in the traditional 
odd-dimensional case that cobordism is just used to write down the obstruction data 
of f: M -* X. It is not important which cobordism is chosen if only it is highly-
connected. The equivalence relations for L2q+1 (A) are designed such that only the 
surgery-relevant information of f: M —p X is retained. 
Hence, philosophically, a preformation can be interpreted as an algebraic model for a 
cobordism (e, f, f'): (W, M, M') -* X or as a model for the map f: M -* X only. 
In the first case, one identifies preformations via strong isomorphisms (the ones used 
to define the 1-monoids) in the second case one uses weak isomorphisms (the ones used 
to define the odd-dimensional L-groups). We will come back to this issue when we 
introduce flip-isomorphisms in Chapter 4. 
In any case, the similarity of the objects in odd-dimensional L-theory and 1-monoids 
enable us to use algebraic surgery theory to investigate 12q (A). There are standard ways 
of translating quadratic and symmetric complexes into forms and formations and vice 
versa. These procedures extend to (regular) preformations as we will see in Chapter 3. 
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2.2 Forms, Preformations and Formations: the Algebra 
We begin by defining a class of rings for which the rank of any f.g. free module is well-
defined. These rings are called weakly finite. All the rings which we are interested in 
(like fields, principal ideal domains, group rings, etc.) have this property. 
Definition and Lemma 2.2.1 ([Coh89] p.143). A ring A is weakly finite if for 
any n E No and A-module K, Atm Atm K implies K = 0. 	 LI 
Proposition 2.2.2. 	i) All commutative rings, artinian rings, noetherian rings, sub- 
rings of weakly finite rings, skew fields and group rings C[7r] and Z[7r] are weakly 
finite. 
All free modules over weakly finite rings have a well-defined rank. 
Let f, g : Atm -* An with f  = lAn and let A be weakly finite. Then gf = lA n 
i.e. f and g are isomorphisms. 
If f : An -* An is surjective or a split injection then f is an isomorphism. 
1* 
Let A be an r x r-matrix s.t. 	A) is an isomorphism. Then A is an isomor- 
phism. 
Proof. For i) - iii) see [Coh89] pp.143-4 and [Mon69]. iv) is very easy to show. There 
is an exact sequence 
0 	ker f 	Atm 	A 	0 
which splits because the last module is free. Then ker f ED A 	Atm. Hence the kernel 
is trivial and f injective. A similar argument covers the case of a split injection. The 
last statement follows from the fact that A*  must be an epimorphism, hence it is an 
isomorphism and so is A. 	 LI 
Let e = (_)q (All constructions would equally work for e e A such that ' = .) Let 
A be a weakly finite ring with 1 and an involution x i-* (i.e. an anti-automorphism 
A --) A°, x '-p with AP 	opposite ring). All A-modules are left modules. 
Lemma 2.2.3. For a projective A-module M the map M -* M**, x '-* (f i- f(x)) 
is an isomorphism of left A-modules. 
Remark 2.2.4. In this section all surgery obstruction groups and monoids of the 
various surgery theories presented before are defined. Strictly speaking, if we want to 
decide whether or whether not a cobordism can be turned into an .s-cobordism all the 
equivalence relations below must only use simple isomorphisms (i.e. isomorphisms 
for which the torsion in the Whitehead group vanishes). We will ignore this condition in 
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this thesis, hence the results will only deal with h-cobordisms instead of s-cobordisms. 
A careful analysis of the proofs and constructions given in this thesis, will certainly 
lead to similar results for the simple 1-monoids. 
In the cases A = Z[Zm] and A = Z the Whitehead groups vanish and every h-cobordism 
is an s-cobordism. 
Forms and even-dimensional L-groups 
Definition 2.2.5. 	i) Let M be a A-module. Using the canonical homomorphism 
M —p M** of Lemma 2.2.3 we define the f-duality involution map 
TE : HomA(M, M*) _* HomA(M, M*) 
—* (f*:x(y_fcb(y)(x))) 
and the abelian groups 
QE(M) = ker(1 — TE ) 
	
QE (M) =coker(1—T) 
Q(A)={be Alb =fb} 
	
Q(A) = A/{b - EbIb E Al 
ii) An f-symmetric form (M, ) over A is a A-module M together with a q E 
Q (M) It is non-singular if q: M —* M* is an isomorphism of A-modules. 
iii) A sublagrangian L of an f-symmetric form (M, q)  is a direct summand j: L 
M such that j*qj = 0. Then the annihilator L' = ker (j* :  M —) L*) contains 
L. L is a lagrangian if L = L -1- . A form that allows a lagrangian is called 
metabolic. 
iv) An f-quadratic form (M, A, ii) over A is an f-symmetric form (M, A) together 
with a map v: M — Q, (A) such that for all x,y E M and a E A 
v(x + y) — v(x) — v(y) = A(x, y) e Q6 (A) 
V(X) +fv(x) = \(X, X) E QE(A) 
v(ax) = aii(x) e Q(A) 
v is called a quadratic refinement of the f-symmetric form (M, A). It is non-
singular if the underlying symmetric form is non-singular. 
v) A sublagrangian L of an f-quadratic form (M, A, v) is a direct summand j: L c 
M such that j*Aj = 0 and vj = 0. Then the annihilator L' of the underlying 
,E-symmetric form (M, A) contains L. L is a lagrangian if L = L'. A form which 
allows a lagrangian is called metabolic. 
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vi) A morphism f: (M, A) - (M', A') of c-symmetric forms is a map f E 
HomA(M, M') such that f*AFf = A. It is an isomorphism if f: M -p M' is an 
isomorphism of A-modules. 
A morphism f: (M, A, i) -* (M', A', i')  of f-quadratic forms is a morphism 
f: (M, A) -* (M', A') of 1-symmetric forms such that ,a'f = i. It is an isomor- 
phism if f: M -p M' is an isomorphism of A-modules. 	 0 
Remark 2.2.6. For a f.g. projective A-module M there is no difference between the 
definition of f-quadratic forms and the following alternative (see e.g. [Ran80a] p.117ff): 
An c-quadratic form (M, ) over A is a tuple consisting of a f.g. projective A-module 
M together with an element b E Q(M). It is non-singular if (1 + T: M -* M* 
is an isomorphism of A-modules. 
A sublagrangian L of an f-quadratic form (M, ') is a direct summand j: L - M 
such that jj = 0 E Q E (L). Then the annihilator L-'- = ker (j*(1 + T)t: M -p L*) 
contains L. L is a lagrangian if L = L'. A form which allows a lagrangian is called 
metabolic. 
A morphism f: (M, 0) -p (M', 0') is a map f E HomA(M,M') such that fJIf = 
E Q(M). It is an isomorphism if f: M -p M' is an isomorphism of A-modules. 
An f-quadratic form (M, E Q(M)) defines an f-quadratic form (M, (1 +Tf )', ii) with 
v(x) = (x)(x). Conversely any f-quadratic form (M, A, ii) gives rise to an f-quadratic 
form (M, 0 E Q(M)) (see [Ran02] Proposition 11.9). 
If 1 E A then quadratic and symmetric forms are the same. More generally: 
Proposition 2.2.7. Assume there is a central s E A such that s + 9 = 1. Then there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between f-quadratic and f-symmetric forms over f. g. free 
(or projective) A-modules given by (C,O E Q(G)) '-* (G, (1 + TE )O E Q(G)). Its 
inverse is (G, A E Q(G)) '-+ (C, [sA] e Q(G)). 
It can be shown ([Ran80a] Proposition 2.2) that any metabolic form is isometric to a 
hyperbolic form. 
Definition 2.2.8. For any (—f)-symmetric form (L*, ) over a f.g. free A-module L we 
define the non-singular hyperbolic c-symmetric form 
HE(L ,  0) = (L T L*, (° 1 ) E Q, (L L*)) 
We abbreviate H(L) = H(L,0). 
For any f.g. free A-module L we define the non-singular quadratic hyperbolic c- 
quadratic form 	
Hf(L)= (LL*,( 1) EQ€(LL*)) 
. 
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Definition and Lemma 2.2.9. The even-dimensional quadratic L-group L2q (A) 
is the set of equivalence class of all non-singular c-quadratic forms on f.g. free modules 
over A where two forms are equivalent if they are isometric up to the addition of 
metabolic (i.e. hyperbolic) forms. It is also called the Witt-group of quadratic 
forms. 
Similarly we can define the even-dimensional symmetric L-group L2(A). 	El 
Preformations and even-dimensional 1-monoids 
The building blocks of the even-dimensional l-monoids are preformations. A special 
case are formations which help to define the odd-dimensional L-groups (see below). 
We also introduce the notion of regular preformations. They are preformations 
where all modules involved are f.g. free. Only they can be fed into the algebraic surgery 
machine which we will present in later chapters. Corollary 2.4.7 shows that the restric-
tion to regular preformations is not a serious limitation of the scope of our theory. 
Definition 2.2.10. 	i) An c-quadratic preformation (F -'- C 11--* F*) is atuple 
with 
a free f.g. A-module F, 
a f.g. A-module G, 
() e HomA(G, F F*)  such that (C, y*tL ) is a (—c)-symmetric form. 
An c-quadratic split preformation (F 	G --* F*, ) is an c-quadratic 
preformation (F 	C 'u--* F*)  and a map 9: G - Q_(A) such that (G, 	) 
is a (—c)-quadratic form. 
ii) An c-quadratic preformation (F --- G ---* F*) is called regular if G is free. An 
c-quadratic split preformation (F --- C ±* F*, 0) is regular if G is a free. In 
that case we interpret 0 E Q_(C) as in Remark 2.2.6. 
An -E-quadratic split preformation (F --- G --* F*, ) is called an c-quadratic 
split formation if () C is a sublagrangian of the c-quadratic hyperbolic form 
H€ (F). It is called non-singular if the sublagrangian is indeed a lagrangian. 
Similar for the non-split case. 
Remark 2.2.11. In Andrew Ranicki's work the notation for c-quadratic formations 
(F G --* F*) is (H€ (F), F, G) and for c-quadratic split formations (F *--- G ---
F*,0) it is (F, (G) ,) G). 
In an obvious way all symmetric and quadratic forms are non-singular formations: 
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Definition 2.2.12. 	i) Let (K, A) be a (—i)-symmetric form on a free f.g. A-module 
K. Then the boundary of (K, A) is the non-singular f-quadratic formation 
a(K, A) = (K *-K 	K*) . 
Let (K, 0) be a (—c)-quadratic form on a free f.g. A-module K. Then the bound-
ary of (K, 0) is the non-singular i-quadratic split formation 0(K, 0) = (K *--- 
K °--) K*, 0). 
A trivial formation is a non-singular f-quadratic split formation of the form 
(P, P. ) 	(P L 	.L P*, 0) with P a free f.g. A-module. Similar for the 
non-split case. 
Now we define strong isomorphisms and stable strong isomorphism for preformations. 
Definition 2.2.13. 	i) The sum of two f-quadratic split preformations x = 
(F i-a- G -- F*, ) and x' = (F' 	G' -- F1 * 1  ') is the i-quadratic split 
preformations 
x+x':=((FeF') - GG -p (FF)*,00/) 
Similar for the non-split case. 
A strong isomorphism of two i-quadratic split preformations (F 41_ 
G --* F*,) and (F' 	C' --- F*, 6) is a tuple (a,/3) of isomorphisms 
a E HomA(F, F') and 3 e HomA(C, G') such that 
F< 	G 	L>F* 	 (2.1) 
c?/3 
C' 
commutes and 0 = 0'3. 
Two (regular) i-quadratic split preformations x and x' are stably strongly iso-
morphic if there are boundaries of hyperbolic forms h and h' such that there is 
a strong isomorphism between x + h and x' + h'. Similar for the non-split case. 
The l-monoid 1 q+2(A) is the set of stably strongly isomorphism classes of i-
quadratic split preformations. The "simple" version of this monoid is Kreck's 
original l-monoid. 
The l-monoid 12q+2  (A) is the set of stably strongly isomorphism classes of regular 
i-quadratic split preformations. 
The 1-monoid 1,2q+2 (A) is the set of stably strongly isomorphism classes of i-
quadratic preformations. 
The 1-monoid 12q+2  (A) is the set of stably strongly isomorphism classes of regular 
i-quadratic preformations. 
All 1-monoids are abelian monoids with zero. 	 D 
Formations and odd-dimensional L-groups 
In Section 2.1 we explained that odd-dimensional traditional surgery theory and the 
modified even-dimensional case use similar obstructions but that the equivalence re-
lations used in the construction of the obstruction groups/monoids are very differ-
ent. In both cases the obstruction associated to a (2q + 2)-dimensional cobordism 
(e, f, f'): (W, M, M') -p X x (1, 0, 1) of normal maps/smoothings with f and  f' and 
e highly-connected is some i-quadratic split preformation (F 2- G --* F*, ) with 
F = Hq+i (W, M) and (C, -y * p, 9) containing the self-intersection form on some homol-
ogy or homotopy group related to e. 
In Kreck's surgery theory this cobordism is the very surgery problem in question. The 
equivalence relations (strong isomorphism, stabilization with boundaries of hyperbolic 
forms) are very rigid and preserve the important data of the whole cobordism. 
In contrast, traditional odd-dimensional surgery theory uses the cobordism 
(e,f,f'): (W,M,M') -* X  (1,0,1) 
just as a prop to define an obstruction to the odd-dimensional surgery problem given by 
f: M -p X. Hence the equivalence relations we present below are much more flexible 
- they need to filter out ambiguities which arise by the choice of a different presentation 
i.e. another (2q + 2)-dimensional normal cobordism 
(e, f,  f'): (Tfu/, M, I2i') - X x (1, 0, 1) 
with ê and f' highly-connected. 
This leads to the unfortunate situation that there exist two notions of (stable) iso-
morphisms for preformations. Stable strong isomorphism classes of preformations 
are algebraic models for diffeomorphism classes of (2q + 2)-dimensional cobordisms 
(e, f, f'): (W, M, M') -+ X x (I, 0, 1) whereas stable weak isomorphism classes are 
models for diffeomorphism classes of (2q + 1)-dimensional normal maps f: M -) X. 
Weak isomorphisms will reappear in Chapter 4 which deals with flip-isomorphisms. 
We also have to be careful about stabilization. In the 1-monoids we stabilize with "hy -
perbolics" (i.e. boundaries of hyperbolics) and in L-theory we use trivial preformations. 
Definition 2.2.14. 	i) A (weak) isomorphism (a,,3, a) of two regular i-quad- 
ratic preformations (F 2- G -- F*) and (F' 2- C' ---) F*) is a triple 
consisting of an isomorphism a E HomA(F, F'), an isomorphism 0 E HomA(G, C') 
and a E Q_€(F*) such that 
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cry + acY/t = y'(3  E HomA(C, F') 
a 	= i20 E HomA(G,F*) 
ii) A (weak) isomorphism (a, 0 , v) of two regular i-quadratic split prefor-
mations (F --- C --* F*, 6) and (F' ----- C' 1")  is a triple consisting 
of an isomorphism a E HornA(F, F'), an isomorphism 0 E HomA(G, C') and 
I, e Q_(F') such that 
cry + a(v - il,*)*/.L = 'y'/3 E HomA(C, F') 
a 	= a'/3 E HomA(G,F*) 
0 + ifu = 0*/3 E Q_(C) 
iii) A stable weak isomorphism of two regular i-quadratic split preforma- 
tions z and z' is a weak isomorphism z + t z' + t' for trivial formations t, t'. 
U 
An odd-dimensional normal map is cobordant to a homotopy-equivalence if and only if 
its obstruction (pre-)formation is stably isomorphic to a boundary. It can be shown that 
for any form there is another cobordant odd-dimensional map whose obstruction prefor-
mation differs from the original one by the boundary of a form (see [Ran02] Proposition 
12.13, Theorem 12.29). This motivates the definition of the odd-dimensional surgery 
obstruction groups. 
Definition and Lemma 2.2.15 ([Ran02] Definition 12.23, Proposition 12.33). 
We call two non-singular i-quadratic (split) formations z and z' equivalent if there is 
a stable weak isomorphism between z + b and z' + b' for some boundaries b and Y. 
In both cases (split and not-split) the equivalence classes form the odd-dimensional 
L-groups L2q+1(A). U 
Remark 2.2.16. There are also odd-dimensional symmetric L-groups which are de-
fined as the Witt-group of i-symmetric formations (see [Ran80a] Chapter 5). 
Remark 2.2.17. 	i) Any strong isomorphism between regular preformations is also 
a weak isomorphism. 
Let z = (F --- C --) F*, 0) and z' = (F' 	C' -- F*,O) be regular 
i-quadratic split preformations and t = (a, /3, z): z —p z' a weak isomorphism. 
Then (a, 0, (v_iv*)*)  is a weak isomorphism of the underlying regular i-quadratic 
preformation (F E--- C --* Ft) and (F' 	C' -- F't ). 
If z is a formation, weak isomorphisms are nothing but isomorphisms of qua-
dratic (split) formations as defined in [Ran80a] p.122 and p.128. For example, 
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an isomorphism (a, ,8, a) of e-quadratic formations z = (F -- G --* F*) and 
(F' 	G' --At  3 F') is an isomorphism of f-quadratic hyperbolic forms 
1'a aa\ 
0 a*) : H(F) - H(F') 
which maps the (sub-)lagrangians F and C onto F' and G' respectively. 
iv) Despite the different ways of stabilizing, every stable strong isomorphism is also 
a stable weak isomorphism. That's because there is a weak isomorphism between 
an even-dimensional trivial formation and a boundary of hyperbolic forms: 
(i(° 	
),(° )) 
:8H€(P)_ ~ (PP*,(P(P*)*) 
The converse is not true: Let Q be a free A-module of rank 1. Let y = (Q, Q") and 
z = 8H_(Q). By the above, both preformations are stably weakly isomorphic, 
but for rank reasons they cannot be stably strongly isomorphic. 
2.3 Elementariness: the Geometry 
We haven't quite explained yet how the obstruction preformation in Kreck's surgery 
theory can tell us whether surgery is able to turn our cobordism into an h-cobordism. 
Again let q > 2. In the case of the traditional even-dimensional case we only 
have to check that the obstruction (Kq+i(W), A, !) of a highly-connected (2q + 2)- 
dimensional normal cobordism (W, M, M') -p X x (I, 0, 1) is zero in the Witt-group 
L2q+2(7-[7rl(X)]). Then we know that there is a lagrangian L of Kq+l(W)H(_) q +1 (K). 
The stable lagrangian L is a recipe for successful surgery: we perform rkK trivial 
surgeries on W (with the result x S+1)  and then kill a basis of L via 
surgery. The result will be an h-cobordism. 
In the modified case the criteria for success or failure are more complicated. The starting 
point of Kreck's modified surgery theory is the situation we described on p.2 if: Let 
p: B - BO be a fibration. Let M0 and M1 be (2q + 1)-dimensional manifolds with 
(q— 1)-smoothings f and  f' in B. Let f: 0M0 -.-+ DM1 be a diffeomorphism compatible 
with the smoothings. There is a normal smooth cobordism i.e. 
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(T B P 
(e,f,f'): (W,Mo,MI) -* B 
Surgery below the middle dimension on W is possible and yields a q-smoothing e': W' 
-* B. Then we can define a (_) q+  '-quadratic split preformation. 
Definition 2.3.1. 
y(W) = (F i _HF*,cb) 
= (Hq+i(W',Mo) - im(d: lrq+2(B,W') 	irq+i(W')) ---* Hq+i(W',M i ),',b) 
E 1 q+2(Z[7ri (X)]) 
is the Kreck surgery obstruction of W. 
It turns out that killing low-dimensional homotopy classes by surgery in a different 
manner will not change the class y(W) E 1 q+2(A). The obstruction contains all the 
data to find out whether W can be made an h-cobordism due to the main theorem: 
Theorem 2.3.2 ([Kre99] Theorem 3 and Remark p.730ff). W is B-cobordant 
rel5 to an h-cobordism if and only if y(W) E 1' q+2(A) is elementary. 
Before we give a strict definition of elementariness (see the next section), a heuristical 
argument provides some geometric motivation for this new concept. We will later show 
(Corollary 2.4.6) that in Definition 2.3.1 im(d: lrq+2(B, W') ir q+i(W')) can be 
replaced by Hq+2(B, W'). Without loss of generality we assume that W -* B is 
(q + 1)-connected and W = W'. 
From the long exact sequences for (B, W, M) we learn that H3 (W, M 2 ) = 0 for j < q, 
i = 0, 1 and that there is an exact sequence 
0 	Hq+2(B, M) 	Hq+2(B, W) 	Hq+i(W, M) 	Hq+i(B, M) 	0 
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and that the canonical maps HJ (B, M2 ) - H2 (B, W) are isomorphisms for j ~! q + 3. 
Then a (possibly non-free) chain complex model of the cobordism (W, M 0 , Mi) -p B 
looks like 
0,1, 	 ,1. 	 01 
G3 (B, Mo) = HJ (B, Mo ) - C3 (B, W) = H3 (B, W) --,- C3 (B, M i ) = H3 (B, M i ) 
0J1 	 o.I, 	 01 
01 
	
_________ 	0,1, 	_________ 
Cq+2(B,Mo)=G 	1 'Cq+2(B,W)G 	1 	Cq+2(B,Mi)=G 
Cq+i(B, Mo) = F 	 Cq+i(B, Mi) = F* 
Assume it is possible to do simultaneous surgery on W killing some homology classes 
Xj, E Hq+i(W) without changing the boundary. Assume further that they are 
the basis of a f.g. free submodule j: U = (x i ,... ,xk) '- Hq+i(W). A chain complex 







i Cq+2 (B,Mi)G 
Cq+i(B,Mo) 	Cq+i(B,V) = U 	Cq+i(B,Mi) = F* 
(compare with the proof of Theorem 3.3.3). We observe that the relative middle-
dimensional homology groups of the new cobordism are 









Using Poincaré-Lefschetz duality this means that (V, M0 , Mi ) is an h-cobordism if 
and only if these homologies vanish or, equivalently, the mapping cones of either map 




* O—*U---+F--) U —*0 
and its dual) are exact sequences. This is in fact one way of defining that (F --- C --* 
F*) is elementary (see Proposition 2.4.2iii)). 
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2.4 Elementariness: the Algebra 
First we will repeat the original definition of an elementary preformation before we 
present alternative ways of looking at this concept. 
Definition 2.4.1 ([Kre99] p.730). An f-quadratic split preformation (F 	G .±* 
F*, 6) is elementary (in respect to U) if there is a f.g. free submodule j: U '- G 
with 
jfjij = 0 and #j = 0, 
-yj and Mj are injective and their images U0 and U1 are direct summands in F 
and F*  respectively, 
R1 = F*/Ui -p U, f '-* fUo is an isomorphism. 
Such an U is called an h-lagrangian of the preformation. 
An element in 1'2q+2(A) is elementary if it has an elementary representative. All 
elementary elements form a submonoid 1'+2  (A) of 1'2q+2 
An f-quadratic split preformation z = (F --- G 11--* F*,  0) is stably elementary if 
[z] E 12q+2() is elementary. 
Similar for non-split and regular preformations. 	 D 
Proposition 2.4.2. Let (F 1_  C --* F*, 0) be an c-quadratic split preformation. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
The preformation is elementary in respect to U. 
There is a f, g. free submodule j: U ' -p C such that 
0 	U 	.>F*.>U* 	>0 
/23 	(y3)* 
is an exact sequence and OIU = 0. 





1 /1  
F 	 U* 
fj*t'*  
are chain equivalences (i.e. this is a "chain complex model of an h-cobordism") 
and OIU = 0. 
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iv) The preformation is strongly isomorphic to a preformation of the form 
(1O\ 	(O-€a' 
(UU* -' UuR 	UU,) 
for some maps a: R -+ U* and r: R -p U such that T*a = _* and a 
quadratic refinement 8': R -p Q_(A) of a*T  such that 
O:UR -p Q(A) 
(u, r) '-p O'(r) - co, (r)(u) 
Similar for the non-split case. 
Proof. The first two assertions are obviously equivalent. One observes that 
0 	>U 	.F*.>U* 	>0 
93 	(y3)* 
and its dual are the mapping cones of the chain maps in iii). So iii) is equivalent to ii). 
Finally, we concentrate on iv). Every preformation of the form described in there is 
elementary in respect to U. On the other hand let (F -- C ---* F*) be an elementary 
f-quadratic preformation. First we show that U splits, in particular C = U ED ker(ivy) 
with an arbitrary projection ir: F -* (Jo along some complement R0 C F. Let x E 
U fl ker(ir'y). Since ir is a projection and 'y(U) = Uo we see that y(x) = iry(x) = 0 and 
therefore x = 0. Now let z E C. Then there is an x E U such that iry(z) = y(x). It 
follows that z = x + (z - x) with x E U and iry(z - x) = 0. 




= ( 	: U R 	U1 R1 
\jL3 ,U4) 
= ('(D3 (D4 ) 
: U1 ED R1 -' U R 
f i-p (fIUo,fIRo) 




By assumption, 'yi  and 4 are isomorphisms and 'y  and are vanishing. We can apply 
the strong isomorphism (iF, ( 'f)) to achieve the simpler situation of 'y = ( 0 4) and 
U0=U. 
We compute yi = ( 1P'i ) and see that 41 = 0. The last criterion of elementariness 
implies that 4D2  is an isomorphism and therefore '1' 3 is bijective as well. We use these 
facts to see that 
	
/1 - 	
- ( 30 
4 	3t 	
= (A03 LL2 
 L4)
\ — 
- 	4 + 41)  
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Hence [L3 is an isomorphism. Because -yt =  (A3 * 4 ) is (-1)-symmetric, 2 = 
—1/'y4. We apply the strong isomorphism (( 	) , 1 G) 
and get a preformation with 
the properties we want. 
At last we deal with the case of quadratic split preformation. The same steps as before 
yield a strong isomorphism between an 1-quadratic split preformation (F (---- G ---
F*,0) and 
(1 O\ 	(0 —a 
	
(UU* 	UR 	7-1—' U* E) U, 
We define 0' := OIR which is obviously a quadratic refinement of O•*T  Because 0 is a 
quadratic refinement of 'y = U. 	: U R - U R* it follows for u E U and 
r E R: 0(u, r) = (u) + 0(r) + 	r) = 0 + 0'(r) - eu(r)(u). 	 0 
The proposition allows us to derive some quite simple obstructions for elementariness. 
Corollary 2.4.3. Let z = (F (----- C -- F*) be a regular i-quadratic preformation. 
The isomorphism classes of kernels and cokernels of 'y, i, (a), 	as well as 
rkG — rkF E Z and rkF E Z/2Z are invariants of [z] E 12q+2  (A). 
If [z] E 12+2(A)  is elementary then ker -y 	kerjt, coker'-y 	coker, kery * 
ker 'y ED ker 'y', coker 	coker 'y ED coker " and rk F is even 





(A) 	1 2q+2() 
10 	 (0_€a) 
[(U* 4- R 	U, 0')] F-* I(U U* 	U R '-4- U U, ) 
with 0(u,r) = 0'(r) - €u(r)(u) 
is a well-defined surjective morphism of abelian monoids with kernel 
{[D(K,,)]I(K,Aj) is a ()+l.quadratic form} 
Similar for the non-split and regular case. 
Finally we prove a little lemma about elementariness which has two interesting appli-
cations. 
Lemma 2.4.5. Let x = (F --- C --- F*, 0) and y = (F ( 7 - H i 4  F*, ') be two 
i-quadratic split preformations and it: C - H a surjective homomorphism such that 
F 	C '>F* 	 (2.2) 
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commutes and 0 = ir. Then x is (stably) elementary if and only if y is (stably) 
elementary. Similar for the non-split case. 
Proof. Let j: U 	C be the inclusion of an h-lagrangian of x. Then airj = yj is 
injective and so is 7rj. Hence i = irj: U -.+ G is the inclusion of a free f.g. submodule. 
It is in fact an h-lagrangian of y because cii = cnrj = -yj and -Ti = 'rirj 
On the other hand let j: U '- H be the inclusion of an h-lagrangian of y. Let 
{ e r ,... , e1 } be a basis of U. For any k choose a bk E '1r(j(ek)). This defines a 
homomorphism i: U -f C, ek i- bk. Obviously 7ri = j and i is an inclusion of a 
f.g. free submodule. It is in fact an h-lagrangian for x because yi = airi = crj and 
Li=Tini=T3. 
As a first application we can slightly improve the elegance of the obstruction in Defini-
tion 2.3.1. 
Corollary 2.4.6. In the situation of Definition 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.3.2 we can define 
an alternative (_)quadratic  split preformation 
x(W) = (F + _G_,F*,0) 
= (Hq+i(W',Mo) H q+2(B,W') H q+i(W',Mi),O) 
E l q+2(Z[7 1 (X)1) 
with 0 being induced by the self-intersection form on W and maps 'y and p from the 
long exact sequence of the triads (B, W, M i ). 
Then W is B-cobordant to an h-cobordism if and only if x(W) E 1' q+2(Z[7ri(X)]) is 
elementary. 
The long exact sequences of (B, W, M) yields 
ker'y = Hq+2(B,Mo ) 	 coker'y = Hq+i(B,Mo ) 
ker/2 = Hq+2(B, M1 ) 	 coker /2 = Hq+i(B, MI) 
(Compare with Corollary 2.4.3) 
The second application is a more theoretical: the decision whether a preformation is 
elementary can always be replaced by checking that a related regular preformation is 
elementary 
Corollary 2.4.7. Let x = (F 4- H -- F*, 0) be an c-quadratic split preformation 
and let C be a free f. g. module with an epimorphism in: C -* H. Then there is an 
c-quadratic split preformation y = (F -- G --- F*, ) which makes the diagram 2.2 
commute. x is regular and it is elementary if and only if y is. 
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Chapter 3 
Translating Kreck's Surgery into 
Algebraic Surgery Theory 
For the whole chapter let q ~! 2, 6 = (_)q and let A be a weakly finite ring 
with 1 and involution. 
The asymmetric and quadratic signatures which will be defined in the next chapters 
are obstructions to the elementariness of a preformation. Constructions and proofs will 
use results from the vast theory of algebraic surgery. 
This section will provide the first step in the programme by translating preformations 
into the language of algebraic surgery theory: quadratic Poincaré pairs and complexes 
(see Section 3.1). 
Preformations arise as obstructions when we ask whether a cobordism (W, M, M') -p 
B of normal smoothings is cobordant rel5 to an h-cobordism. As there is no realization 
result for preformations, we cannot be sure whether they all arise from a surgery prob-
lem. The constructions in Section 3.1 can be thought of as an "algebraic realization 
result": any preformation appears as an "obstruction" of a certain Poincaré pair to 
be cobordant relD to an algebraic h-cobordism. However, we will not try to develop 
a general 1-obstruction theory for Poincaré pairs simply because we do not need it. It 
suffices to create a quadratic chain complex model for a preformation and to apply 
algebraic surgery theory to it. 
Algebraic equivalents of concepts like cobordisms rela and surgery inside a manifold 
will be needed to model Kreck's surgery theory. Section 3.2 deals with this rather 
technical issue and confirms our expectations, namely that those notions exist and that 
they behave similarly to their geometric equivalents (e.g. that two Poincaré pairs are 
cobordant if and only if one is the result of a surgery of the other). 
In Section 3.3 we prove some kind of algebraic equivalent of Theorem 2.3.2: the 
Poincaré pair constructed in Section 3.1 is cobordant rela to an algebraic h-cobordism 
if and only if the preformation is (stably) elementary. 
3.1 From Preformations to Quadratic Pairs 
If we want to use the tools of algebraic surgery theory, we will need to translate prefor-
mations into the language of quadratic chain complexes and pairs. Readers can brush 
up their knowledge of algebraic surgery theory by reading [Ran8Oa] or the appendix 
(Chapter A, p.  148). 
The translation is easier for non-singular formations. They can always be realized 
([Ran02] Proposition 12.17) as an obstruction of a presentation i.e. a (2q + 2)-dim-





(k,1,l'): (W,Ivf,Ivf') —X x (1,0,1) 
into a finite geometric Poincaré pair (X, DX) such that I and I' are q-connected, k 
is (q + 1)-connected and Il: 8M -p 8X is a homotopy equivalence. We note that 
a presentation is a special case of a Kreck surgery situation but also a way to find 
the L-obstruction of the odd-dimensional normal map 1: (M, 8M) -* (X, oX) (see 
also Section 2.1). In both cases (see Corollary 2.4.6 and [Ran02] Chapter 12) the 
obstruction is the non-singular c-quadratic split formation (F C -- Ft, 6) with 
F = Kq+i(W, M), G = Kq+i(W), etc. It is elementary in 12 q+2(ZZ[7rl(X)]) if and only if 
k: W -p X x I is cobordant relO to an h-cobordism and it vanishes in L2q+1(Z[71(X)]) 
if and only if I: (M, OM) -p (X, OX) is cobordant relO to a homotopy equivalence i.e. 
an h-cobordism (see also Section 2.1). 
Algebraic surgery theory presents an alternative surgery obstruction for I: (M, OM) 
(X, OX): the quadratic kernel (D, zi) of 1. It is a (2q + 1)-dimensional quadratic 
Poincaré complex over 7L[ir i (X)] where D = e(1!) is the mapping cone of the so-called 
Umkehr chain map 
	
I! :  C(X) -- C(, 9 )2q+1_* J C(M, J)2+1– 	C(M) 
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with X and M the universal covers. The homology modules of D are the kernel 
modules K(M). The quadratic structure v E W%(D)2q+ 1 is a family of maps v e 
Horn(D2+l_T_8, Dr ) which generalizes the self-intersection number. It contains a chain 
equivalence (1 + T)zio : D21 " -- D inducing the Poincaré duality K2+l_*(M) 
K(M). (For the details of the construction see [Ran80b] Chapter 1 and 4.) 
The algebraic surgery approach has two main advantages to the traditional obstruction 
theory: 
it works for normal maps 1: (M, 3M) -* (X, 0X) which are not highly-connected, 
it provides a uniform obstruction theory for the odd- and even-dimensional case. 
There are notions of algebraic surgery and cobordism for Poincaré complexes. In the 
case of quadratic kernels they correspond to geometric surgery and normal cobordism 
of the normal maps for which they were defined. The set of cobordism classes of n-
dimensional quadratic Poincaré complexes over a ring A with involution are isomorphic 
to Wall's L(A). The instant surgery obstruction provides an easy formula to distill 
the traditional surgery obstruction form or formation out of a quadratic kernel. (See 
[Ran80a] Chapter 4 and [Ran80b] Chapter 7 for details.) 
The quadratic kernel construction can be generalized to (odd- or even-dimensional) 
normal maps which are not a homotopy equivalence on the boundary (nor on the whole 
manifold). The result will be a quadratic Poincaré pair of the same dimension. 
Assume for example that 31 = 11: 3M -i 3X is no longer necessarily a homotopy 
equivalence. Then there is chain homotopy commutative diagram 
c(ax) 	C(X) 
T X 
all L I P 
C(3M) 	C(M) 
IM 
with ix and iM the inclusions of the boundary of W and X. It induces a map of the 
mapping cones 
f=i 1 : C=e(3l')—.D=e(l') 
The quadratic kernel of I is the (2q + 1)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair c = 
(f: C D, (5V), 0) E W%(f)2q+1). The quadratic structure contains again self-
intersection information and the maps 
	
(' fo) : C(f)2+1_* 	D 
induce the Poincaré-Lefschetz duality maps K2+l_*(M,  3M) -- K(M). Its bound-
ary (C, ) is a 2q-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex and it is by construction the 
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quadratic kernel of the normal map Il: ÔM -p 8X. (See also [Ran80b] Proposition 
6.5.) 
By Proposition A.2.10, there is a one-to-one correspondence between homotopy classes 
of quadratic Poincaré pairs and quadratic complexes (the latter are not necessarily 
Poincaré). It is induced by the Thom construction which assigns to every quadratic 
Poincaré pair c = (f: C -) D, (ö, v')) a quadratic complex (N = C(f), ( = 60 /0) of 
the same dimension. The homology of N are the relative kernel modules K. (M, OM). 
The chain map (1 + T)(0: N2--' ---i N induces the maps 
K'(M) --* K,.(M,am) 
If 1: 8M -- 8X is a homotopy equivalence as in the beginning, then C 0, (N, ç) 
(D, v) and the Poincaré pair c is homotopy equivalent to (0 -) D, (0, ii)). 
In the same fashion we can translate the (2q+2)-dimensional normal map k: (W, OW) -* 
(X x I, X Ua X  X) into a (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair x = (g: OE -* 
E, (Sw, w)). The boundary OW is the union of M and M' glued together along their 
common boundary. Similarly, the quadratic kernel (OE, w) of the normal map k 149 is 
the algebraic union of the quadratic kernels of 1 and 1' in the sense of Definition A.M. 
Maps/diffeomorphisms of manifolds that are compatible with normal maps on them give 
rise to morphisms/isomorphisms between the quadratic kernels (like e.g. OM --) DM'). 
All in all, the constructions above yield a translation of normal maps (on manifolds) to 
quadratic complexes as the table below illustrates: 
Topology Algebraic surgery theory 
OM 2q-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex (C, &) 
OM -* M (2q + 1)-dim. quadratic Poincaré pair (f: C ­4 D, (8, 	) 
M/OM (2q + 1)-dimensional quadratic complex (N = e(f), c) 
OM' 2q-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex (C', 	') 
OM' '-* M' (2q + 1)-dim. quadratic Poincaré pair (f': C' -p D', (Sm', 	')) 
M'/OM' (2q + 1)-dimensional quadratic complex (N' = e(f'), ') 
OM --* OM' equivalence (h, 	): (C, 	) -- (C', 	') 
M UDM  M' (2q + 1)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex (OE, w) 
M U0M  M' -- W I 	(2q + 2)-dim. quadratic Poincaré pair (g: DE -* E, (Sw, w)) 
Unfortunately, a generalization of this procedure to all preformations will not work 
for two simple reasons: firstly, there is no generalization of quadratic kernels to nor-
mal smoothings, secondly, there is no geometric realization result known for general 
preformations. 
There is however a purely algebraic translation method which enables us to construct 
the quadratic pairs and complexes by just using the data given by the formation. It 
turns out that this method extends without a problem to c-quadratic (split) preforma-
tions as long as they are regular i.e. all modules in it are f.g. free. 
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One has to be cautious. For arbitrary preformations and arbitrary Kreck surgery prob-
lems the relationship between geometry and algebra is not as straightforward as for 
presentations. It can happen e.g. that there is a non-contractible algebraic boundary 
(C, ) although M is closed. Nevertheless the philosophy remains the same. We can 
think of the complexes and pairs as vague algebraic models of the manifolds or nor-
mal smoothings as in the table above - but only to boost our intuition! If we want to 
prove statements about those quadratic complexes and pairs we will not be able to use 
geometry but we have to resort to the methods of algebraic surgery theory alone. 
One example for this strategy is Theorem 3.3.3. It states that a preformation is (stably) 
elementary if and only if the quadratic Poincaré pair x associated to it is cobordant re18 
to an algebraic h-cobordism. It is an almost word by word translation of the proof of 
Kreck's Theorem 2.3.2. Nevertheless, it is not an automatic consequence because there 
is no mathematically rigid connection between the algebraic model x and the original 
(geometric) Kreck surgery problem. 
By [RanOl] Proposition 9.4 there is a one-to-one correspondence between certain equiv-
alence classes of non-singular formations and short odd complexes. A similar result 
can be found in [Ran80a] Proposition 2.3 and 2.5. We will not need those theorems or 
a generalization in detail. We just use it as a motivation for translating a regular 6- 
quadratic split preformation (F --- G -- F*, 8) into a connected (2q+ 1)-dimensional 
quadratic chain complex (N, ) 
dN = j*q1=F_)Nq=C* 	 (3.1) 
(o = 
= iO: Nq = G 	Nq = 
with 0 a representative of 0 E Q_(G). Obviously (N,() depends on the choice of 0. 
We will deal with this issue the end of this section (see Remark 3.1.3). 
An obstruction preformation is an algebraic model for a (2q + 2)-dimensional cobordism 
(W, M, M') - X of highly-connected normal smoothings. But the results from alge-
braic surgery theory that we are using were proven with odd-dimensional traditional 
surgery theory in mind. As explained in Section 2.1, in that context an obstruction 
formation for a (2q + 2)-dimensional normal cobordism (W, M, M') -p X is thought 
of as an obstruction for M -f X only. Hence (N, () is a quadratic complex model for 
the normal map (M, 8M) -p (X,ÔX). 
Now we turn around the cobordism to derive the quadratic chain complex given by the 
normal map (M', W = ÔM) -* (X, oX). The obstruction of the "new" cobordism 
can easily be constructed out of z and is called the flip of z. Again we take a rela-




Definition 3.1.1. Let z = (F E 	G --- F*, 0) be an €-quadratic split preformation. 
Its Flip is the preformation 
- 
Z/ =(
F* E2  —G--*F,-9) 
Similar for the non-split case. 	 Li 
As in (3.1) we use the flip preformation to define a connected (N', ') be the (2q + 1)-
dimensional complex 
dN' = *N/F*NIG* 	 (3.2) 
= 	- N1 
= 
The next step is to thicken up (N, ,q) and (N', i") to (2q + 1)-dimensional quadratic 
Poincaré pairs 
c = (f : C=aN_DN2 _*,(8O,I&()) 
c' = (f: C' = 3N' -p D'= NI2*, (8/)
l 
 = 0, /' = 
(using the constructions in Definition A.2.7). They are given by 




C=Fe?F* q 	f=(o1) 	q 
(* 	*) 




) :C=F* F __*Cq=FF* 
1 0 
01  = (* 0): Cq = F* F -* Cq_i = 
02 = 
and 
Cq+i = C = G 	 (3.4) 
. 1 	q 
 =1 G 
C=F*E?F 
f=(o 1) 
C_ = G* 
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= l: 	= C —p C 1 = C 
o o 
= 
, I = (* 0): 	= F F* 	C_ 1 = G* 
02 
= 	C' 1 = G -* C_1 = G* 
In the geometric situation we obviously find that 8M 	DM'. We expect a chain 
complex analogue and indeed 
Cq+i = G
hg+i1c 	
C 1 = G 	 (3.5) 
ey 
Cq FEE3 F* 	) CF*EBF 
hq( 	) 
Cq_i = C" 	 C _ = C"' 
hq_ilc* 
Xi =  (0 0)  
X2 
= ( 11) 
= 0: 	= C —p C_1 = 
defines an isomorphism (h, x): (C, 0) --+ (C', '). We glue c and c' together along 
(h, x) i.e. by Definition A.3.1 and Lemma A.2.6 we compute the union 
(5E, w) = (f 'h: C -) D', ((_)2ff1* = 0, sb)) U (1: C -) D, (0, -)) 




f—€-Y€ 0 	0 
I 0 	0 
\ 0 0 f -i 
3Eq = FG*F* 
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/0 0 0 o\ 
WO 	
= 	





	(_* —€0 0 	: 8E = F* 	C 	F 	0Eq = F 	F* 
\ 0 0 0/ 
We will try to simplify the quadratic Poincaré complex (8E, w) and it is already clear 
what the result will be if we look at the special case of formations and presentations. 
In this case the long exact sequence of (W, 8W) shows that y*i:  C = Kq+i (W) 
G = Kq+i(W, 8W) is a chain complex model for Kq+i(0W). So it makes sense to 
expect that the (2q + 1)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex (A, T) (arising from 
the regular c-quadratic split preformation 8(G, 0) by the same process as in (3.1)) 
	
dA = ((1 +T_€)0)*:  A q+i = C 	Aq = C* 	 (3.6) 
To 
= 1: A = C_A q1= G 
Ti = €0: Aq = C 	Aq = C* 
will be isomorphic to (8E, w). But if (DE, w) looks so simple, why did we go through all 
the complicated procedures of thickening and glueing in the first place? Well, the aim of 
Kreck's surgery theory is to decide whether (W, M, M') is cobordant to an h-cobordism 
i.e. whether the inclusions of M and M' into some W' cobordant to W are homotopy 
equivalences. In our algebraic model, we will have to check whether the chain maps 
of D and D' into some algebraic cobordism are chain equivalences. Hence, we have to 
keep track where exactly D and D' are hidden in the boundary M. 
The isomorphism of chain complexes 
8Eq+2 	—E 	G 
Q \ o 
oE_€p 
1000' 	 l 
1 
) I (_€-yo 
0 1 J 














induces the equivalence (a, ic): (aE, w) —p (A, r) given by 
i9Eq+i 	 A q+i = C 	 (3.7) 
a,=(-1O 
8Eq A _C 
aq =(qf —1y) 	
q 
= 
Every boundary of a form can easily be expressed as a Poincaré pair as the following 
lemma suggests: 
Lemma 3.1.2. Let (G, 0) be an (—e)-quadratic form. Then the (2q + 1)-dimensional 
quadratic Poincaré complex (A, -r) defined in (3.6) is the boundary of the (2q + 2)-
dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair y = (p: A -) E, (67- = 0, r)) given by p = 
1: A q+i = G Eq+i = C. 
Using Lemma A.2.6 we find that 
x = (g: i9E -) E, (6w = 0,w)) 
with g = (1 0 0 —1) : 	 Eq i = G is a (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic 
Poincaré pair. 
Remark 3.1.3. It is time to investigate the effect of a choice of representative 0 for 
0 E Q_ f (G) on the construction of x. Let 0 = 0 + 8+ e0* be another representative. Let 
(C, ) and (C', ') be the 2q-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex given by (3.3) 
and (3.4) using the representative 
Then - = d(b) and iP - b' = d(—) with ' E W7,,(C)2 q+1 given by 	= 
_ cO*: C l 	Cq_i. 
In the language of the Q-groups (compare Definition A.1.2) this means that [] = [ v'] E 
Q2q (C) and ['] = [0"] E Q2q (C'). For the (2q +1)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré pairs 
c and c' follows that [(0, 0)] = [(0, )] E Qqi(f)  and [(0, 'çb')] = [(0, ,b')] E Q2q+1(f 'h). 
The union construction is designed such that different representatives lead to the same 
element [w] E Q2q+1(9E) (compare [Ran80a] p.1351). It is not difficult to verify that 
both representatives of 0 lead to the same element [(0, w)] E Q2q+2  (g). 
In any case, if we define concepts which are based on the chain complex models pre-
sented here but which are concepts about preformations (F ---- C -- F* ,  0) (that 
is asymmetric signatures, flip-isomorphism reiD and quadratic signatures) we 
still have to take care of the effect of choices of representatives. See also Remarks 4.2.1, 
6.2.2 and Lemma 6.4.2. 
32 Algebraic Surgery and Cobordisms of Pairs 
In Kreck's surgery theory we look at a cobordism (e, f, f'): (W, M, M') -+ B of normal 
smoothings and wonder whether it is cobordant relô to an h-cobordism or equivalently 
whether surgery inside of W will produce an h-cobordism. This is the case if and only 
if the obstruction in 1'2,,+2(A) is elementary. This section introduces algebraic versions 
of cobordisms and surgery for Poincaré pairs. 
The first step will be a purely technical namely to define the notion of algebraic cobor-
dism of quadratic pairs relt9 and algebraic surgery inside a quadratic pair. 
In geometry a cobordism rel8 between two manifolds M and M' with the same boundary 
N is often thought of as a manifold with corners (W aW = M U N x I U M'). 
1 
N 	 M 




N_ x I 
N 	 M' 
By "collapsing" the N x I-part of DW and glueing together the boundaries of M and 
we produce a new manifold W' with the boundary W' = M UN M'. 
Differential topology shows us that the existence of a null-cobordism of M UN M' is in 
fact equivalent to (M, N) and (M', N) being cobordant rel0. We will use this picture 
in order to define algebraic cobordisms rel8 of quadratic pairs. 
Definition 3.2.1. Two (n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pairs c = (1: C -p 
D, (8b, ) and c' = (1': C -i D', (50', )) are cobordant reh9 if there is an (n + 2)- 
dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pair (h: D' U D -) E, (6w, 6' U, —6)). 	E 
An easy example for such cobordisms are homotopy equivalences. 
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Lemma 3.2.2. Let c = (f: C -) D,(b,'b)) and c' = (1': C -) D',(ö'i,b','çb)) be 
(n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pairs. Let (1, h; k): c -p c' be a homotopy 
equivalence. Then c and c' are cobordant re19. 
Proof. There is a (6xx) E W%(f',c)2 such that 
(1,h;k)%(6b,0) - (6'ç1/,0') = d(ä,). 
Define the (rt + 2)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pair 
(b: D Uc D' -) D', ((—)8x, JO U,p —ä')) 	 (3.8) 
by b = (h, (_)r—lk,  —1): (D Uc D') r = Dr Cr_i D' 	 fl 
The next lemma proves the useful fact that changing the common boundary of two 
Poincaré pairs c and c' doesn't change anything about their cobordism relationship. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let c = (f: C -) D,(8'/',)) and c' = (f': C -* D',(5i/I,)) be 
two c-quadratic (n + 1)-dimensional Poincaré pairs. Let (h, j: 
(, ) 
--) (C, ') be an 
equivalence. Define the (n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pairs (using Lemma 
A.2.6) 
= (1= fh: C -* D, Q = ö + (_)f x f*,)) 
= (T = f'h: Ô 	) D', (' = 8' + (_)nfxf*, )) 
Then c and c' are cobordant re19 if and only if F and F are. 
Proof. If c is cobordant rel0 to c' then there is an (n + 2)-dimensional c-quadratic 
Poincaré pair 
(e: D UC D -) E,(öw,w = ö'' U —8')) 
By Lemma A.3.3 there is an equivalence 
(a, #c): FU - = (D U  D', u —ö ') -=--+ c U —c = (D Uc D', 60 U —6') 
Hence, by Lemma A.2.6 there is an (n + 2)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pair 
(ea: DUD -* E,(öw+(_)leke*,bU_öb)) 
It is a well-known fact that two manifolds are cobordant if and only if one manifold is 
derived from the other by a finite sequence of surgeries and diffeomorphisms. There is 
an algebraic equivalent for Poincaré complexes (Proposition A.4.5). We will establish 
the same relationship in the case of Poincaré pairs. First we need to define a surgery 
on the inside of a pair: 
Definition 3.2.4. Let c = (1: C -) D,(5b,'b)) be an (n+1)-dimensional c-quadratic 
Poincaré pair and d = (g: C(f) - B, (äcr, 5/)) a connected (n + 2)-dimensional e-
quadratic pair. Write g = (a, b): e(f)r = Dr Cr_i Br . The result of the 
surgery d on the inside of c is the (n + 1)-dimensional f-quadratic Poincaré pair 
C' = ( f': C -) D', (5'b', ')) given by 
/ dD 	0 (—)'(1 + T€ )8 oa* + (_)nf( 1  + TJl,o b* 
dD' 	(_)ra dB 	(_)r(1 + T€ )öao + (_)fl+ibob* 	
) 0 	0 (_)rd* 
D. = Dr Br+i 	 D 1 Dr_i Br B 3 
( f\  
f' = —b) : Cr —*D 
0J 
( 5''o 0 o 
50 1 = 	0 001: 
0 1 0) 
= Dn+l_r 	 - D = Dr  Br+i Bn+2_r 
( 	(_)ST€c5 3 _ ia* - fTfis_ ib* O 
= 	0 (_)n_r_8+iT8J 	o) 
0 	 0 	 Oj 
Dtn+l_r_s = Dfl+l_r_S Brs 
(s>0) 
The following proposition will justify the formulae above by showing that surgery inside 
of a pair is nothing but the composition of the following standard procedures of algebraic 
surgery theory: Thom complex, algebraic surgery and thickening. (The latter is the 
inverse operation to the Thom complex. See Proposition A.2.10.) 
Proposition 3.2.5. We use the terminology of the previous definition. 
If C = 0 then (D', tf'i71/) is the result of the surgery (a: D -* B, (8a, Si)) as in 
Definition A.4.1. 
The result of the surgery d = (g: (f) -) B, (6a, 601)) on the Thom complex 
(e(f), 61) of c is isomorphic to the Thom complex (e(f'), &9'/) of c'. 
Proof. The first part is trivial. So we turn our attention to the second claim. The 
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Thom-complex of c' is given by 
	
( dD 	0 (-)(1 + T6)600a* + (-)f(1 + T€)ob* (_)r_if\ 
d' - 
	(_)ra dB 	(_)r(1 + Tf )8ao + (_)n+ib ob* 	(-)Tb 
- 0 	0 (_)rd* 	 0 	I . 
0 0 	 0 d) 
(Dr Br+i Bn+2_r)ED C-_1 
= (Dr_ i Br Bn+3_r) EDC_ 
0 	0 	0 	\ 
o 	o 0 
= ((_)n+1-r O f* (_)n_r 0b* 0 (_)n-rT i ) 
o i 	o 	0 	I: 
 ED Bn+2-r  ED = (Dn+i_r 	 Br+i) 
e(f')r = (Dr Br+i B 2 ') Cr_i 
- fT/ 3_ i b* 0 	0 
o 	(_)n_r_s+iT5 1 	0 0 
= ( 
o 0 	 0 	0 
(_)n+1-r 3 f* 	(_)n_rb* 	0 
e(f/)n+i_r_8 = (Dn+i__8 B' 	Br8 j) 
(Dr Br+i ED Bn+2_r) Cr_i (s> 0) 
The result of the surgery d on the other hand is the (n + 1)-dimensional f-quadratic 
complex (M, T) given as 
( d 	(_)r_if 0 (-)(1 + T€ )&/ oa* + (_)nfT ob* 
o 
\ 
dM = 	(_)ra 	( d 
	0 	(_)fl ob*d* + (_)n+rd,0b* 
_)rb d (_)r(1 +Tf)&o 	
) o o 	0 	 (_)rd* 
Mr = (Dr Cr_i) e Br+i 
* M._(D._1 ® Cr_a) Br  
( 	800 	 0 	0O\ 
(_)fl+i_rf* (_)n_rT i 0 0 
To 
= 	0 	 0 	0 ol: 
0 0 1 oi 
= (Dm+i_r e Cfl_r) ED Bfl_r+2 Br+i 
Mr = (Dr  ED Cr_i) Br+i 
ö
+i-rf* (_)n_r_sT +i 	 n_rb* 	0 
( 	
n
V' 	 0 	(_)sTf6,s 
(_) 
_ i a* - fT s _ i b* 
o 	 0 	 (_)n+i-r_8T631 
o 0 0 	 o) 
= (DH4_r_3 C'3) Bn_r_8+2 @ Br+s+i 






= 	0 0 0 	1 
0 1 0 (_)`_r o b* 
Mr = (Dr Cr_i) B,. 1 
(Dr ED Br+i B 2— ')G Cr_i 
define an isomorphism (u, 0): (M, r) -- (e(f'), ('/)) of connected (n + 1)-dimens-
ional c-quadratic complexes. 	 E 
At last we prove the expected relationship between cobordisms and surgery. 
Proposition 3.2.6. Let c = (1: C -) D, (ö', 1)) and c' = (f': C -) D', (8', )) be 
(n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pairs. They are cobordant reiD if and only if 
one can be obtained from the other by surgeries and homotopy equivalences of the type 
(1,h;k). 
One direction of the proof is covered by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.7. Let c = (f: C 	D, (5,)) be an (n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic 
Poincaré pair and d = (g = (a b) : C(f) -* B, (Jo,, 8/)) a connected (ri + 2)-
dimensional c-quadratic pair. Let c' = (f': C -p D', (6/, 0)) be the result of the 
surgery d on the inside of c. 
Let' (DUcD, 	—8) = cU—c be the union of c with itself along its boundary 
C. Then 
=(: DUcDB,(6a,8bU-6,b)) 
given by § = (a b 0): (DUD)r = Dr Cr_iDr 	Br is a connected 
(n+2)-dimensional c-quadratic complex. The result of the surgery d is isomorphic 
to (D' Uc D, 5' U —5) = c' U —c. 
(h: DUD -) D, (0, ö'U —8b)) with h (1 0 —1) : D r EJCr_i(DDr 	Dr  
is an (n + 2)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pair. 
(D' U D, ö' U, —ä') = c' U—c is null-cobordant i.e. c and c' are cobordant reiD. 
Proof. i) The philosophy of this proof is that in some sense we can transfer every-
thing we did for the Thom complexes in the proof of Lemma 3.2.5 to the union 
D Uc D' using the morphism 
"ii 0 o) \ 
1 o 
0) : (DUcD,U,-6) -+ 
'Define — c = (f: C -p D,(-8, —)) for a pair c = (f: C -p D,(6,)). 
In particular we can apply it to Lemma A.2.6 and show that d is an (n + 2)-
dimensional i-quadratic pair. 
The (n + 1)-dimensional i-quadratic Poincaré complex (V, cr) = (D Uc D, 6b u 
—ö)) = cU —c is given by 
fdD (_)r_if  0 
dvIO 	dc 	0 
\ 0 
(_)r_lf  dD 
Vr = Dr Cr-i e Dr 	Vr_i = Dr_i @ Cr- Dr_i 
/ 	8?I)s 	 0 	0 
a = f (_)n-r+if* (_)n_r_8T +i 	0 
	
0 	(_)S_if 
= Dl_T_8 	 D n+l-r-s 	Vr = Dr Cr_i Dr  
The result of the surgery d is the (ri+ 1)-dimensional i-quadratic Poincaré complex 
(,&): 
dD 	(_)r_lf 0 	0 (_)Th( 1  + Te )8 oa* + (_)ffT €ob*\ 
o dc 	0 0 	(_)n Oob*d* + (_)n+rd,0b* 
d, = 	0 	(_)r_if dD 0 (_)n+if,ob* 	 I ()ra (_)rb 	0 dB 	(_)r(1 + TE )8ao I 
o 	o 0 	0 (_)rd* 	 ) 
= (Dr  ED Cr-i e Dr ) ED  Br+i B' 2 
r—i = (Dr-1 @ Cr2 	D,- j ) Br  
0 0 	00 
(_)n — r+l o f* ()n_rT1 0 0 0 
= 0 fo 	—ö'i,L, 0 0 0 
0 0 0 	00 
0 0 0 10 
rfl+i—r = (Dn+i_r Cn_T ED  Dn+i_r) B-2- 	Br+i 
= (Dr  ED Cr_i Dr ) Br+i 
( 	60 	 0 	 0 (_)3Tô ia*+(_)Th_r_sfT s_ i b* 0\ 
(_)n_r+l3 	 0 f* (_)n-r- sT +1 	 (_)n_r 8 b* 	 0 
= 	 0 	 (_)3_lf8 	_ 0 	 0 
0 0 	 0 	 (-)T 8 T8o_1 	 0 I 
0 	 0 0 0 	 oJ 
j,n+i-r-s = (Dn±l_r_3 	 Dn+i_r_5) B-- 	Br+i 
Vr  = (Dr e Cr_i Dr) Br+i B 2-  (s > 0) 
On the other hand we have the union (V', a') = (D' U D, ö'/' U ) —ö) = c' U —c 
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given by 
/ dD 	0 (—)(i + T€ )ö oa* + (—)'f (1 + T6)ob* (_)r_lf 0 \ 
I (_)ra dB 	(_)r(1 + T€ )&7o + (_)fl+ibil,ob* 	(_)rb 	0 d' = 	0 	0 (_)rd* 	 0 0 I o o 0 dc 	ol o 0 	 0 	 (_Y 1 f d) 
(Dr Br+i Bn+2_r)  Cr_i ED Dr  
	
V,'— , = (Dr-1 Br  ED Bn+3—r) Cr 	Dr-1 
I 
0 	0 	0 0\ 
o 	o 0 0 	0 
0,0 
/ 0 1 	0 	0 UI: 
(_)n+1 _r O f * (_)n_r 0b* 0 0 
o 	0 	0 	—fb0 	6 I'oJ 
= (Dr ED Br+i ED Bn+2— r) @ Cr_i Dr  
/ 	50s 	(—)8TE6S_lat - fT s_ i b* 0 	0 	0 \ 
0 (_)n_r_s+lTöai 	0 0 0 
or 	 0 	 0 	 0 	0 	 ol 
(_)n+i_r 8 f* 	(_)n_r 8b* 	0 (_)n_r_sT±1 	0 
o 0 	 0 	(_)S+if 	-) 
V!l_r_s = (Dm+l_r_8 	 Br3i) 	 Dn+l_r_8 




Ur = 	0 0 0 0 	1 
0 1 0 0 (_)n_r 0 b* 
0010 	0 
= (Dr ED Cr_i e Dr ) ED Br+i 
= (Dr Br+i Bm+2—r)  Cr—i D r  
define an isomorphism (u, 0): (V, &) --* (V', a') 
Exercise. 
Follows from Propositions A.4.3 and A.4.5. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2.6. It remains to show that cobordant pairs can be obtained 
from each other by surgery and homotopy equivalences which leave the boundary un-
touched. 
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Let c= (f: C -) D, (6V5, ,O)) and c' = ( 1': C - D', (8', v')) be (n + 1)-dimensional 
f-quadratic Poincaré pairs which are cobordant rel3 so that there exists an (n + 2)-
dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pair 
e = (h: D UC D' -) E, (5w,w = JO U —ö")) 
with h = (jo k  ji) : D 	Cr_i e Dr - 	Er . We define the connected (n + 2)- 
dimensional f-quadratic pair 
d = (g: (f) -* B = e(j' ), (8a,a = 
g 
	(jo k'\ = Dr Cr_i 	Br = Er  
O'S = 
( 	 Sw 8 	 0 
= 	(_)n-r-l(5j + (_)sf 8 k*) (_)n -r_sTe5 +i) 
Bn+2_1'_s = En+2_r_8 ED D' 	r_8 -* Br = Er  
The result of the surgery d inside of c is the (n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré 
pair c" = ( 1": C - D", (8O", 'çb)). There is a homotopy equivalence m: D" -* D' 
given by 
in = (0 0 1 0 0 5'1): 
D 1 Dr (Er+i D) (Efl+2_r Dn+l_r) 	,' D 
such that m54,m* = SO'. Hence (1, m; 0) defines a homotopy equivalence from c" to 
c'. 	 E 
Remark 3.2.8. Definitions 3.2.4 and 3.2.1 can be rephrased in the language of c-
quadratic triads. (For a thorough introduction into triads the reader can consult 
[Ran8l] 1.3 and 2.1. and [Ran98] 20C.) Using the notation of Definition 3.2.4, a surgery 
d inside of c can be thought of as an (n + 2)-dimensional c-quadratic triad (F, LI') with 
C 
and W = (69,0,6,0) E 
A cobordism (h: D'UD -* E, (Sw, 'u,,—S)) of the (n+1)-dimensional c-quadratic 
Poincaré pairs c = ( f: C -* D, (Sq', sb)) and c' = (f': C —) D', (&/, 0)) reli9 can be 
interpreted as an (n + 2)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré triad (F', W'). If we write 





F': "1 j a 
	
D' 	E 
and 'I" = (Sw, Sm', 60, 'P) e Qfl+2(FF) (see also [Ran8l] Proposition 2.1.1). 
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3.3 Elementariness in Algebraic Surgery Theory 
In this section we want to understand elementariness in the context of algebraic surgery 
theory by reproving Theorem 2.3.2 for Poincaré pairs: a preformation is stably elemen-
tary if and only if the Poincaré pair x defined in Section 3.1 is cobordant rel8 to an 
algebraic h-cobordism. This theorem is the key to applying algebraic surgery theory 
to preformations in this treatise. 
Definition 3.3.1. Let c = (f: C -) D,(8'çb,b)) and c' = (f: C -) D',(5&',)) be 
c-quadratic n-dimensional Poincaré pairs whose union is the boundary of an (ri + 1)-
dimensional i-quadratic Poincaré pair d = (g: D Uc D' -) E, (5w, 60 U —5')). Write 
g = (io k ji) : (DUCD')r = DrffCr_iBDr -* E. d is an algebraic h-cobordism 
if the chain maps jo  and  ii are chain equivalences. El 
Example 3.3.2. The cobordism (3.8) constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2 and the 
Poincaré pair defined in Lemma 3.2.7ii) are algebraic h-cobordisms. 
Theorem 3.3.3. Let z = (F --- C -- F*, ) be a regular c-quadratic split preforma-
tion. Let x = (g: 9E -) E, (Sw = 0, w)) be the (2q+2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré 
pair constructed in Section 8.1 for an arbitrary representative 0 of 0 E Q_E (C). 
If z is elementary then x is cobordant reiD to an algebraic h-cobordisrn. 
If x is cobordant reiD to an algebraic h-cobordism then [z] E 12q+2(A) is elemen-
tary. 
We need some technical results before we can move on to the proof of this theorem. 
Lemma 3.3.4. Let c = (f: C -) D,(5'çb,b)) and c' = (f: C -) D',(5i,b",b)) bee-
quadratic n-dimensional PoincarS pairs. Let d = (g: D Uc D' -p E, (Sw, 60 Up 
and d' = (g': D Uc D' -) E', (Sw', JO Up be two (n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic 
Poincaré pairs. Assume there is a homotopy equivalence 2 between them that is the 
identity on the boundary. If d is an algebraic h-cobordism then so is d. 
Lemma 3.3.5. Let c = (f: C -) D,(S'i',)) and c' = (f: C -) D',(SI",)) bee-
quadratic n-dimensional Poincaré pairs. Let d = (g: D UC D' -* E, (Sw, JO U —8')) 
be an (n + 1)-dimensional algebraic h-cobordism. Then d is homotopy equivalent to an 
algebraic h-co bordism 
d = (g': D uc D' -) D, (Sw', Sçb U ) —Sm')) 
such that g' = (1 1 h) : (D Uc D')r = D,. G Cr_i G D. 	* Dr with h: D' --* D a 
chain equivalence. 
2 See Definition A.2.5. 
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Proof. Write g = (jo k ji) : (DUD')r = Dr Cr_iDr 	Er . Let i0 : E -* D 
the chain homotopy inverse of jo  and let : iojo 1: D - D be a chain homotopy. 
Then there is a homotopy equivalence (1, i0; (—A 0 0)): d - d' with I = i0k + 
(_)r_lf and h = i0j 1 . 	 El 
Lemma 3.3.6. Let V --* V_ 1 	Vo -* 0 be an exact sequence of free f.g. 
A-modules. Then im di C V1 and ker di C 14 are stably f. g. free direct summands for 
all iE {1,...,n}. 
Proof. For i = 1 observe that 0 -p ker d1 -f V1 -- Vo -f 0 is an exact sequence 
and since Vo is free it splits. Hence im d1 = Vo and ker d1 are stably f.g. free and a direct 
summand in the respective V. Now assume the claim is true for i E {1,. . . , n - 1}. 
d+i 
Then we look at the exact sequence 0 -p ker d+i -* Vji -* ker d2 -* 0. Again 
the sequence is exact and splits because by assumption kerdi is projective. Now the 
claim follows for i + 1. 	 Li 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.3. 	i) Let (F 	G -- F*, ) be elementary and i: U - G 
be the inclusion of an h-lagrangian. We define the chain map m: e(g) 	B 
(with e(g) r = Er ED t9Er_ i ) 
C(g) q 3 = 0 & C 
f(H 
11 ,1, 
C(g) q+2 0 ED (C G F G F*  G G) 
I - f 0 0 f 
-67 € 0 0 \ I 
0 [L*fy*  0 
\ 0 0 	—fiLl 
e(g ) q+i =G(D(FG*F*) 	) Bq+1 U* 
m=(a b) 
with a = i yji  and b = (_€i*ii* j* _**) 
Because of i*Oi = 0 E Q_(U) there is a 6X E HomA(U, U*) such that i*Oi = 
8x + C 	E HomA(U, U*). We can check that (öu, a = öw/w) e W%(m)2 q+3 
with Jai = e8x: q+' . 	Bq+i is a cycle. Hence we have a connected (2q + 
3)-dimensional quadratic pair d = (m: e(g) - B, (8a,cr)). The result of the 
surgery d on the inside of x is the (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair 
= (g': DE -p E',(öw',)) given by (DEr = DC,-,Dr , EI = Er Br+i  
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0 p*  €y 0 
 0 € -qzJ 
UEq FG*F* 	 E=OEEU*EO 
( €zp 	) 
6w = 
Using the inclusion 
( 
8): D' D -+ E and with the help of Proposition 
2.4.2iii) we see that x' is an algebraic h-cobordism. 
ii) Now we assume that x is cobordant rel3 to an algebraic h-cobordism x' = 
(g': 9E -) E', (6w', w)). In order to simplify our calculations we remember 
that the boundary of x and x' can be reduced in size by using the equivalence 
(a, ,c): (8E, w) -* (A, r) defined in (3.7) on page 46. Let y' = (p': A —p 
E', (6r', r)) be the (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair induced by x' 
and the inverse of (a, ic). Let y = (p: A -) E, (ör = 0, r)) be the (2q + 2)-
dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair from Lemma 3.1.2. (It is also induced by x 
and the inverse of (a, #)). 
By Lemma 3.2.3, y is cobordant relO to y' and by (the proof of) Proposition 3.2.6 
and Lemma 3.3.4 we can assume that y' is the result of a surgery d = (m: C(p) —p 
B, (öa, a = &r/r)) inside of y with 
mq+2=bq~2 
C(p) q+2 G 	 B q+2 
______________ Id 





*) : e(p)+l = Eq1 A 	e(p) q+i = Eq+i Aq 
Our next step will be the analysis of the complex E'. If r > q + 3 or r < q the 
differential is given by 
d'
- (d ()'(1+T)6ao\ 
)
r 
- 	 (_)rd* 	
: E. = Br+i 	 E._ 1 = Br  
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The top differentials are dual to the bottom ones, i.e. 
(0 (_)T'\ d* (0 (_)\ 
	
1 	0 ) r '¼\ 1 	0 	
) = d2q+3_r  
for r > q + 3 and r < q. 
Because E' D the homology groups Hr(E') vanish for r q + 1, q. Hence by 
Lemma 3.3.6 there is a f.g. free submodule X C E such that kerd X = E. 
Therefore E 2 1 ker d+2 = coker d'q3 = U is stably f.g. free and U* = ker d'q = 
im d'q+i.  This observation gives us the chance to cut away the higher and lower 
parts of E' and establish a chain equivalence E' --* E" using the maps 
E 2 = Bq+3 	 E' 2 = U 	 (3.9) 
projx 
d+2j 
E 1 GBq+2 B 2 
/ i OO\ 
d' 	
(bq+210l 
q+1 o oil 
E1'= Bq+i 	 -1 	
E = U" 
[( - f 0)] 
with 
/0 	—b' q+i 
d 2 = (d E(1+T)5ao+b+2b +i) 
- (—Ea q+i d —E(1 + T)&Yo) 
d1 - 
	0 	0 	_Ed* 
r /0 —b 1 




p = —Ed (1+T)8ao)] 
Let's define a regular €-quadratic split preformation 
Z / = (F' (-Y'—c' 	FI*,9/) = (F -- C --* F*, 8)a (Bq+2 	(0 E)) 
which is another representative of [z] E 12q+2 (A). One can easily compute that 
* ,* F 
P 	iy /i. 
Now we have a look at the boundary of y'. The map g': A —p E' is given by 






Aq = C" El =Bq+i  ED Bq+3 
(bq+i'\ 
o) 
Applying the chain equivalence (3.9) and the map D@ D - 0E -s-' A to 










C 	 C 
- - 1 
F 	 U* 	 F* 
(bq+ ii) 	(€bq2iy*) 
which by assumption are chain equivalences. From (5a, a) E Q2q--2(m) one can 
deduce that i*Oi = 0 E Q_(U). Now it is not very difficult to verify that 
the preformation z ' fulfils the assumption of Proposition 2.4.2 iii) in respect to 
the stably f.g. free submodule U. Further stabilization of z' by boundaries of 
hyperbolic forms helps to replace U by a f.g. free submodule. Hence [z] = [z'] E 





For the whole chapter let q ~! 2, 6 = (_)q and let A be a weakly finite ring 
with 1 and involution. 
Obviously, a (2q + 2)-dimensional normal cobordism (W, M, M') -p x only stands a 
chance to be cobordant relô to an s-cobordism if there is a compatible diffeomorphism 
between M and M'. Some kind of "algebraic isomorphism" between M and M' can be 
produced by just using preformations. Let z = (F 4- G —4 F*, 0) be the obstruction 
preformation. We can interpret z also as an algebraic model for the normal map M
ellX and the flip z' = (F* *---- G —Lb  F, 
-) 
of z as a model for M' -* X. Following 
that philosophy, we hope that z and z' are weakly isomorphic if z is elementary. We 
shall call such an isomorphism flip-isomorphism. In Section 4.1 we motivate and 
define flip-isomorphisms and show that, indeed, any elementary preformation - even 
those that aren't obstructions of the above or any surgery problem - has at least one. 
Just like we translated preformations into quadratic pairs and complexes in Section 
3.1, we translate flip-isomorphisms into isomorphisms of those quadratic complexes in 
Section 4.2. Those isomorphisms can be applied to the quadratic Poincaré pair x from 
Section 3.1. They transform x into a Poincaré pair with an algebraic twisted double 
on the boundary (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4). This is a necessary preparation before 
we can define asymmetric and quadratic signatures in the following chapters. 
4.1 Flip-isomorphism 
The idea behind flip-isomorphisms is inspired by an observation in geometry: a cobor-
dism (W, M, M') -p X of highly-connected normal maps/normal smoothings can only 
be cobordant to an s-cobordism if M and M' are diffeomorphic. This hardly seems to 
be a very revealing insight. After all it is the aim of any surgery theory to establish 
existence or non-existence of such a diffeomorphisms. 
But in the context of preformations we can produce a notion of some kind of "algebraic 
isomorphism" of M and M': flip-isomorphisms. First of all we remember from 
RE 
Section 2.1 that there are actually two ways of looking at preformations. We can think 
of them as algebraic vehicles for surgery-relevant data of an even-dimensional cobordism 
(W; M, M') -p X x (I, 0, 1) of normal smoothings/maps. In that case we identify 
preformations by the very rigid equivalence relation of (stable) strong isomorphisms in 
order to preserve the essential information of the whole cobordism. This is the view of 
1-theory. But we have also learnt that in traditional odd-dimensional surgery theory, 
formations encode the information of the normal map M -* X only. That is why the 
odd-dimensional obstruction groups L2q+1  (A) have a much more flexible equivalence 
relation which includes the use of weak isomorphisms (Definition 2.2.14). 
So, philosophically, if we have a cobordism (W, M, M') - X of normal smooth-
ings/maps and define its obstruction z and we think of it as a description of the whole 
cobordism we use strong isomorphisms. If we treat z only as a description of the 
map M -p X we use weak isomorphisms. As alluded to in Section 3.1, turning 
around the new cobordism leads to the flip of z as the obstruction for the cobordism 
(W, M', M) -i X. The heuristics so far suggests that the preformation-equivalent of 
a diffeomorphism between M -+ X and M' -* X is a weak isomorphism between z 
and its flip. Such an isomorphism will be called a flip-isomorphism. 
For fans of algebraic surgery theory the importance of flip-isomorphisms as an obstruc-
tion to elementariness is even more evident: in Section 3.1, a regular €-quadratic split 
preformation z defined a (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair x = (g: DE 
E, (8w = 0, w)). By Theorem 3.3.3 we know that if z is elementary, x is cobordant relD to 
an h-cobordism. Then the (2q + 1)-dimensional Poincaré pairs c = (f: C -) D, (0, ) 
and c" = (f'h: C -* D', 	 = 0,0)), whose union constitutes the bound- 
ary of x (that is (8E, w) = c" U —c), have to be homotopy equivalent. Both pairs are 
thickening-ups of the quadratic complexes (N, ) and (N', (') from (3.1) and (3.2) which 
themselves stem from the preformation z and its flip z'. Hence a homotopy equivalence 
of the pairs c and c" will eventually lead to some kind of equivalence between z and z'. 
[Ran80a] Proposition 2.3 and 2.5, which provided a recipe for translating the prefor-
mations z, z' to quadratic complexes (N, (, (N',  (') respectively, states that there is a 
natural bijection between equivalences of those quadratic complexes and (stable) weak 
isomorphism classes of formations. A generalization of those Propositions shows that 
z and z' are (stably) weakly isomorphic. The existence of a flip-isomorphism for ele-
mentary preformations can also be shown quite easily without algebraic surgery theory 
(see the proof of the Proposition 4.1.2 below). 
Definition 4.1.1. 	i) A flip-isomorphism of a regular c-quadratic preforma- 
tions z = (F (2 G !±_) F*) is a weak isomorphism of z with its flip i.e. a triple 
(cr, ,@, a) consisting of isomorphisms ce E Homn(F, F*) and 0 e HomA(G, C) and 
an element a E Q_E(F*) such that 
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cry + aaji = cj/3 E HomA(G, F*) 
a_*, = 'y/3  E HomA(C, F) 
It is strong if it a = 0. 
ii) A flip-isomorphism of a regular c-quadratic split preformation z = 
(F ('Y- C -- F*, ) is a weak isomorphism of z with its flip i.e. a triple (a, , P) 
consisting of isomorphisms a E HomA(F, F*) and ,@ E HomA(G, C) and an ele-
ment P E Q_€ (F*) such that 
cry + a(P - cV*)*/2 = etfl E HomA(C, F*) 
aj 'y,@ E HOmA(C, F) 
0 +1fi7+/3*O/3 = 0€ Q_f (G) 
It is strong if P = 0. 
iii) A stable flip-isomorphism of a regular c-quadratic (split) preformation 
z is a flip-isomorphism of z + h with h a boundary of a hyperbolic form. (Note 
that [z] = [z + h] in the l-monoid). E 
Proposition 4.1.2. Let z be a regular c-quadratic (split) preformation. If z is elemen-
tary then z has a flip-isomorphism. 
Proof. Let z = (F 2- C -- F*, ) be an elementary regular c-quadratic split prefor-
mation. We assume that our preformation has the form described in Proposition 2.4.2 
iv). There is a flip isomorphism (a, ,3, P) of z given by 
a 
= (0 _1)FUU*F*U*U 
= (-1 
—)GURGUR 
P 	0 : F*__* F 
In the non-split case the flip-isomorphism is (a,/3,0). 
Corollary 4.1.3. Let z be a regular c-quadratic split preformation. If z is (stably) 
elementary there is a (stable) strong flip-isomorphism (a, , 0) such that a: F - F* 
is c-symmetric and zero in L2(A)  (and hence also in LAsy°(A)) and /32 = 1c Similar 
for the non-split case. 
Corollary 4.1.4. Let z be a regular c-quadratic split preformation and z' its flip. If z 
is stably elementary then it has a stable flip-isomorphism and [z] = [z'] € 12q+2(A). 
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4.2 Translating Flip-Isomorphisms into Algebraic Surgery 
Theory 
Let z = (F -- C -- F*, ) be a regular €-quadratic split preformation. Let t 
(a,,6, v) be a flip-isomorphism of z. 
In the following we fix representatives 0 and ii for 0 and i7 and let K E Hom(G, G*) 
such that 6*0/3 + 0 + jfv 1u = Ic + €ic' E HomA(G, G*). We must of course be aware 
that once we leave the realm of chain complexes and define concepts about preforma-
tions and flip-isomorphisms (that is asymmetric signatures, flip-isomorphism relô and 
quadratic signatures) we have to check to what extent they depend on the choice of 
representatives. (Compare Remark 4.2.1) 
In Section 3.1 we translated z into a Poincaré pair x. The first step of this construction 
was to use the proofs of [Ran80a] Proposition 2.3. and 2.5 to create (2q+ 1)-dimensional 
quadratic complexes (N, () and (N', ') out of z and its flip Y. Those proofs also 
suggest that an isomorphism of two preformations gives rise to an isomorphism of those 
quadratic complexes. Both propositions just cover formations but without problems 
we can generalize the construction for all regular preformations. Hence t induces an 
isomorphism (et, Pt): (N, () —) (N', ') of (2q + 1)-dimensional quadratic complexes 
given by 
Nq+i = F 	N'1 = F* 	 (4.1) et,q+1=a 	q 
y * 1 
Nq C* 
et,q=/3 
= y: N —* N q+ 1 
= €0: 	Nq 
= €,: 	—p 
= —€0: 	—+ N 
Pt,o = ava*: NF+l —p N 
Pt,i = ,y*ava*: N/+l —* 
Pt,2 = 	/3_*k*/3_l:_N tq— N 
The Poincaré pairs c and c' defined in (3.3) and (3.4) are thickenings of (N,() and 
(N', (') and the isomorphism (et, Pt) leads to a homotopy equivalence of those two pairs 
in particular to an isomorphism of the 2q-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complexes 
(i9et, apt): (C, ) = a(N, () and (C', '/') = D(N', ') (see Lemma A.2.9). Compos-
ing this isomorphism with the inverse of the canonical isomorphism (h, ): (C, 'çb) —-* 
(C', /") defined in (3.5) yields a self-equivalence (he , xi) = ( h, x) (Det, 8Pt): (C, b) 
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(C,'&) given by 
Cq+iG 	 )Cq+i=G 
E-Y (-_y 





(p €'-y•) 	 (L E.y*) 
Cq_i = 	 Cq_i = C 
(4.2) 
/0 
Xt,i = ( 	
- 0,, :C(1=F*EBF__*Cq=FEDF* 
Xt2 - 
	0 	 __ 
( - 
: C' = C 'C = F 
Xt,3 = - o + 0_*ç/3 C' = G - Cq_i = C" 
(see Definition A.1.5 for inverses and compositions of isomorphisms of quadratic com-
plexes). 
Remark 4.2.1. Let 12,0 be other representatives for v E Q_(z, 0) and 0 E Q-(C). 
Then there are 0 e HomA(G, G*), i E HomA (F*, F) such that 12 - ii = i' + €i7"' E 
HomA(F*, F) and 0- 0 = 0 + c0*  E HomA(G, G*). Define jZ = it + R - EK"' + /3*0/3 + 
0+ E HomA(G, G*) for some k E HomA(G, G*). 
0, 0 and jZ induce an isomorphism (hi , it): (C, ') -- (C, ). (Note that ht and the 
chain complex C are not affected by the choice of representative.) From Remark 3.1.3 
we know that there is a 'i4' E W%(C)2 q+1 such that '/' - = d(b). Then Xt - Xt = 
- h'çbh + d with 	W%(C)2 q+2 given by 
X2 = ( 	*a*) : 
C = F* F 	Cq = F F* 
X3 = _d*:C=G__Cq=FF* 
X4 = /3_*(O 	Ce'' = C 	Cq_i = C"' 
See also Remarks 3.1.3, 6.2.2 and Lemma 6.4.2. 
4.3 Quadratic Twisted Doubles 
A preformation with a flip-isomorphism is some kind of algebraic equivalent to a (2q+2)- 
dimensional normal cobordism (W, M, M') -* X with a diffeomorphism h: M -- M' 
compatible with the highly-connected normal maps M - X and M' -p X. The 
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boundary of W -* X can be replaced by a normal map on the twisted double 
M UhI3M  M into X. As sketched in the introduction this is the starting point for 
constructions which yield obstructions for (W, M, M') to be an h-cobordism: asym-
metric signatures and, if hI 8M 1&w, quadratic signatures. These constructions can 
be imitated for quadratic Poincaré pairs as we will find out in Chapters 5 and 6. A 
prerequisite for those constructions is to turn the boundary of the (2q + 2)-dimensional 
c-quadratic Poincaré pair x from Section 3.1 into an algebraic twisted double. 
Definition 4.3.1 ([Ran98] 30.8(u)). The twisted double of an n-dimensional 6- 
quadratic Poincaré pair c = (1: C -) D, (&', 1')) over A with respect to a self-
equivalence (h, x): (C, ) --* (C, ) is the n-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré complex 
over A 
C U(h,x) —c = (D Uh D, JO U —') 





C M ) : C D (D D) 
(83+(_)n_l fxf * 	0 	 0 
(5' u 6b)8 = 	 0 	
(_)8lf 08 
\\ (_)n_rh*f* 	0 	(_)n_r+8+lT1 
(D Uh D)n_r_ 8  = D' 8 D 7' 
*(DUhD) r Dr Dr ECr_l 
Let z = (F --- G ---* F*, ) be a regular -E-quadratic split preformation. Let t = 
(cr, 0, i) be a flip-isomorphism of z. Again we pick representatives 0 and ii for 0 and V 
and let Ic E Hom(G, G*)  such that 0*e0 + 0+ jfv1 = Ic + eIc E HomA(G, G*). 
The twisted double of c = (f: C -) D, (', ,b)) of (3.3) with respect to the self-
equivalence (ht , Xt): (C, ) --* (C, ) from (4.2) is the (2q + 1)-dimensional quadratic 
Poincaré complex (8E, Wt) given by (DEr = Dr Dr Cr_i) 
5Et,q+2 = 0 e 0 @ C 	 (4.3) 
l y 
OEt,q+i = GC(D(FF*) 
0 a a(-€v) 
0 —q0 	c 
\ 0 0 jf 
8Et,q =F*EBF*EBG* 
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0 0 0\ 
Wt ' O = 
a* 0 0) 
/0 0 0 o\ 
= (o 0 —1 0) : 	= 	(F F) * DEt,q = F* F G' 
\0 0 0 0J 
/_av*a* 0 0 '\ 
Wt,1 = ( 	0 	0 	0 
\_f)** 0 —EOJ 
There is an equivalence (at , at): (aE, —Wt) -- (aE, w) of (2q + 1)-dimensional qua-
dratic Poincaré complexes given by 
at,q+2 = 3: OEt , q+2 = G 	(9Eq+2 = G 
/0/30 	0 
(0 0 0 
at,q+1 = 
	0 0 	a Ea(I.,* - €v) 
\io 0 	0 
8Et,q+i = GeGE(FEr3F*) 4OEq+i = G(FF*)G 
	
/0 a 	o\ 
at,q = (0 0 /3_*) : DEt,q F* F* G 	DEq  = F G* F* 
\1 0 	0/ 
00 0 	0 
00 	0 0 
a,o = 	0 0 cwc*  0 
00 	0 	0 
= (F* F) 	-p 	= C ED (F G F*)  G 
at,o = (1) : 	= G* __* DEq = F 	F* 
\0J 
/0 	0 	 0 
= ( —1 if + fy*avc —1 
1 	Cava* 	0 
/0 	0 	0 
a,2 = ( _7* 3_*fr/3l 	0 
—1 —f/i - CaVOy _fcwc* 
Applying Lemma A.2.6 to the Poincaré pair x = ( g: DE -) E, (8w = 0,w)) from 
Section 3.1 yields a (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair given by 
Xt = (gt = gat : aEt 	i E, (8Wt, Wt)) 
gt,q+i = (1 	0 0 0): DEt , q+i = C G F ED F* 	Eq+i = C 
öwt = —(8w + (_)2+lgg*) = 0 
TO 
and a homotopy equivalence of pairs (a t , —1; 0): Xt -f — X. 
The equivalence at maps each copy of D in aEt isomorphically onto a copy of D and 
D' in M. Hence x is cobordant relô to an h-cobordism if and only if Xt is. 
4.4 Symmetric Twisted Doubles 
The computation of asymmetric signature of a flip-isomorphism (which we will accom-
plish in Chapter 5) demands a symmetric version of the constructions of the previous 
section. 
Definition 4.4.1 ([Ran98] 30.8(u)). The twisted double of an n-dimensional 6- 
symmetric Poincaré pair c = (f: C -p D, (öq, )) over A with respect to a self-
equivalence (h, x): (C, q) -- (C, q) is the n-dimensional f-symmetric Poincaré complex 
over A 
C U(h,x) —c = (D Uh D, JO u —) 




C M ) : C DGD) 
18& + (_)n_lfxs f* 	0 	0 
(& U —8) = ( 	0 	—50 
()8—f 
\ (_)n_rh*f* 	0 	(_)n_r+ST1 
(D Uh D)n_r+3 = Dn_r+8 
(DUhD) r Dr Dr Cr -1 
Let z = (F ( 'Y- G --* F*, ) be a regular f-quadratic split preformation. Let t = 
(a, 3, 17) be a flip-isomorphism of z Let xi, 0 and k chosen as in the previous section. 
We symmetrize our ingredients (he , Xt)  and c from the previous section: 
The (2q + 1)-dimensional symmetric Poincaré pair which is the product of the sym-
metrization of c defined in (3.3) is given by 
(1+T)c = (f: C—D,(8q=0,) = (1+T)(ö,)) 	(4.4) 
co = 1:C'=G—Cq+i=G 
00 = ( 
): C=F*Fcq=FeF* 
00 = _E:Cl=G*__#Cq1=G* 
The symmetrization of (he , Xt)  defined in (4.2) leads to a self-equivalence 
(h,, 0): (C, 0) -- i (C, 0) 
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of the 2q-dimensional symmetric Poincaré complex (C, q5). 
The symmetric twisted double ((9Et , Ot)  is given by the chain complex aEt from (4.3) 
and 
0 	0 O 
0 0 —1 	
=FEfFEjC e0 ( 
	 \ 
= _(vt_ev)at 0 0 I : 8E  
0 
t9Et ,q+i = C EB C EB F EB Ft 
00 0 o\ 
O,o= ( 0 0 —1 0) : ôEl=G*EBG*EBF*EBF 
\13* 0 0 0) 
OEt , q = Ft ED Ft ED Ct 
9,=(o 0 €) 
(0 0 0 0 
Io 0 0 	0 
0 0 —1 
\o 0 —E 0 
FEBFEDG 	l9Et,q+2 = G 
+ôEt,q+10EDCEDFEBFt 
at,1 
= ( 01) 
= Ct -+ 	Ft ED Ft ED Ct 
The twisted double construction and symmetrization are commutative operations up 
to an equivalence. 
Lemma 4.4.2. Let c = (f: C -) D, (8, 'il)) be an n-dimensional quadratic Poincaré 
pair and let (h, x): (C, ) -p (C, ,l) be a self-equivalence. Then there is a chain 
equivalence 
(1, 0): (1 + T)c U(h,(1+T)x) —(1 + T)c - (1 + T)(c U(h,x)  —c) 
with (1+T)c=(f:C-D,(1+T)(ä,V'))and 
	
/0 0 	0 
ao= (oo 0 
\o 0 (_)r—lT0 
(D Uh D)m+l_r = 
(DUhD) r Dr EDDr EDCr l 
We apply this lemma and Lemma A.2.6 to the symmetrization of the (2q+2)-dimension-
al quadratic Poincaré pair Xt defined in the previous section and obtain a (2q + 2)-
dimensional symmetric Poincaré pair 
X t = (gt : ôE -) E, (50t = 0, Ot ) 
If x is cobordant relô to an h-cobordism then so is x. 
Me 
Remark 4.4.3. The construction of xI and (he , 0): (C, ) -p (C, ) just depends on 
the "symmetrization" of z and t i.e. (F C -- F*) and (a, ,8, ( v * - a,)*) (compare 
Remark 2.2.17). Every choice of representative for V leads to the same Poincaré pair 
xt. 
For an c-quadratic preformation y = (F --- C -- F*) and a flip-isomorphism S = 
(a,)3, a), x3 can be constructed in the same way if, in the definition of Ut  and h, 
(V - cv )* is replaced by a. 
Chapter 5 
Asymmetric Signatures of 
Flip-Isomorphisms 
For the whole chapter let e = (_)q and let A be a weakly finite ring with 1 
and involution. 
Let (W, M, M) be a cobordism with boundary M Uh M for some automorphism h of 
M. Then an asymmetric signature can be defined which vanishes in the asymmetric 
Witt-group if and only if W is cobordant rela to a twisted double. An s-cobordism 
(W, M, M) is a twisted double, so the asymmetric signature provides an obstruction for 
W to be cobordant relô to an s-cobordism. 
The previous chapter explained how a flip-isomorphism of a preformation defines a 
symmetric Poincaré pair with an algebraic twisted double as the boundary. For such a 
Poincaré pair we can define an asymmetric signature, too. Like in geometry it vanishes if 
the pair is cobordant relô to an h-cobordism i.e. if the preformation is stably elementary. 
Asymmetric signatures of manifolds do not require normal maps or smoothings (see e.g. 
[Ran98] Corollary 30.12.). Similarly symmetric complexes and pairs suffice as input for 
the algebraic asymmetric signature, e.g. the symmetric Poincaré pair x defined in 
Section 4.4. 
In Section 5.1 we will give a short introduction into the origins of asymmetric forms 
and twisted doubles in geometry. Then Section 5.2 will present the algebraic chain 
complex analogues. We define asymmetric forms, complexes and pairs and show how a 
Poincaré pair with a twisted double on the boundary determines an asymmetric com-
plex. We have already seen in Section 4.4 how a preformation and a flip-isomorphism 
can be used to construct a symmetric Poincaré pair with an algebraic twisted double 
as the boundary. In Section 5.3 we compute its asymmetric signature and show in 
Section 5.4 that it vanishes for every flip-isomorphism of an elementary preformation. 
The asymmetric signatures depend on the choice of flip-isomorphism. Hence in Section 
5.5 we define an l-monoid of flip-isomorphism fl2(A).  The asymmetric signatures de-
fine a monoid homomorphism f12(A) -f LAsy°(A). It turns out that the asymmetric 
LS] 
signatures vanish for any flip-isomorphism of any stably elementary preformation. 
In Section 5.6 we investigate the relationship between the asymmetric signature of 
strong flip-isomorphisms in special cases. 
5.1 Geometric Twisted Doubles and Asymmetric Forms 
One of the successes of asymmetric forms in surgery theory was the open book obstruc-
tion theory of Quinn ([Qui79]) which led to a second computation of the cobordism 
ring of automorphism. (The first computation was achieved by Kreck (see e.g. [Kre84]) 
using an early version of his 1-surgery theory.) 
We will outline Quinn's approach to the cobordism of automorphism. For simplicity we 
assume that all manifolds are simply-connected. Let h: N --* N be a diffeomorphism 
of a closed 2q-dimensional manifold (q> 1). The first obvious obstruction for h to be 
null-cobordant is the cobordism class of the mapping torus T(h). 
So let us assume that T(h) has a (2q + 2)-dimensional null-cobordism V and after 
surgery on V we can make H(V, N) vanish for i < q. The isomorphism 
K = Hq+i(V, N) -* H+l(V, DV - N) 	H' (V, N x I) __* H' (V, N) (5.1) 
gives us a non-singular asymmetric form ): K -* K* which is zero in the asymmetric 
Witt group LAs y ° (ZZ) if and only if there is a diffeomorphism H: Q -p Q with V = 
T(H) and hence DH = h. 
More generally, an exact sequence describes the connection between the cobordism 
ring of automorphisms and the asymmetric Witt group. Let 1l(X) be the cobordism 
group of continuous maps from i-dimensional manifolds to X and (X) the group of 
cobordism classes of triples (F, g, h) with F a closed i-dimensional manifold, g: F -) X 
a map, h: F -* F an automorphism together with a homotopy g gh such that there 
is an induced map 
T(g): T(h) -p T(1: X -) X) = X x S 1 
Then for any k > 2 and topological space X there is an exact sequence 
0 - L2k+l(X) -- 	x S') -p LAsy ° (Z[iri(X)]) 
'S 	
T 
2k(X) -p c2k+l(X x S1 ) -* 0 
with T: L(X) - " l 1 (X x S'), (F,g,h) i-* (T(g),T(h)) (see also [Ran98] 30.6 (iv) 
or [Qui791). 
In our case we start with an (n + 1)-dimensional cobordism (W, M, M') such that 
M' M and M may have a boundary. Then there is an isomorphism h: DM -* aM 
such that the boundary of W is the twisted double M Uh M (see [Win73] and [Ran98] 
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Chapter 30). By glueing the ends of the cobordism together we obtain a manifold V with 
boundary T(h). One can do surgery below the middle dimension to make (V, N) highly-
connected and read off an asymmetric form as before. It vanishes in the asymmetric 
Witt group if and only if V is cobordant to a mapping torus of an automorphism and 
that is the case if and only if W is cobordant rel0 to a twisted double. 
It is also possible to define a chain complex version of that construction: an asymmetric 
Poincaré complex consisting of the singular chain complex C(V, 8M) together with a 
chain equivalence inducing the isomorphisms A: H_*(V,  c9M) -- H(V, OM). The 
maps fit into a diagram of exact sequences 
Hfl+l_r(V,W) H — T(M) 	Hn+l_r(V,8M) 	Hfl+l_r(W , 8M) 	(5.2) 
Hr(M,5M) 	 Hr(V,8M) 	>Hr(W,M+M) 
In particular, if 9M = 0, the asymmetric complex is C(V) together with the Poincaré 
duality on V. One can find a a twisted double cobordant rel8 to W if and only if that 
asymmetric complex is zero in the asymmetric L-group LAsy'(Z[iri(V)]) (see e.g. 
[Ran98] 30.12). 
5.2 Asymmetric Forms, Complexes and Pairs 
We present the algebraic equivalents of the geometric constructions of the previous 
section. Note that the asymmetric signatures of manifolds do not require normal maps. 
Therefore it is not surprising that the asymmetric signatures only require symmetric 
complexes and pairs and not quadratic ones. (Obviously we can always symmetrize 
any quadratic complexes, etc. and feed that information into the asymmetric signature 
construction. Compare Section 4.4.) 
For the following compare with [Ran98] Chapter 28F. 
Definition 5.2.1. An asymmetric form (M, A) over A is a f.g. free A-module M 
and a A e HomA(M, M*).  It is non-singular if and only if A is an isomorphism of 
A-modules. 
A lagrangian L of an asymmetric form (M, A) is a direct summand L C M such 
that L = L' with L' = {x E LIA(x)(K) = 01. If an asymmetric form has a lagrangian 
we call it metabolic. 
An isomorphism f: (M, A) -- (M', A') of asymmetric forms is an isomorphism 
of A-modules f: M --* M' such that A' = f*Af. 
The asymmetric Witt-group LAsy°(A) is the abelian group of equivalence classes 
of non-singular asymmetric forms where 
(N1, Al) 	(N2, ,\2) 	(Ni, A 1 ) ED (M1, ici) -- (N2, ,\2) 	(M2, '2) 
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for some non-singular metabolic forms (M2 , tc). 	 El 
Definition 5.2.2. An ri-dimensional asymmetric complex (C, A) over A is a chain 
complex C together with a chain map A: Cn_* -p C. (C, A) is Poincaré if A is a 
chain equivalence. 
A morphism f: (C,,\) -p (C', A') of n-dimensional asymmetric complexes is a 
chain map f: C -* C' such that there is a chain homotopy A' fAf*:  C' -p C'. 
The morphism is an equivalence if f: C -p C' is a chain equivalence. 
An (n + 1)-dimensional asymmetric pair (1: C -) D, (5A, A)) is an n-dimensional 
asymmetric complex (C, A), a chain map f: C -* D and a chain homotopy SA: fAf* 
0: Dn_* -p D. It is Poincaré if the chain maps given by 
/ 	5A 
((_)r+1Af*) : 	 (f) = Dr Cr_i 
(5À (-)f A) : e(f)n1-' = 	CTh 	 Dr  
are chain equivalences, in which case (C, A) is Poincaré as well. 
Asymmetric Poincaré complexes (C, A) and (C', A') are cobordant if (C, A) G (C', -A') 
is the boundary of an asymmetric Poincaré pair. 
The asymmetric L-groups LAs y' 2 (A) is the cobordism group of n-dimensional Poin-
care complexes. 	 El 
Remark 5.2.3. A 0-dimensional asymmetric complex is an asymmetric form. It is 
Poincaré if the form is non-singular. For details see the errata to [Ran98]. [Ran98] (er-
rata) Proposition 28.34 shows that any 2m-dimensional asymmetric Poincaré complex 
is cobordant to an rn-connected 2m-dimensional asymmetric Poincaré complex which 
again is nothing but a 0-dimensional asymmetric Poincaré complex i.e. LAsy 2 (A) 
LAsy ° (A). (The odd-dimensional asymmetric Witt groups are all trivial.) Hence we 
will identify asymmetric Poincaré complexes with asymmetric forms. 
We explained before that there is a geometric construction to assign an asymmetric 
form to manifold with a twisted double on a boundary. We will state the algebraic 
analogue. For that reason we need to define a chain equivalence of a Poincaré pair 
with a twisted double on the boundary (which we shall call b-duality map) modelling 
the Lefschetz-duality map H'+'-* (W, M) --* H. (W, M + M). It is mimicking the 
diagram of exact sequences with the ordinary Poincaré dualities of our various manifolds 
> H''(8M) 	> Hn+i_r(W,8M) 	> Hn+l_r(W) 	 (5.3) 
P.D. 	± 	P.D. 1 h.P.D. 1 
Hr_i(OM) 	> Hr (W, M + M) 	:. H, (W, W) 
The rules for the cap product show that the first square commutes up to an alternating 
sign. 
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Definition and Lemma 5.2.4 ([Ran98] 30.10). Let x = (g: SE -) E, (0,50)) 
be an (n + 1)-dimensional symmetric Poincaré pair such that the boundary (SE, 50) 
is a twisted double of an n-dimensional symmetric Poincaré pair with respect to a 
self-equivalence (h,): (C, 0) -- (C, 0) (compare Definition 4.4.1). We write 
g = (jo ii k) : SEr = Dr Dr Cr_i -+ Er  
The b-duality map ,: C(jof)l_r __* C(jt ,j1 ) of x is defined (up to chain ho-
motopy) as the chain equivalence which fits into the chain homotopy commutative 
diagram of exact sequences 
________ 	 ( 01) 	 (ti) 	 ________ o 	> e(jo f)n+l_* 	En+i_r 	0 	(5.4) 
± 
o 	C._1 	e(i,i) 	 () 	' 0 /3 
(compare (5.3)) such that 




(jo,ji)r = Er  ED Dr_i Dr_i 	C(g), = Er Dr_i Dr_i ED Cr_ 
 ( k 
(c) 	= _f h) Cr_i
00 
(d) 14 = ((_)n+r5OOg*) : 
En+i_r 	" C(g) r = Er Mr-, is the Poincaré 
duality map of x (see Definition A.2.3) 
(e) er = 0h: 	-p Cr_i. 
The asymmetric complex (B, )) of x is (up to chain homotopy) the (n + 1)-
dimensional asymmetric Poincaré complex with 
B=e(jo -ji : D—)C(j o f: C—)E)) 
and ): Bn_* -* B a chain equivalence which fits into the chain homotopy 
commutative diagram of exact sequences (compare (5.2)) 
I o 	Dn_* 	Bn_* 	, e(jo f)fl+i_* 	o 	(5.5) 
TA  
0 	3(f) 	 > B 	 C(jo ,ji ) 	0 
with 
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 7r, = (ol : 	, Bn+ 	= En+i_r 
1J 
 tr(0 
fi 0 	o\ 
~ 	 = En+i_r 
1 
jo ( o\ 
 Tr 0 i) :e(f) r =Dr Cr_ i Br =Er Cr_iDr_i 
00 
/1 0 	0 
 Ur = 0 j 	1) : Br 	' e(jo,ji)r = Er 	Dr_i 	Dr- 1 
0 0 	-1 
r = G — ) 84 o(e) 	 : 	C(f)r the Poincaré duality map of fl_rf*) 
(f: C - D, (6, 	)) (see Definition A.2.3) 
TAr = (_)A* : Bn+i_. 	Br the duality involution of A 
ic the b-duality map. 
iii) The asymmetric signature of x is the asymmetric cobordism class 
= [(B, A)] E LAsy'(A) 
Proof. All we need to do is to show that the vertical sequences of Diagram (5.4) and 
(5.5) are exact. First we notice that e(/3: C_i -) e(jo ,ji )) = C(g). Hence the bottom 
sequence of Diagram (5.4) is the mapping cone sequence of 3 and therefore exact. 
In the case of the bottom sequence of Diagram (5.5) we note that every element of 
ker Tr is in the image of 0r-  On the other side °r 0 Tr is null-homotopic: 
° r = dC(jo ,ji ).r+i + 1.rdC(f) : 	e(f)r -- C(jü,ji) r 
/ o o = 
 ç
(_)r_l o) : C(f)r_i = Dr_i Cr_ 
0 0 
e(j0 ,ji ),. = Er Dr_i Dr-1 
Remark 5.2.5. The asymmetric signature is vanishing if and only if one can extend 
the twisted double structure on the boundary to the whole Poincaré pair x and it is 
invariant under cobordism (see [Ran98] Proposition 30.11). We will only need certain 
properties: Proposition 5.4.4 states that two Poincaré pairs which are cobordant relO 
have the same asymmetric signature and Proposition 5.4.5 shows that the asymmetric 
signature of an algebraic h-cobordism is zero. 
Now we will present an explicit formula for the asymmetric complex (B, A). 
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Proposition 5.2.6. The chain maps ,c and A in the previous definition are given (up 
to chain homotopy) by 
00 	 (_)fl_rk 0h* \ 
= 	(_)n_r+1(5 + (_)n_lfXof*)j (_)fl_r+lfh50h* 1: 
( 	
(_)n_r(5 0j  + f o k*) 
= 	Er Dr-1 Dr_i 
= 	(_)fl_r 0 k* 	 (_)n_r+i(1 + h*) 	(_) n_r of * 1: TAr 	( 	90 	 (—) '
iofxo + (_)n_rk0h* 	ii 500 	\ 
(_)n_r+i (&oj + f o k*) 	(_)n_rf 0 h* (_)n_r+ifof *J 
= En+l_r 	 Br = Er Cr_i Dr-1 
Proof. First we check that our definition of it makes the right square of Diagram (5.4) 
commute i.e. whether Z = wc —ii (1 0) : e(jof)n+l_* -p () is null-homotopic. We 
define 
/0 	0 	\ 
0 0 
1' L0 r = 	0 	 ) : e(jo f)m+2_r = En+2- 
e(g) r = Er Dr_i D1 0 Cr_2 
and find that Zr = dC(g)Lr+l + rde(jof)n+1_,e(jof)r _ 
The left square commutes up to an alternating sign because 
'r 	: 	-* C(jü,ji)r = Er Dr-1 S  Dr-1- 
This choice of it helps us to confirm that our formula of A fits into Diagram (5.5). 




Yr = dBL +i +dDfl-*: 	-p Br  
Hence the left square of Diagram (5.5) commutes up to homotopy. For the other square 
define Z = itt - aTA: Bul_* 	C(jo,ji). Then 
/0 	0 	0 
= 1 0 (_)n_r+ifXo 	0 
0 	(_)r5, 
Bn+l_r = En+i_r c" 
e(jo,ji)r = Er Dr-1 Dr-1 
defines a chain null homotopy of Z i.e. 
Zr = de(jo ,j 1 ) + i + 	dBn+1-* 
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Finally, one has to check that A is a chain map. Because Z is obviously a chain map and 
t consists of injective module homomorphisms it follows easily that it is a chain map as 
well. By the five-lemma the chain maps A and ic have to be chain equivalences. 	D 
In the case of 8E = 0 or C = 0 the asymmetric complex (B, A) is equivalent to the 
obvious symmetric complexes. 
Lemma 5.2.7. Let (C, 0) be an f-symmetric n-dimensional Poincaré complex. Then 
the identity induces an equivalence 1: (C, qo) -- (C, T o) of n-dimensional asymmet-
ric complexes. (i.e. (C,qo) = (C,Tq5 o ) e LAsyTh(A)) 
Proof. The symmetric structure 0 of C fulfils the relation 
d01 + (_qd*  + (-)(çbo - Tq50 ) = 0: C' 	Cr 
Hence 
Oo - TE o = d((-) 1 ) + ( n&) ((_)rd*) 
dn-. 
shows that the identity on C induces a chain equivalence between (C, o)  and (C', qi) 
(and also defines an asymmetric cobordism ((1, 1): C(BC -p C, ((—)'i,  o-To)).) 
Corollary 5.2.8. We use the notation of Definition 5.2.4. 
Let DE = 0. Then (B, A) and (E, Oo) are equivalent. 
Let C = 0. Let (V, ci) be the union of the fundamental n-dimensional symmetric 
	
Poincaré pair (g = (jo,ji): D D -p E, (0, &0 = 	-öçb)) (see Definition 
A.3.4). Then (B, A) = (V,a o ) e LAsy" 1 (A). 
Proof. 	i) If M = 0 then TA, = 0: B n+ 1 -r = 	 Br = Er . 
ii) In the case of C = 0 we compute 
TA, - - ( 
	00 	j18°\ 	Bn1-- 1 - 	-- = E7 1- (_)n+l_r5j 	
) 0  
-+ Br = Er Dr-1 
and B = C(jo - ii: D - E). Then use the previous Lemma. 
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5.3 The Asymmetric Signature of a Flip-Isomorphism 
Let z = (F (2_ C '' ) F*, 0) be a regular f-quadratic split preformation. Let t = 
(a,,3, i7) be a flip-isomorphism of z. Let v be a representative of V. As an abbreviation, 
define a = ( ii -_ a,*)*. a is independent of the choice of representative for V. 
The (2q + 2)-dimensional symmetric Poincaré pair xI = ( gt :  ôE —) E, (0, Ut))  of 
Section 4.4 has a twisted double structure on its boundary which enables us to apply 
the asymmetric signature construction from Proposition 5.2.6. The result is the (2q+2)-






di=_( /i i+ 
0 A ) 
Bq1 — C (F F)EBF 	> Bq+i = G(FF*)F* 
q+1 
do=(0p y 0) 




Aq+2 = 	f 	) 
/0 	0 0 	O\ 
0 €a_* 	1 0 
Aq+i = 0 f+aa Ea —fa 
0 —f 	0 	0) 
A q = (1 + 3 * _0
_*) 
We can reduce this complex to a smaller (2q + 2)-dimensional asymmetric complex 
(B', A') via the chain equivalence 
Bq+2 C G 	 C G 	 > B = C 
'P2 	 (oi) 
i OJ 
di! 	
(od)1 	 d 
Bq+iC(FF*)(DF* 	C(FF*)F* B+1=FEBF*EBF* 
/0 i 0 0\ 
00 10 	 I \0 00 ii 
do 	 (0d 	 d' I oI, 







/ 1 	00 	0 
Tj = —E 	-y 
—1 0 _a_* 
0 	00 	1 
- 	 ca — 1 Eaa_* - 1 - Caa
ci'0=i 
Cri \d = ) 
do = (i(i + /3_*)/f (1 +  
= 	: B'' -•-~ B'q+2 
/0 0 	 1 
A+i = ( 
€ 	0 _a* 	: B' 	' B'+1 
Ea a* - €a + Eaaa*) 
= -3: 	B'q 
(All A r are in fact isomorphisms of A-modules.) 
With the help of [Ran98] (errata) 28.34, we compute a highly-connected (2q + 2)-
dimensional asymmetric complex (B", A") which is cobordant to the asymmetric com-
plex (B', A'): 




> B" = 




d 	= 0 
0 
dg = (E(1 +)3 _ * ) * (1 + 3_*)* _y * _f/3_* 	0) 
00 1 0 0 
E 	0 _a* 0 0 
All i 	= c 	ca 	a* - ca + caaa* 0 0 
0 0 0 0 _3_* 
00 0 1 0 
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We can simplify this asymmetric complex to gain the asymmetric form we were looking 
for using the isomorphism of chain complexes 
B'+2=G 













a 	 0 	0 	0 	—cry3 
o Ea * 0 0 _Ea * fL /3 
0 	 1 	1 	0 	-0 
€(1 + /3_*),L* (1 + /3_*)* ,* _Ø_* 0 
o 	0 	0 	0 	/3 
0=1 
Thus the asymmetric signature is given by the asymmetric form 
/00 	a\ 
0 -E ):M=FEIiF*eF_M* 
\o 1 €aaa*J 
It is clear that p does not depend on the choice of representative for V. Hence we can 
define 
Definition 5.3.1. Let z = (F 	C -- F*, 8) be an f-quadratic split preformation. 
The asymmetric signature cr (z, t) of a flip-isomorphism t = (a, 3, 17) of z is an 
element (M, p) e LAsy°(A) given by 
/00 	a 
p=(1 0 -E 
1 Ea (v* - 
E 
Obviously we can define an asymmetric signature also for the non-split case 
Definition 5.3.2. Let z = (F --- C --- F*) be a regular f-quadratic preformation. 
The asymmetric signature o (z, t) of a flip-isomorphism t = (a, 3, a) of z is an 
element (M, p) E LAsy°(A) given by 
/00 	a\ 
p=(1 0 -f 
\0 1 faaa*J 
U 
El 
5.4 Asymmetric Signatures and Elementariness 
In this section we show that the asymmetric signatures are an obstruction to elemen-
tariness 
Theorem 5.4.1. Let z = (F i-a-- C 'u , 	) be a regular c-quadratic split preforma- 
tion which allows flip-isomorphisms. If z is elementary then the asymmetric signature 
a*(z , t) E LAsy°(A) vanishes for all flip-isomorphisms t. 
Remark 5.4.2. Theorem 5.5.3 will present a version for stably elementary preforma-
tions. The converse is not true in general. Counterexamples are presented in Example 
7.3.3 and in Section 9.6. 
The asymmetric signatures are generally not-trivial as Corollary 7.3.2, Propositions 
9.6.7 and 9.6.8 will show. 
We will give two proofs for this theorem. The first one is based on algebraic surgery 
theory whereas the second proof is a low-level calculation of asymmetric forms. 
The Definition 5.3.1 shows that the asymmetric signatures only depend on the under-
lying non-split preformation. It ignores the quadratic structures of both preformation 
and flip-isomorphism. A generalization of Theorem 5.4.1 for non-split preformations 
comes without surprise: 
Corollary 5.4.3. Let z = (F (--- C --- F*) be a regular c-quadratic preforma-
tion which allows flip-isomorphisms. If z is elementary then the asymmetric signature 
a* (z, t) e LAsy°(A) vanishes for all flip-isomorphisms t. 
Proof. The second proof for Theorem 5.4.1 works also for the non-split case. There 
should be no problem in using algebraic surgery again - one "only" needs to prove 
symmetric versions of the previous two chapters. We leave this as an exercise to the 
reader. Li 
The first proof of Theorem 5.4.1 needs some preparation. In the next two propositions 
we show algebraic equivalents of the following facts from the world of manifolds: 
Two manifolds with a twisted double on their boundary have the same asymmetric 
signature if they are cobordant relO. 
An s-cobordism (W, M, M) is in fact a twisted double and hence its asymmetric 
signature must vanish. 
Proposition 5.4.4. Let x = (g: 0E -) E, (0, 80)) and x' = (g': 8E -) E', (0', 80)) 
be two (n + 1)-dimensional symmetric Poincaré pairs such that the boundary (0E, 80) 
is a twisted double of an n-dimensional symmetric Poincaré pair (f: C -) D, (öçb, q)) 
with respect to a homotopy self-equivalence (h, x): (C, 0) --+ (C, q) (compare Definition 
[31 
If x and x' are cobordant relO, then a*(x ) = cr*(x/) E LA sy N(A). 
o,* (x) - o ­ * (x') = o,* (x U —x') E LAsy'(A). 
Proof. 	i) This is a special case of [Ran98] Proposition 30.11(iii). 
ii) By using the union construction one can easily verify that ((x U -x') + x') U x = 
(xU-x')+(-(xU-x')). In this formula the sum (C, q)+(f: D -) E, (59,9)) of an 
(n + 1)-dimensional c-symmetric (Poincaré) complex with an (n + 1)-dimensional 
c-symmetric (Poincaré) pair is the (n + 1)-dimensional c-symmetric (Poincaré) 
pair (() D -p EC,(b9cb,0)). 
For any Poincaré complex (C, q) (and in particular for x U —x') ((1 —1) C ED 
C -) C, (0, 0 ED -)) defines a null-cobordism of (C, q)(C, -). Hence the pairs 
x and (x U —x') + x' are cobordant relS. Therefore o ,* (x) = or* ((x U —x') + x') E 
LAsy'(A). It is not hard to see that the latter expression is the same as 
0'* (X U x') + a* (X ' ). 
Proposition 5.4.5. Let x = (g: SE -) E, (0, 80)) be an (n + 1)-dimensional sym-
metric Poincaré pair such that the boundary (SE, 80) is a twisted double of an n-
dimensional symmetric Poincaré pair (f: C -) D, (8, )) with respect to a self-
equivalence (h,): (C,) - (C, 0) (compare Definition 4.4.1). We write 
g=(jo ii k):8Er =Dr Dr Cr_,-3Er 
Additionally assume that x is an h-cobordism i.e. that jo, ji: D -f E are chain equiv-
alences. Then o ­* (x) = 0 E LAsyT(A). 
Proof. We could refer to [Ran98] Proposition 30.11(u) but instead we give a quick and 
direct proof of the claim. Obviously it is enough to construct an asymmetric null-
cobordism for the asymmetric Poincaré complex (B, TA) given in Proposition 5.2.6. 1 
We define the (n + 2)-dimensional asymmetric Poincaré pair 
(s: B -) D_1, (JA, A)) 
s = (0 0 1):Br =Er Cr_1 Dr_1 —*D r_1 
JA = ()r+15. D(+2)_i -* Dr- 1  
In order to proof that it is Poincaré one observes that there is a chain equivalence 
C(s) e(jof)*_i given by 
(
io - ii 1 0 O'\ 
\ 0 	
0 1 0) : C(s), = Dr_i Er_i e Cr_2 Dr_2 
C(jof)r_i = Er_i Cr_ 
1 1n general, if (1: C -* D, (5A, A)) is an n-dimensional asymmetric (Poincaré) pair, so is (1: C 
D,(T5A,TA)). 
FEW 
First proof of Theorem 5.4.1. By Theorem 3.3.3 the Poincaré pair x = (g: 9E —f 
E, (8w = 0, w)) from Section 3.1 is cobordant relö to an algebraic h-cobordism. By 
Section 4.4 the Poincaré pair Xt = (g: 5E —) E, (0, aO')) is cobordant reiD to 
an algebraic h-cobordism. By Proposition 5.4.5 its asymmetric signature (which is 
01* (z, t) e LAsy°(A) by Section 5.3) is vanishing. 
Second proof of Theorem 5.4.1. We can also give a proof of the theorem without al-
gebraic surgery theory. 2 For simplicity we assume that (F -- G --) F*, 0) has the 
nice form presented in Proposition 2.4.2iv) and that i: U —* C is the inclusion of the 






G* = U 	R 	F* = U 	U b 
= 







/p k o\ 
P' 	= fo 0 
\o t 0) 
A lagrangian for (M', p') is given by 
e-0i &-0 +/3) 
ecryi eay/3' 
j= 	0 	ly 
	
0 0 
— f 	— E 





s a lagrangian 
/1 o\ 




2 Here is the recipe for how the rather abstract theory of asymmetric complexes and pairs can be 
used to produce the following explicit stable lagrangian for our asymmetric signature: One can express 
the explicit algebraic h-cobordism x' = (g': t9E —* E', (w ' , aw)) from the proof of Theorem 3.3.3 as a 
twisted double using the isomorphism (a, ic): (OE, —(1 + T)Ow) —- (8Et, aO) from Section 4.4. One 
can compute its asymmetric signature in much the same way as in Section 5.3 and surprisingly one 
gets the same result. Now one has to keep track of all the manipulations one did: equivalences of 
asymmetric complexes and the use of [Ran98] Proposition 28.34 leads to an asymmetric cobordism. 
Finally one glues the asymmetric null-cobordism one gets from Proposition 5.4.5 onto it. This leads to 
an asymmetric null-cobordism of the asymmetric form (M, p) (see Definition 5.3.1). Using a method 
presented in the Errata to [Ran98] one finally computes a stable lagrangian of (M, p). 
5.5 The Flip-l-Monoids 
The asymmetric signature of a flip-isomorphism suggests the definition of an extension 
of Kreck's 1-monoids which includes a choice of a stable flip-isomorphisms. 
Definition 5.5.1. 	i) Let z = (F 2- C -- F*) and (F' 2- C' -- F*) be 
regular €-quadratic preformations and let t = (a, /3, a) and t' = (a', /3', a') be 
flip-isomorphisms of z and z' respectively. 
An isomorphism (77,C) of the tuples (z, t) and (z', t') is a strong isomorphism 
(ij, (): z --) z' of preformations such that a' = iai[', /3' (31 and a' = 
r/al]*. 
The sum (z, t) + (z', t') is the well-defined tuple (z z', t G t'). 
Let y1 = 0H_(Ak) be a hyperbolic preformation and tk = (( 	) ( 2) 0) 
a (strong) flip-isomorphism of y C 3 
A stable isomorphism of the tuples (z, t) and (z', t') is an isomorphism of (z, t) + 
(uk ,  tic) with (z', t') + (yt , tt ) for some k, I e N0. The stable isomorphism classes 
form an abelian monoid namely the flip-I-monoid fI2+2(A). 
ii) Let z = (F 4- C --- F', 6) and (F' 	C' --* F'* , 0') be regular f-quadratic 
split preformations and let t = (a, ,3, 17) and t' = (a', /3',  17') be flip-isomorphisms 
of z and z' respectively. 
An isomorphism (ij, ) of the tuples (z, t) and (z', t') is a strong isomorphism 
(ij,): z --) z' of preformations such that a' = 1l_* all_ 1 ,  /3' = 3_1 and 17' 
7) Th7 *. 
The sum (z, t) + (z', t') is the well-defined tuple (z ED z', t t'). 
Let Yk = 8H(AIc) be a hyperbolic preformation and tk = (( -) , ( .2k ) , 0) 
a strong flip-isomorphism of Yk. 
A stable isomorphism of the tuples (z, t) and (z', t') is an isomorphism of (z, t) + 
(yk, tk) with (z', t') + (yt, t1) for some k, I E N0. The stable isomorphism classes 
form an abelian monoid namely the flip-I-monoid fl2 q+2(A). 	 D 
Remark 5.5.2. 	i) There are well-defined morphisms of abelian monoids 
ir: fI 2 ' 2 (A) —p 12q+2  (A), 	 [(z, t)] '—p [z] 
ir: fI2 q+2(A) 	12q+2(A), 	 [(z, t)] 	[z] 
'Compare Corollary 4.1.3. 
4 Compare Corollary 4.1.3. 
ii) There is a well-defined morphism of abelian monoids 
fl2q+2(A) —* fl2+2(A) 
((F 4- G 'I ) 	), (a, 0, 17)) i— ((F -- C -- F*),  (a, 0 
17 * — 
Theorem 5.5.3. The asymmetric signature of Definition 5.3.1 gives rise to a well-
defined homomorphism of abelian monoids 
cT*: fl22 (A) —* LAs y ° (A) 
[(z, t)] i—* cr*(z t) 
If [z'] e 12q+2  (A) is elementary then a*(ir_l[z']) = {O} (with ir as in Remark 5.5.2) i.e. 
a*( z , t) = 0 for all flip- isomorphisms t of all preforrnations z with [z] = [z'] E 12q+2 (A) 
(i.e. for all stable flip-isomorphisms t of z). 
Proof. Using the notation of Definition 5.5.1 assume that there is an isomorphism (i', ) 
of (z, t) and (z', t'). Let 
/00 	a 





) : M = FF*FM* 
M' = F' F* @ F' —p MI* 
be the asymmetric forms whose image in LAsy ° (A) are by definition the asymmetric 
/-1 0 o\ 
signatures of (z, t) and (z', t'). Then f = 	0 ij 0 ) : M --* M' is an isometry of 
\ 0 0 ij/ 
the asymmetric forms (M, p) and (M', p'). So a*(z , t) = 
Clearly c.r*(yk, tk) = 0 by Proposition 5.6.2i) and it is obvious that a*(z,  t) + a*( z /, t') = 
o­ * (z z', t t'). Hence the asymmetric signature doesn't change under stable isomor-
phisms of tuples (z, t) and it is compatible with the actions of both monoids. The rest 
follows from Corollary 5.4.3. Ei 
5.6 Strong Flip-Isomorphism and Asymmetric Signatures 
In the following we restrict our attention to strong flip-isomorphisms t = (a,,3, 0). We 
want to bring light into the relationship between a and p = (? 8 	It is not as 
01 0 
straightforward as one might expect. For instance, a and p are not necessarily equal 
in LAs y°(A) as we will show for the case A = C+ (complex field with conjugation 
involution). The map a '—p p defines an endomorphism of the asymmetric Witt group 
which but it is not always injective. 
Definition 5.6.1 ([Ran981 Definition 39.25). For an asymmetric form (F, a) over 
a commutative ring A define cha(z) = det(z — a_l a*) E A[z]. 	 0 
Proposition 5.6.2. 	i) There is a group homomorphism 
4: LAsy °(A) - LAsy ° (A) 
/ 	 /00 a 
(F, a) '-* (M=FEEF*EBF,p =(1 0 -E 
01 0 
Let (a, ) be the strong flip isomorphism of the boundary of a non-singular (-E)
symmetric form (K, A). Then 	a) = (K, A). 
Let (F,a) E ker. Let (FeNN*, a ) E LAsy°(A) of the form a' := ( 
P5 P3 p4 
Then a' E ker 
For an asymmetric form (F, a) over a commutative ring A with k = rk(F) 
ch P,  (Z) = ( z -4-- e)' det(z2 - fa la*) = (z + E)kfkch(€z2) 
Proof. 	i) Let g e GL(F) and a: F -p F* an isomorphism. Then 
/g* 0 o\ 	/g 0 0\ 
0 	0 p ( 0 g_* 0 ) = Pg * ag . 
\o 0 g*J 	\o 0 9/ 
Now let a' be another non-degenerate asymmetric form on F. Define 
100000 
000100 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
P.— 




*(Pc 0\ - P 
\'-' P&j 
Finally we have to show that p is metabolic for metabolic a. We can assume 








1 0 0 0 -f 0 
0 1 0 0 0 -f 
00100 0 
00010 0 











—1 13 1 




: L -* F e F* F be the inclusion of a lagrangian of (D, (a). Then 









is the inclusion of a lagrangian of (D,(o'). 
Computation. 
U 
Remark 5.6.3. Proposition 5.6.2ii) will be generalized in Corollary 7.3.2. 
In special cases we can compute 	or at least decompose it into smaller bits. From 
the following calculations we can deduce how 	looks like for algebraically closed 
fields of characteristic 0 2. In the following we use some facts from [Ran98] 39D. In 
particular we define L O (A, a) for a E U(A) {x E A: xt = 11 as the Witt-group of all 
non-singular a-symmetric forms over A. 
Lemma 5.6.4. 	i) Let (F, a) e LO (A, €) and assume that 2 e AX. 
Then (F, a) = (F, ea). 
ii) Let (F, a) E LAsy ° (A) with ch fL (1) e AX 
Then 	
I 
(F,a) =(F,a* _ca)+(F*F, 	1 
E:yj 
Let (F, a) e L O (A, eb 2 ) with bb = —1 and 1 - b 2 E AX 
Then ,(F, a) = (F, a* - ía). 
Let (F, a) E L°(A,eb 2 ) with bb= 1 and 2,1—b 2  E AX. 
Then 4), (F, a) = (F, a* - ía) + (F*, 2(e + b)a) + (F*, 2(e - b)a). 
	
0 —c 1 	E 
Proof. 	i) Let Q:= ( —a 	0ea). The matrix equation 
\e ea 	•J 
/0 	0 	1\ 	Ic ea 1 
(1 0 O)Q=IO —a 1 
\ ca 1 1) 	\o 	0 	2 
shows that Q is invertible. Computing Q*paQ  yields the claim. 
(—E
0 ea
ii) LetQ:= a 1 
 0 
0. The matrix equation 
1) 
7 	0 	1 	0\ 	(ce 1 	0
0 1 eaIQ=0 1 ca 
_ca_1 a* a 1 c) 	o 0 c - 
shows that Q is invertible. Computing Q*pQ  yields the claim. 
iii) By assumption, ch(c) = (e(1_b 2)' e A < . So we can use ii). We observe that 
(b\ i 
	
/ca 	i  ). 




iv) As before we can use ii) or we use the matrix P := a a* a* )Then 
 eb —cbJ 
= (a* - ca) ED (2(c + b)a) (2(c - b)a). Now we have to show that this 
matrix is invertible: a* - ía = €(b2 - 1)a obviously is invertible. With 1 - b 2 also 
1 + b is invertible and so is 2(e ± b)a. 
D 
This is enough to compute I for some fields. 
Corollary 5.6.5. Let A be an algebraically closed field with char A 	2. Then b 
[Ran98] 39.27 and 39.22, LAsy°(A) = EDaeU(A) LASY_ ay(A) with U(A) = {x e 
AIx = 11. Let (F, a) E LASY_ a)oo(A) and bE A with a = cb 2 . Then 
{ (F, fa) E LASY )OO (A) 	 if b = ±1 
(F, a* - ca) E LAsy(°Z+ )(A) 	 if bb = —1 
(F, a) = 
(F, a* - ca) + (F, 2(c + b)a) + (F, 2(c - b)a) 
E LAs Y(Z+E)°°  (A) e LA 	b)cx  (A) LASY+b).  (A) else 
Proof Use Lemma 5.6.4 and the isomorphism L°(A, a) -- LASY_ a)cO (A), x i.— x of 
[Ran98] 39.27 (iii). 	 0 
Example 5.6.6. Let A = C - be the field of complex numbers with conjugation. Using 
the isomorphism LAsy°(C) Z[S'] of [Ran98] 40B, 	looks like 
Z[S1 ] 
f 1 	 ifa=1, 
— 1&+ 1b if a 54 1 with b2 = a,QVb>O. 
	
_ i :Z[S1 ] 
	
Z[S 1 ] 
if a = 1, 
la 
	 if a = -1, 
(-sgna(1i - lb+ 1_b) if a 0 +1 with b2 = -a, £b> 0. 
They are injective but not surjective and obviously not the identity map. 
At last we deal with the question whether cI  is always an injection. 
Proposition 5.6.7. Let A be a field with char A 2. If there is a b E A with bb = -1, 
L°(A, -€) 0 0, IU(A)I > 2 then 4 is not injective. 
If A is algebraically closed, the converse is true as well. 
Lemma 5.6.8. Let e, 77 E U(A) with e + ij E AX. Then 
L ° (A,e) —p L ° (A,q) 
(K, A) &— (K, A* + iA = (i + )A) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof of Proposition (5.6.7). Let x E U(A) with x 0 ±1. Define b 1 := b and b2 
bx. Obviously bb = -1 and b 1 54 b2. By the preceding lemma we know that 
ic,,: Lo (A, eb) —+ Lo (A, -e), (K, A) '— (K, (b - 1)A) is an isomorphism. Choose 
a non-zero c E L°(A, -c) and define a := ic ' (() i a). Then by Proposition 5.6.4 iii) 
(D, (ai c2) = /cl(al)k2(o2) = 0. On the other side ai E LAsy (°Z b2)o(A) is not zero 
and b 	b and therefore al a2 0 in LAsy ° (A). 
Now we assume that A is algebraically closed. By [Ran98] 39.27 and 39.22 we know 
that 
LAsy ° (A) = (D L O (A,a). 
aU(A) 
Let (F, a) E ker. We can write (F, a) = aEu(A)(Fa,aa) E aEU(A) L°(A,a). 
Let ir': LAsy°(A) .—* L°(A,i) be the projection. Then by Corollary 5.6.5, 0 = 
ir'I € (F, o) = (Fe , fat ). Hence (F€ , c) = 0. 
i :Z[S'J 
la 1 	 ' 
Now let a E U(A) such that there is a b 0 ±1 with a = Eb2 , bb = 1. Let ira : LAsy°(A) -* 
L°(A,b) be the projection. By Corollary 5.6.5, 0 = irae (F,a) = (Fa , 2(E + b) a ). 
Therefore (Fa, aa ) = 0. So far we have shown that 
•ker4CA:= 	 L ° (A,a) 
aE{fb 2 Ib=_1} 
If either bb =A —1 for all b E A or if L' (A, 6b2 ) 	LO (A, —f) = 0 for a b E A with 
bb = —1 then obviously A = 0 and I is injective. If U(A) has only two elements (i.e. 
U(A) = {±1}) and there is a b e A with bb = —1 then 62 = — E and A = L°(A, —E). 
By Corollary 5.6.5, is injective. So again kerI = 0. E 
Example 5.6.9. Here is an explicit example of a ring for which Ob, is not injective. 
Let s, y, v, w E Q>< such that s2 + v2 is not a square but 82 + v2 + y2 t2 (e.g. 
v t 	x 2 +1 r 2 -1 
s=12,v=4,y=3,t=13). Define x:=— 
S 
,r:=— 
S Y y 
and 	2 = 2 
As d is not a square, A := Q(/d) is a genuine field extension of Q. We introduce the 
standard involution q + pvQ = q - p\[d on A. Then b = x +[d has the property 
bb = —1 and c = r + s\[d is not ±1 but cE = 1. So IU(A)I > 2. Finally we observe 
that (A, 1) is a non-trivial element in L O (A, 1) and (A, /) is non-trivial in L O (A, —1). 
Hence the maps ±1  are not injective. 
Chapter 6 
Quadratic Signatures of 
Flip-Isomorphisms 
For the whole chapter, let q ~! 2, 6 = (_)q and let A be a weakly finite ring 
with 1 and involution. 
Let (W, M, M') be a cobordism such that 8M = 	= 0. If there is an automorphism 
H: M --* M', we can glue M on M' along H in order to obtain a closed manifold 
VH. If VH is null-cobordant then (W, M, M') is cobordant relD to the h-cobordism 
(M x IUH-1  M',M,M'). 
As usual we try to transfer the above into the world of algebraic surgery theory. Let 
x = (g: 8E = D' Uc D -) E, (6w, w)) be a (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré 
pair e.g. the one we constructed out of a preformation z in Section 3.1. Assume that 
C is zero or at least contractible. For the Poincaré pair x from Section 3.1 that is 
only the case if z is a non-singular formation (see also Chapter 7). So we deal in fact 
with a Poincaré pair of the form (g: D G D' —) E, (6w', ii v')). A flip-isomorphism 
induces an isomorphism of D and D', so that x transforms to a fundamental pair 
= (D D -* E, (6w', ii e -ii)) which we can glue together along D (see Definition 
A.3.4). The result is a (2q + 2)-dimensional Poincaré complex. It is (algebraically) 
null-cobordant if and only if x' is cobordant rela to ((1, 1): D G D -p D, (0, v — v)) 
which is the case if and only if x is cobordant to an h-cobordism. Using standard 
surgery theory (e.g. Lemma A.4.6) this Poincaré complex corresponds to a non-singular 
quadratic form and that form vanishes in the even-dimensional L-group if and only if 
the Poincaré complex is null-cobordant. Hence we expect to be able to define an element 
in L2 q +2 (A) for each flip-isomorphism of z such that z is elementary if and only if such 
a quadratic signature vanishes for a flip-isomorphism. 
The manifold case requires more care if the boundary of M and M' is non-empty. 
Again we go through all automorphisms H: M -- M' and replace M' by M using 
H. The original cobordism becomes (W, M, M) and the boundary of W turns into a 
twisted double M Uh M with h = HI: 8M -p 8M' 8M. But not every twisted 
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double M Uh M is a boundary of an h-cobordism. If we want to follow the strategy 
of the closed case in the beginning we have to assume that e.g. h is isotopic to the 
identity. Then (W, M, M) can be glued onto M x (1, 0, 1). If the result, a closed 
manifold, is null-cobordant then (W, M, M) and hence (W, M, M') is cobordant relô to 
an h-cobordism. 
Similarly, for general preformations the situation is more complicated. In Section 4.3 a 
flip-isomorphism t of z replaces the boundary 8E of x by an algebraic twisted double. 
This yields a (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair xt = (gt: D' Uht  D -p 
E, (ow, .'.'t = 50 u —ö)) with a twisted double at the boundary. It is not always 
possible to find an algebraic h-cobordism with that boundary except e.g. if (he , Xt) is 
homotopic to the identity. This involves a concept of homotopies of morphisms between 
quadratic complexes which we develop in the rather technical Section 6.1. We define 
flip-isomorphisms rel0 in Section 6.2 as flip-isomorphisms for which (ht ,x t ) is 
homotopic to (1,0): (C,) --* (C,). 
Then we deviate slightly from the example in geometry. We use the homotopy to change 
Xj such that it looks like (D Uc D -) E, (*, 50 U —6)) and then stick the standard 
algebraic h-cobordism (D Uc D -# D, (0, 60 UV, —6)) on it. As before, the result 
will be a (2q + 2)-dimensional Poincaré complex which corresponds to a non-singular 
quadratic form. This is the quadratic signature which will be constructed in Section 
6.3. In Section 6.4 it is proven that a preformation z is stably elementary if and only 
if one of its quadratic signatures is vanishing. 
The disadvantage of the quadratic signatures is that they not only depend on the 
preformation and the flip-isomorphism, but e.g. also the explicit homotopy of (ht , Xt) 
(1, 0). Hence we do not have something like a map fl2 q (A) 	L2 q (A). In certain cases, 
though, we can restrict the effect of those choices on the quadratic signature (see Lemma 
6.4.4). 
Curiously, the quadratic and asymmetric signatures are related by the canonical map 
L2 q (A) -p LAsy°(A), (K, I') - (K, 7P - co*) as we will show in Section 6.5. 
6.1 Homotopy and Twisted Doubles 
This section deals with a very technical issue, the extension of the concept of chain 
homotopies of chain maps 
L: f f': C -p C' 
to a homotopy of morphisms of quadratic (or symmetric) complexes 
(Z,i): (f,x) 	(f',x'): (C' 0) -* (C',b') 
Obviously the chain homotopy A will affect the quadratic structures x  and  x'  Their 
difference is determined by an operation 	(and a boundary di1). In Lemma 6.1.5 
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we show that the homotopy of morphisms is an equivalence relation. 
We will only be able to define the quadratic signature if the chain map (he , Xt) defined 
in (4.2) is homotopic to (1, 0). This makes it necessary to keep track how a twisted 
double changes if the self-equivalence used is changed by a homotopy. Lemma 6.1.6 
deals with this case. 
Section 6.5 discusses the relationship between quadratic and asymmetric signatures. 
We will need Lemma 6.1.8 which shows that changing the self-equivalence involved by 
a homotopy will not affect the asymmetric signature. 
Definition 6.1.1. Let : f f': C -p C' be a chain homotopy of two chain maps. 
Let e W'°(C,c). Define 7° e W(C',e) +1 by 
+ ()r+l(f/  + 	Cmn+l_r+s 	C, 
Let 0 e W/o  (C',O n . Define L %0 E W%(C',e) +l by 
f* + (_)r+l(f8  + (_)flTes+i)*: c'' r—s Cr  
. 
Lemma 6.1.2. Let Z: f f': C - C' be a chain homotopy of two chain maps. 
Let 0 E W °''°(C,e). Then d(AY) = _Y0(dq5) + fqf* - ! 'Of  I* E W0(C, e). 
Let 0 E W% (C, e),. Then d(%'b) = —%(d'cb) + fbf* - f[* E W% (C, €). 
Let EW%(C,e). Then 
(1+ T€)(z%b) - °((i + T) 
{ (_)d(T € ) o * :  C''" -* Cr :S = O  
0 	 :s>0 
with E W0(C', E)n+2 given by o = (_)r+lT,o*: C' 2 	C'r . 
Let g: C' -* D be a chain map. Then gL: gf 	gf': C -* D is a chain 
homotopy. 
Let E W 9 (C,e). Then (gL) 	= g(/)g* W'°(D,e)+1. 
Let 0 E W%(C,e). Then (g1)%b = g(%)g* E W%(D,E)+l. 
Lemma 6.1.3. Let (f, x): (C, O) -p (C', ') be a morphism of n-dimensional c-
quadratic complexes. Let L: f f': C -p C be a chain homotopy. 
Then (f', X+%): (C, O) -* (C', ') is also a morphism of n-dimensional c-quadratic 
complexes. Similar in the symmetric case. 
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Definition 6.1.4. A homotopy (, ,q) of two morphisms of n-dimensional c-
quadratic complexes (1 x), (1', '): (C, ') —p (C', ') is a chain homotopy : f 
f': C —* C' and an element ij E W%(C)n+2 such that 
— — L%çb + d(77) E W%(C') +l 
Similar in the symmetric case. 
Lemma 6.1.5. Let (A, 77): (f,x) 	(f',x'): (C, 0) —p (C', 0') be a homotopy of two 
morphisms of n-dimensional c-quadratic complexes. 
Then there is a homotopy (Lx' = -, i/): (f', x') 	( f, x): (C, 0) —* (C', ') 
Let (z', i/): (f', x ') 	(f", "): (C, ) —p (C', ') be another homotopy. Then 
also (f, x) and (f", x") are homotopic. 
Homotopy induces an equivalence relation on all morphisms (C, 
) 
—f (C', 0") 
Let (g, p): (C', ') —) (D, 0) be a morphism. Then there is a homotopy 
(gI,g?7g*): (g,p)(f,x) — p (g,p)(f',x'): (C,) —+ (D,0) 
with (g, p)(f, x) = (gf, p + gg*) as in Definition A.1.5. 
Similar in the symmetric case. 
Proof. 	i) Use i = — + (_) r+l 	
/*. Cl2_r_8 —p C. 
Define Lx" = A + Z' and 	= 77s + + (_)r*. Cl2_T_8 —f C. Then 
(s", ij"): (f, x) 	(1" x"): (C, ) —* (C', ,O') is a homotopy. 
Clear from the previous two previous statements. 
Obvious. 
FEW 
Lemma 6.1.6. Let c = (f: C -p D, (6, sb)) be an n-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré 
pair. Let (, ii): (h, x)  (h', x'): (C, ) --p (C, çb) be a homotopy of self-equivalences. 
Then there is an isomorphism (a, a): c U(h,x)  —c —-* c U(hF,x/)  —c of the corresponding 
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quadratic twisted doubles given by 
/1 0 (_)rft 
ar =(01 	0 
\0 0 1 
(DUhD) r = Dr Cr_iDr ' (DUn' D)r = Dr Cr_iDr  
f(_)fl_iff* 0 0 
o= 	0 	00: 
()fl/)*f* 0 0 
(D Uh' D)n+l_r_8 = Dn+l_r_8 c-r- Dn+l_r_8 
*(DUh'D)r =Dr Cr_lDr  
Lemma 6.1.7. Let c = (f: C —* D, (6, q)) be an n-dimensional f-symmetric Poin-
care pair. Let (, ij): (h, x) (h', x'): (C, ) —-* (C, ) be a homotopy of self-
equivalences. 
Then there is an isomorphism (a, cr): C U(h,x) —c —a-> C U(h1,x) —c of the corresponding 
symmetric twisted doubles given by 
/1 0 (_)rf 
ar =(01 	0 
\o 0 1 
(DUhD)r =Dr eCr_iDr *(DUh'D)r =Dr Cr iEBDr  
((_)n_lf7f* 0 0 
o= ( 	0 	00: \j_2q3z*f* 0 0 
(D UhF D)n+i_r+8 = Dn+l_1'+s 
(D UhF D)r = Dr Cr—i e Dr  
Lemma 6.1.8. Let c = (f: C —* D, (60, 0)) be an n-dimensional i-symmetric Poin-
care pair. Let (, i'): (h, x) (h', k'): (C, q) —- (C, ) be a homotopy of self-
equivalences. Then there is an isomorphism 
(a, a): (aE,0) = CU(hX) —c —- (M', 0') = cU(h,x) —c 
of the corresponding symmetric twisted doubles given in Lemma 6.1.7. 
Let x' = (g': 9E' —) E, (60', 0')) be an (n + 1)-dimensional i-symmetric Poincaré 
pair. Then (by Lemma A..6) x = (g = g'a: M —) E, (80 = 80' + (_)ngcrg/*, 0)) is 
also an (n + 1)-dimensional i-symmetric Poincaré pair and the asymmetric signatures 
a*(x ) = a*(x') E LAsy ° (A). 
Proof. Use Definition 5.2.4 and show that the b-duality maps of x and x' are homotopic. 
Then it follows that the asymmetric complexes of x and x' are equivalent. 	El 
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6.2 Flip-Isomorphisms rel3 
As explained in the introduction we can only produce a quadratic signature if (ht , Xt) 
(1, 0). Inconveniently, (he , Xt)  depends on the choice of representatives for 0 and 17 and 
a map is. This is the reason for the next, rather awkward, definition. 
Definition 6.2.1. A flip-isomorphism t rel0 of a regular f-quadratic split pre-
formation z = (F (^(- C --- F*, ) is a flip-isomorphism t = (a,,3, 17) of z such that 
there is a representative 0 of 0 e Q—E(G) and a representative v for 17 E Q_ E (F*) and 
'c E HomA(G, G*)  such that 0*00 + 0 + il'z't = 'c + Er,*  and such that the isomor-
phism (he , Xt):  (C, ) --- (C, 0) defined in (4.2) and (3.3) is homotopic to the identity 
(1,0): (C,b) -- (C,&). D 
Remark 6.2.2. To a certain extent the "relD"-property is independent of the choices 
of 0 and ii (but not necessarily of the choice of ,c): Assume that for ii, 0 and ic as before, 
there exists a homotopy 
(, ij): (1,0) 	(he , Xt):  (C, ) 	(C, ) 
Let i, 0, , 17, 0, R as in Remark 4.2.1. They induce a new isomorphism (he , it): (C, ) 
--* (C, ) which is also homotopic to the identity by 
(L,77+): (1,0) 	(ht , t): (C,) -- (C,) 
with defined in Remark 4.2.1. See also Remarks 3.1.3, 4.2.1 and Lemma 6.4.2. 
The "rel8"-property is invariant under the equivalence relations of fl2 q+2(A) and any 
elementary preformation has such a flip-isomorphism. 
Proposition 6.2.3. 	i) Every elementary preformation has a flip- isomorphism relö. 
Let t and t' be flip-isomorphisms of c-quadratic split preformations z and z' re-
spectively. If t and t' are flip-isomorphisms rel9 then so is t G t'. 
Let [(z, t)] = [(z', t')] E fl2 q+2(A). If t is aflip-isomorphism rela then so is t'. 
Proof. 	i) Let z be of the form describe in Proposition 2.4.2iv). Then the flip- 
isomorphism defined in Proposition 4.1.2 is a flip-isomorphism rela with rep-
resentatives 
































01: = U*R* 	Cq = (UU*)(U*U) 
\o o) 
772 	
= (100) :C1_UR _#Cq+1=U(DR  
0 ( 0 	0 O 
0 0 	0 0 
772 	= 1 0 	0 
0 1 	€ 
f—c O\ 





o) : C' = UR— Cq_i 
= U*R* 
Obvious. 
We only sketch the proof. Let t and t' be flip-isomorphisms of c-quadratic split pre-
formations z and z' respectively. t and t' induce self-equivalences (hi , xi): (C, ) 
-- (C,'') and (h,): (C',') --* (C',)'). Let t and t' be flip-isomorphisms 
of c-quadratic split preformations z and z' respectively. Let (ij, ) be an isomor-
phism between (z, t) and (z', t') in the sense of Definition 5.5.1. Then define an 
isomorphism (ii, 0): (C, &) -* (C', 4") by 
hq+i 
hq = (ii 0)cFF*C/FF/* 
hq_i = (_* : Cq_ i =GC i =G 
Then hhh' = h: C' -- C' and hxth* = 	Assume 
(1,0) 	(ht , t ): (C, 0) -p (C,) 
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is a homotopy, then 
(hLh', hllh*):  (1,0) 	(h, 	: (C', ') -p (C', ') 
is a homotopy as well. 
Assume now that there is a k E No such that the flip-isomorphism t + tk of z + Yk 
is a flip-isomorphism rela (tk and Yk  are defined in Definition 5.5.1.) Now observe 
that the 2q-dimensional quadratic complex C induced by Yk  is contractible. It 
follows that t is a flip-isomorphism rela. 
6.3 Construction of the Quadratic Signature 
Let t = (cr, 13, 0) be a flip-isomorphism relô of a regular f-quadratic split preformation 
z = (F 	C ---* F*,). Choose 0, v and ic as in Definition 6.2.1 Then there exists 
a homotopy (, ij): (1,0) 	(lit, Xt):  (C, ) --* (C, ). Write q+1 = (R 8): Cq = 
F G F* 	Cq+l = G and Aq = (U) : Cq_j G' 	Cq = F (D F*. 
We use the homotopy to change the boundary of Xt = (gt : aEt = D Uht  D -p 
E, (öw, Wt)) to the simpler quadratic Poincaré complex 
(DE',w')= cU—c=(DUcD,U,—ö) = (DU1 D,Uo-) 
by applying Lemma 6.1.6. We obtain an isomorphism (a, o): (aE', w') -- (8E, Wt) 
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\ 0 0/ 
ao 	= (_V* 	0 0):aEFEBFEBG-8Et,q+2=G 
770 0 	0 0 
aO - 8E 	- 	 (F 	F) 	Mt - F* 	F e G , q 
_R* 0 	0 0 
?7i 	0 0 
= 
000 
/ 	1i 0 0 	o\ 
Ui 	= ( 	 0 0 0 	0) 	 (F 	F) 	ôEt,q 
= F* 	F* 	G 
\€y *R* 0 0 	0) 
112 0 o\ 
Or2 = 0 
(cO*V* 
0 0) 
 0 0) 
Then we change the boundary of the (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex 
Xt = (gj : DE1 - E,(6w1,wt)) 
from Section 4.3 using Lemma A.2.6 and the above isomorphism. We obtain 
Wt = (g = gta: E' -~ E, (8w' = 6w 1 + (_)2+lg1ag,w')) 	 (6.1) 
= (i 	ES _i3) : E11 = G(F(DF*)EG * Eq+i  = G 
= 11o: 	= 	Eq+i = C 
The next step is to glue Wt to an algebraic h-cobordism y = (m: 8E' = D Uc D -+ 
D, (0, w')) with mr = (— 1 0 1): 	= Dr Cr_i Dr * Dr (compare Example 
3.3.2). Let the result be the (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex (V, T) = 
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we can shrink the chain complex V to a smaller chain complex V' via the chain equiv-
alence given by 
Vq+2=GEEFEl?FtEBG 	 Vq' 2 =F 
(-'y 1 00) 
__________ 
Vq+i CF*G*F* EBG f1 500/3\Vq'1 =GC* 
o -y i 0 o) 
The induced quadratic structure on V' is given by 
1 	 -770 : 
= \ O _eO* V' 
= G* e C . V 1 = C 
) 
Using Lemma A.4.6 we can define the quadratic signature 
Definition 6.3.1. Let z = (F --- C "'--* F*, ) be a regular f-quadratic split prefor-
mation and t = ( of, 3, v) a flip-isomorphism relD of z. 
Choose representatives 0 of 0 e Q_f (G) and a representative v for i7 E Q_€ (F*) and 
a it E HomA(G, G*)  such that 30,3 + 0 + p*vp = n + Er,* and such that there is a 
homotopy (, i): (ht , Xt)  (1, 0): (C, ) -- (C, ) of the isomorphism defined in 
(4.2) and (3.3). The quadratic signature p*(z,t,u,0,,c,,1j) = [(M,e)] E L2 q+2(A) 
is given by the non-singular (-c)-quadratic form 
(- 170 	0 o\ 
= ( 0 _6
9* OJ : M = G*GF__M* 
IL 	0) 
100 
6.4 Properties of the Quadratic Signatures 
First we show that the quadratic signatures detect whether an element in 12q+2  (A) is 
elementary or not. 
Theorem 6.4.1. [z'] E 12q+2(A) is elementary if and only if there is a flip-isomorphism 
rel9 t of z with [z] = [z'] E 12q+2  (A) and z, ,c, 0, v and 77 as in Definition 6.3.1 such 
that p*(z,t,v,0,ic4,ij) = 0 E L2q+2(A). 
Proof. Let z be a regular c-quadratic split preformation. If z is elementary then use 
the flip-isomorphism and the choices for A, ii, etc. made in the proof of Proposition 
6.2.3i). 
On the other hand assume that there is t, A , etc. such that p*(z,t,v)0,ic,,q) = 0 e 
L2 q+2(A). Then (V, r) = y U —Wt constructed in the previous Section is null-cobordant. 
Hence the Poincaré pairs y and Wt from the previous section are cobordant rela. y is 
an algebraic h-cobordism. The Poincaré pair x constructed in Section 4.3 is cobordant 
relô to an algebraic h-cobordism. By Theorem 3.3.3 [z] E 1 2q+2 (A) is elementary. U 
Quadratic signature depend on a lot of choices. We can restrict that dependency to a 
certain degree. 
Lemma 6.4.2. Let z, t, ii, 0, ic, Li and i as in Definition 6.3.1. 
Let 0 E HomA (G,C*), i HomA (F*,F), k E HomA (G,G*) and i E W%(C,f)2 q±3. 
Define 
17 = ii +i+&*EHomA (F*,F) 
= o+ U + E HomA(G, G*) 
jZ = k + K _ ck*+/3*013+0+,i* 1I IL EH0mA (G,G*) 
= 
with defined in Remark .2.1. 
Then p*(z,t,17,0,,,i)  exists and is equal to p*( z ,t, u,0,,c,I, q). 
Proof. Straightforward. See also Remarks 3.1.3, 4.2.1 and 6.2.2. 	 LI 
Lemma 6.4.3. Let z, t, v, 0, ic, A and i as in Definition 6.3.1. Let z', t', ii, 0', ,c', 
L' and if another set of data as in Definition 6.3.1. Then 
p*( z  t, ii, 0, Ic, z, i) 	+ p*(z,  t', 11, 0, Ic', L!, if) 
In a special case the quadratic signatures only depend on z, t and L. Later it will 
be shown that the quadratic signature does only depend on the preformation and flip-
isomorphism relD if A = Z and c = —1 (see Corollary 6.5.3). 
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Lemma 6.4.4. Let z, t, ii, 0, ic, A and i as in Definition 6.3.1. Let z, t, 11, O, ic', A 
and ij' another set of data as in Definition 6.3.1. Assume that the map Q_(G*) _...... 
Q_(F), 0 i-* t0jil is injective. Then p*( z ,t,,i3 O,,c ,A, q) = 
Hence the quadratic signature only depends on z, t and A. 
If A = Z this is the case if p is injective and, for e = 1, if additionally I Tor coker pl is 
odd. 
Proof. Using Lemma 6.4.2 we can reduce the problem to the case where 0 = 0', ii = ii'. 
Then we have two homotopies 
(A, 77) : 	(1,0) 	(ht , t ): (C,'/) -+ (C, 0) 
	
(1,0) 	(ht , X'): (C, V) ) -p ( C, ) 
Hence X-Xt = d(?7'-11). It follows that d(i) o = 0: C'' 	* Cq and d(i) 1 = 0: C -p 
Cq for i = i/ — i'. Combining the equations yields dod* = (1+T)(-edi1 -ei 2 ): C 
Cq . Hence 	= 0 E Q_(F). Hence ij' = 77 E Q-E(G) and the claim follows. 
Now let A = Z. We need to prove that i induces an injection between the Q-groups. 
By the Smith Normal Form Theorem 9.4.2, we can assume that 
d1 0••0 0 
0 	0 : G = Zn_F* = 7Lrn 
0 0•0 d 
0 0•••0 	0 
with all di > 0 and m > n. By assumption, all di are odd if e = 1. Let 0 E Mat(n x n, 7Z) 
such that 0ji" = tc + f ,c* for some ic e Mat(m x m, Z). It follows that Oij = Eoij  and 
= (1 + e)r ii for all i, j e {1, ... , n}. If e = -1 then Oij = 0 for all i. Hence 
Kij
= 0 j if 
<j fulfils 0 = Ic1  + EIcd* and [0] = 0 E Q_€(G*). 
1 0 	else 
If e = 1 then di2 Oii = 2ic. By assumption dI,cjj and hence we can define ic' E Mat(n x 
°ii 	ifi<j 





6.5 Quadratic and Asymmetric Signatures 
There is a close relationship of asymmetric and quadratic signatures which is not 
that surprising if we re-examine their construction. For simplicity let (W, M, M) 
be a (2q + 2)-dimensional cobordism with 5M = 0. By glueing W together along 
M and after surgery below the middle dimension we obtain a (2q + 2)-dimensional 
closed manifold V. Poincaré duality induces a non-singular (_)q  -symmetric form 
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A: H' (V) 	Hq+i(V). The asymmetric signature of (147, M, M) is the image of 
that form in LAsy°(A) (compare Section 5.1). 
Similarly, in the algebraic surgery world we can glue an (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic 
Poincaré pair d = (D D -+ E, (öv, v —v)) together along D and obtain a (2q + 2)-
dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair (V, r) (which is basically the quadratic signature 
in this simple situation). By Lemma 5.2.8 the image of its symmetrization (V, (1 + T)-r) 
in LAsy°(A) is the asymmetric signature of d. This fact generalizes to the case of all 
quadratic signatures. 
Theorem 6.5.1. Let z, t, v, 0, ic, A and ij as in Definition 6.3.1. The image of the 
quadratic signature p* ( z , t, v )  0 1  t, /, i) under the map 
L2 q+2(A) —p LAsy ° (A) 
(K,) 	(K,,o_el'*) 
is the asymmetric signature a*( z ,t). 
Proof. Let (V, r) = Wt U —y  be the union of (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré 
pairs defined in Section 6.3. (Using standard algebraic surgery theory - e.g. Lemma 
A.4.6 - (V, T) is a (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex representing the 
quadratic signature p*(z,  t, ii, 0 1  ic, , i) E L2q+2(A)). 
By Lemma A.3.2, (V, (1+ T)r) (1+ T)wt U —(1+ T)y. Again by Lemma A.3.2 there 
is an isomorphism 
(0E', 0') = (1 + T)c U —(1 + T)c --* (DE', (1 + T)w') = (1 + T)(c U —c) 
with c = (1: C —) D, (&, v')) (compare (4.4) and (3.3)) which - applied to (1 -I- T)w j 
- yields a new (2q + 2)-dimensional symmetric Poincaré pair 
/* 	/ (g: 8E' -* E, (50' = (1 + T)8w' + (—)2'g&g t  0)) 
80 = —((1 + Tf )1]o + eq+iToL+i): Eq--1 = G* 	Eq+i = C 
(we use Lemma A.2.6 here). 
By Lemma A.3.3 (1 + T)w U —(1 + T)y wt U —y' with some Poincaré pair y' which 
is - like y and (1 + T)y - an algebraic h-cobordism. 
All in all this means that (17, (1 + T)-T) 	w t U —y'. Note that w t is a Poincaré pair 
with a (trivial) twisted double on its boundary. Hence by Proposition 5.4.4, 5.4.5 and 
Corollary 5.2.8 
(1 + T_) p*(z,  t, ii, 0, ic, L, i) = (V, (1 + T)r) 	a*(V  (1 + T)r) 
= a*(wt) - *(y/) = a*(wt) E LAsy ° (A) 
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Now we verify that (Lx, (1 + T)i1 + e): (hi , 0) 	(1,0): (C, ) --* (C, 0) is a well-defined 
homotopy with as in Lemma 6.1.2 which transforms wt to x t using Lemma 6.1.7. 
Then Lemma 6.1.8 shows that a*(wt) = a*(xt) = a*(x,t) e LAsy°(A). 	 D 
Remark 6.5.2. The relationship between quadratic and asymmetric signatures can be 
made more precise. By [Ran98] 30.29 there is an exact sequence 
0 ____ DBL2q+i(A) 	
t 	 (1+T_) 
L 2q+2(A) 	LAsy ° (A) 
P* (z, t, V, 0, k, L, ) I 	'- 0'* (z, t) 
with DBL2 q+1 (A) the kernel of the map 
LAut 2q+i (A) 	L q+i(A) 
	
[(h,x): (C, V)) 	(C, V))] 	[(C, O)] 
The map t is induced by the algebraic mapping torus: Let (h, x): (C, ) --* (C, ?') 
be a self-equivalence of an n-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex. Then the al-
gebraic mapping torus is the union of the fundamental (n + 1)-dimensional quadratic 
Poincaré pair 
((h, 1): C T C -* C, (( — ) Th x & — v')) 
as described in Definition A.M. 
In the case of A = Z and q = 2k, the map L4k+2(Z) -* LAsy ° (Z) factors through 
L42 (7L) = 0 hence the above sequence boils down to 
0 	DBL 4k+l(ZZ) = Z/2Z 	> L4k+2(Z) = Z/2Z ° LAsy°(Z) 
In the case A = Z and q = 2k - 1, the composition L4k(7Z) = Z -p LAsy°(Z) -p 
LAsy ° (C) is an injection (because composition with the asymmetric multi-signatures 
LAsy°(C) 	Z[S'] from [Ran981 Proposition 40.6 and the projection Z[S'] -* 
>-I9ES1 ng i-+ ni gives the signature on L4k(Z) = Z). The exact sequence becomes 
____ 	 (1+T) ____ 
0 	DBL 4k _ l (Z) = 0 	L4k(Z) = Z 	LAsy°(7L) 
Corollary 6.5.3. Let q = 2m - 1 i.e. c = —1. Let z = (F 2_  C ---* F*, 0) be a 
regular skew-quadratic split preformation over Z 
[z] E 14m(ZZ) is elementary if and only if there is a flip- isomorphism relö t such 
that cr*(z,t) = 0 E LAsy°(Z). 




Throughout this chapter "formation" will mean a non-singular c-quadratic 
split formation for c = (_)q, q ~: 2. Let A be a weakly finite ring with 
involution and 1. 
0wS 
() 	 Xxi 	ExD 
Let (e, f, f'): (W, M, M') - X x (I, 0, 1) be a special kind of Kreck surgery situation 
(i.e. e, f and  f' are highly-connected): all maps are normal maps and (X,  49X) is 
a finite geometric Poincaré pair such that 9M -- 8X is a homotopy equivalence. 
Such a normal cobordism is called a presentation of f. Presentations are also used 
to define obstructions to odd-dimensional traditional surgery problems (for details see 
Section 2.1). Hence the Kreck surgery obstruction z = (F --- G -- F*, ) with 
F = Kq+i(W, M) and G = Kq+i(W) in this case is a formation i.e. (j) : G -* H, (F) 
is an inclusion of a lagrangian. 
It is possible to prove much stronger results about formations. In Section 7.1 we deal 
with some useful technical observations about formations and their flip-isomorphism. 
If one applies the construction of Section 3.1 to a formation one obtains a (2q + 2)-
dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair x = (g: aE = D' Uc D - E, (5w = 0, w)) for 
which C is contractible. 
The definition of quadratic signatures was rather awkward because we had to make sure 
that a flip-isomorphism induces a self-equivalence (hi , Xt)  on (C, &) which is homotopic 
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to the identity. For formations C is contractible and, hence, every flip-isomorphism is a 
flip-isomorphism relO. This also leads to a simpler version of the quadratic signatures 
in Section 7.2. 
We investigate the behaviour of the asymmetric signatures of formations in Section 
7.3. They turn out to be independent from the choice of flip-isomorphism. As an 
application we will construct non-elementary preformations for which all asymmetric 
signatures are vanishing. We will also show how the asymmetric signatures relate to 
traditional even-dimensional surgery theory i.e. how they behave for boundaries of non-
singular forms. 
7.1 Flip-Isomorphisms 
We will need to discuss some very technical properties of non-singular formations in 
order to make the computations in the following sections. 
A formation (F 	G ---* F*, 9) is an f-quadratic split preformation such that the 
map 
( : G 	H(F) 
is an inclusion of a lagrangian. By [Ran80a] Proposition 2.2., this map can be extended 
to an isomorphism of hyperbolic f-quadratic forms 
)) :H€(G)H6(F) 
For any r: 	G the maps 5" = 5' + 'y(r - er*) , ' = jTt + i(r - €r*), I 
0+ (r - er* ) * 0 (r - er*) + * t (r - ET* 
)* - ET define another extension to an isomorphism 
of hyperbolic forms. Conversely any such extension can be derived from ', ,ü, 0. 
The relationship between those maps and a flip-isomorphism of the formation can be 
described as follows: 
Lemma 7.1.1. Let (F --- G -- F*, 6) be a formation and (a,/3,v) a flip isomor-
phism. Let f, ', Ti and 0 as explained before. 
There is an isomorphism 
(00 
—1 0 
(F +2_G__* F*,O)+(F* 
(a) cE('y + (ii - cv*)*j) = ctzO 
(b) aT'j = '0 
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(c) 0*3 +0 + iivii = 0 E Q_(G) 
There is a E Q_E(G*)  and Y = -<* such that 
(a) ea(' + (v - €v*)*j.i)/3* = fLY + Ti 
(b) a_*W3*=7Y+5 
Proof. 	i) From f*Hf = HE it follows that f1 = Hf*H€ . 
Follows straight from the Definition 2.2.13. 
One can compute the composition of isometries of hyperbolic forms 
( 	 N111 a a(z,_fv*)*f 'H 	)=(, 0 1 - 	 ) 
with 
= j*_*/3* + 	5/3* + 5,*a( v - cv *)*j3* 
= —/30/3 - **j* + cYOY + ctY + €0 
7.2 Quadratic Signatures 
Let z = (F (--- G 	F*, ) be a formation and t = (a, 0, ii) be a flip-isomorphism. 
there is a representative 0 of 9 E Q_(G) and a representative ii for i7 e Q_€(F*)  and 
a ic e HomA(G, G*) such that 0*9/3 + 9 + P' * 14L = Ic + €Ic. 
As described in the previous section we can extend () to an isomorphism ( 3) of 
hyperbolic forms. A choice of ', i, 0 (compare previous section) defines a homotopy 






Then all flip-isomorphisms of a z are flip-isomorphisms relô with a homotopy 
= /.c(l - ht ), 77 = A c,%(x t - o7))) (1,0) 	(hi , Xt):  (C, ) -.- (C, 'L) 
In particular' 
= 	* a*5 - e (i*a_*ii + 5,*a(z,* - ev)i - 5* a(v * - 
=G* - Cq+i = G 
R = 11i* - 
'The computations are easier if one uses the fact that & = 0. 
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The non-singular (—e)-quadratic form (M, ) from the definition of quadratic signatures 
(6.3.1) is given by 
	
f- 770 	/3 	o\ 
= ( 0 —€O 
0/ 
Using the isomorphism 
(1 0 	5'*(,j* - 	
- 
f = ( 0 1 0 :M*+M* 
\oo 	 1 	J 
we obtain a prettier non-singular (—c)-quadratic form (M, '  
f 5/ * /:j+5,* ava* y  _ 5/* cry  0\ 
= ( 	0 	
9* 	0):M=G*EI?GEDF**M* 
\ f(*..y - i) 	- oJ 
Definition 7.2.1. The quadratic signature p*(z ,t,5,,,i,9) is the element (M,') E 
L2 q+2(A). El 
Remark 7.2.2. For any T: G* -p G the maps 5" = 5,+y(T_ET * ), ft' = 
0' = 0 + (r - ET*)*O(r - *) + 5,*(r - cr*)* - er define another extension to an 
isomorphism of hyperbolic forms. Conversely any such extension can be derived from 
5', ft, 9. 
Theorem 7.2.3. Let z' be a formation. [z'] E 12q+2(A) is elementary if and only if 
there is a stably strongly isomorphic z = (F -- C -- F*, ), a flip-isomorphism t 
and 5', /i and 9 such that 
(f 
	
: H€ (C) -- H(F) 
is an isomorphism of hyperbolic c-quadratic forms and ,5*  (z, t, 5,, j, ö) = 0 e L2q+2(A). 
Proof. If there exist t,5', ã  and 0 as above then by construction 0 = ,o*(z , t,5,,j) = 
_p*(,t,j,p). By Theorem 6.4.1 [z] E 12q+2 (A) is elementary. 
Assume now that z = (F ---- C ---* F*, ) is elementary and let it have the special 
form described in Proposition 2.4.2iv). Clearly () : U -p U U" is a split injection 
and even a lagrangian. As in Section 7.1 the map can be extended to an isometry 
0, 0,)) 
: H, (R) -f H€ (Ut) 
of hyperbolic forms. Then the maps 
- = (0 9): 	= U*R* ; F= UU* 
= (1 _E&) : = U R* ; F* = U U 
0 
 = (
0 ) : G* = U*R*GUR 
0 j, 
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are completing () to an isometry of hyperbolic forms (compare Section 7.1). 
Define a strong flip-isomorphism t = (cr, 3, v = 0) of z by 
a = (0 _l)FUU*F*U*U 
= (_i ):G=UGR G = U 0 R 
Then ,*(z,  t, ft, 0) is given by the non-singular form 
o o 0 0 00 
0 &*f E&* 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 00 
0 0 cO 0 0 
- f 0 0 cc 0 0 
0 —€f —1 - T 0 0 
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0 0 0 
000 
0 €& 0 
7.3 Asymmetric Signatures 
The asymmetric signature of formations has one surprising property: it is independent 
of the choice of flip-isomorphism (although the existence of a flip-isomorphism is still 
a necessity to define it). We illustrate this fact by showing an analogy in the world of 
manifolds. Let (W, M, M') be a manifold with ÔM = 0 and let H: M -- M' be a 
diffeomorphism. Glueing the cobordism along H yields a closed manifold WH. Different 
choices of H lead to different manifolds which however are in the same Schneiden-und-
Kieben-cobordism class (= cut-and-paste-cobordism class). These cobordism groups 
were e.g. studied in [KKN073] (see also [Ran98] Remark 30.30) and are quotients of 
the ordinary cobordism groups using the equivalence relation P U1 N - P Ug N for 
manifolds with boundary (P, 8P) and (N, N) and homeomorphisms f, g: DN ---
8P. The SKL-cobordism group of an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold V with n > 5 is 
discovered by an asymmetric signature similar to the one used for twisted doubles in 
Section 5.1: one takes a singular chain complex C = C(V) with a chain equivalence 
A = [mi n -: -- C and looks at the image of (C, A) E LAsy'(Z). The 
SKL-bordism group is isomorphic of the image of L'(Z) -p LAsy'(Z), hence Z 
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if n 0 (mod 4) and zero else. Our proof will use equivalent facts about symmetric 
Poincaré pairs (see [Ran981 30.30). 
Theorem 7.3.1. Let z be a formation. Let t and t' be two flip-isomorphisms. Then 
a*( z , t) = a*(z , t') E LAsy°(A). Hence the map a defined in Theorem 5.5.3 induces a 
map 
a*: 12q+2(A) -* LAsy ° (A) 
with 12q+2  (A) 	{[z] E 12q+2 (A) : z allows stable flip- isomorphisms} a submonoid of 
12q+2(A). 
This theorem can be applied to the boundary of non-singular forms. They are the 
obstructions of Wall's surgery theory interpreted as a special case of Kreck's surgery 
theory i.e. they live in the image of the inclusion 
L2 q+2(A) 	12q+2 (A) 
1 K 	O-€0 (K, 0) '-p a(K,8) (K - K -* K * , 0) 
Corollary 7.3.2. Let (K, 0) be a (—e)-quadratic form. Then z = a(K, 0) is a forma-
tion. 
z has a (stable) flip-isomorphism (i.e. [z] e l2q+2(A)) if and only if (K,8) is 
non-singular. 
z has a stable strong flip-isomorphism if and only if (K, 8) is non-singular and 
2 [(K,8)] = 0 E L2q+2(A). 
[z] E 12q+2(A) is elementary if and only if (K, 0) is non-singular and [(K, 0)] = 
0 E L2q+2(A). 
If (K,0) is non-singular, a*([z,t]) = [(K,0 - eO*)] E LAsy°(A) for any stable 
flip-isomorphism t. 
Assume that either A is a field of characteristic different to 2 or that A = Z and 
= —1. z is elementary if and only if the asymmetric signature vanishes. 
Proof. 	i) Obviously (K, 0) must be non-singular if z allows a stable flip-isomorphism. 
If (K, 0) is non-singular then t = (A*, 1, e).') is a flip-isomorphism of z. 
ii) If (K, 0) has a strong flip-isomorphism (a, 0) then j303 = —8 E Q(K). Hence 
[(K, 8)] = [(K, _8)] E L2q+2(A). On the other hand if 2. [(K, 0)] = 0 E L2 q+2(A) 
then, after stabilization, there is an isomorphism /*80 = — o E Q_(K) and 
(e/3, /3) is a strong flip-isomorphism. 
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Easy. 
Let t = (a, 0, v) be the flip-isomorphism of i). Let A = 0 - c0t and let 
	
/00 	a 
p=(i 0 —e 
\0 1 €a( v * - 





Hence the asymmetric signature or* (Z ' t) = (K, A) E LAsy°(A). By Theorem 7.3.1 
the asymmetric signature is independent of the choice of stable flip-isomorphism. 
In all these cases the maps (1 + T_): L2q+2(A) _* L(A) and L2+2(A) -* 
LAsy°(A) are injective (see e.g. [Ran98] Chapter 39D and Remark 6.5.2). 
Here is a counter-example for the converse of Theorem 5.5.3. 
Example 7.3.3. Let (K, 0) be a non-singular (—c)-quadratic form such that 
[(K,0)] 	0 E L2q+2(A) 
[(K, A = 0 - c0*)] = 0 E LAsy°(A) 
Any non-singular skew-quadratic form over Z or Z/2Z with non-trivial Arf-invariant 
fulfils these properties. By Corollary 7.3.2 z = a(K, 0) has stable flip-isomorphisms 
and all asymmetric signatures vanish although it is not stably elementary. 
Back to the proof of Theorem 7.3.1. We recall that in Section 5.3 the asymmetric
11)  signature a*(z,  t) E LAsy°(A) of a flip-isomorphism t of a formation z = (F --- G --
F*, 0) was defined as the asymmetric signature of the (2q + 2)-dimensional symmetric 
Poincaré pair XL = (gt : aEt 	* E, (0, Dot)).  For our purposes, we need to analyze the 
asymmetric signature of the case that the chain complex C is contractible and therefore 
that D'D (or D(DD) and DE (or aEt respectively) are chain equivalent. The following 
two lemmas treat this situation in general. 
Lemma 7.3.4. Let (1: C -) D, (JO, q))  be an n-dimensional symmetric Poincaré 
pair and (h, ): (C, ) --* (C, ) a self-equivalence. Assume that C is contractible with 
L: 1 0: C -+ C. 
Define ii = ö + (_)_lfA70qf* and fi = z°(z 	- x - 
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There is an equivalence 
(a, a) : (DD,v-v)-(DUhD,5cf.U X -ö) 
/1 o\ 
a = 1 0  1):Dr Dr —(DUhD) r =DrDrCr_l 
\o 0) 
/ 	
(_)nff* 	0 	 0 
a3 = ( 0 	0 (_)8_lfA03 
\ (_)n+1_rA%q53h*f* 0 (_)n+l_r+3Tz%3i 
(D Uh D)l_r+3 	 D 1- ' 
*(DUhD) r =Dr Dr Cr l 
Of n-dimensional c-symmetric Poincaré complexes. 
Lemma 7.3.5. Let x = (g: 9E —) E, (0,50)) be an (n + 1)-dimensional symmetric 
Poincaré pair such that the boundary (SE, 499) is a twisted double of an n-dimensional 
symmetric Poincaré pair (f: C —f D, (öq, q)) with respect to a self-equivalence (h, x): 
(C, çb) (C, 0).  We write 
g=(jo ji k):5Er =Dr Dr Cr_i—+Er 
Assume that C is contractible with A: 1 0: C —p C. Hence there is a chain equiv-
alence A: 0 1: C —* C (i.e. dA + Ad = ' c). Applying Lemmas 7.3.4, A.2.6 to x 
yields an (n + 1) -dimensional symmetric Poincaré pair 
= ((io 
Let (B, A) be the asymmetric complex of x and (B', A') the asymmetric complex of x' 
as given in Proposition 52.6. Then there is an equivalence 
(b,) : (B, TA) —) (B', TA') 
b — (1(_)rjofA 0): B r = ErCr_iDr, —* B E r Dr 
0 	1 
- 	fA0((_)n-rk* - h*A*f*j) 	(_)n_rfA O f*) . 
- ((-kAOoh- + (_)r+ljofo)A*f*j* 0 
= En+2_r 	—* B = Er Dr  
of (n + 1)-dimensional asymmetric complexes with p and fi as defined in Lemma 7.3.4. 
Proof of Theorem 7.3.1. By Lemma 7.3.5, or* (z, t) E LAsy° (A) is the asymmetric sig-
nature of the (2q + 2)-dimensional symmetric Poincaré pair 
t I x 	= (git: DD—E,(50',v-i-')) 
it 9 q+i = (1 -/3) : Dq+i Dq+i = G C —+ Eq+i = G 
50 = 
1)0 = _. i* :  Dq = F 	Dq+i = C 
vo = -ii: D q+1 = G* 	Dq = F* 
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By Corollary 5.2.8 a*(x/t)  is the image of the union of x in LAsy°(A). But there is 
another way to construct xt:  there is a (2q + 2)-dimensional quadratic Poincaré pair 
= (:DE?D' — )E,(O,vEi — v')) 
g= (1 —1):Dq+i Dq+i =GG----Eq+i =G 
vol = y*: D'' = -* 	= C 
vo = —: F+l =G* — ) Dl =  F 
and an isomorphism (êt,t): (D, v) --~ (D', v) given by 
et,q+1 = 13: Dq+i = C -* 	= C 
et,q = 	: Dq = F* __+ D = F 
= —EY: D'' = -* D = G 
Lemma A.2.6 and the isomorphism can be used to replace the "boundary component" 
(D', v') by (D, ii). The result will be x t . So, glueing both ends (i.e. the "boundary 
components" D and D') of together using (t, yields the union of Hence the 
unions of x' t for different choices of t are all in the same algebraic Schneiden- und-
Kieben-cobordism class. By [Ran98] 30.30(u) their images in LAsy2+2(A)  coincide. 
Those images are precisely the asymmetric signatures a*(x/t) = a*(z, t). 
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Chapter 8 
Preformations with Linking 
Forms 
For the whole chapter let q ~: 2, e = (_)q and let A be a weakly finite ring 
with 1 and involution. 
We consider a special group of preformations (F ---- C -- F*, ) namely those for 
which becomes an isomorphism after localization. The most important examples are 
probably preformations over Z with injective p and rk C = rk F. For those classes 
of preformations one can use the theory of linking forms developed for formations in 
[Ran8l] 3.4. and improve our results for asymmetric signatures. 
In Section 8.1 we quickly repeat the concept of localization and define linking forms 
following [Ran8l]. Section 8.2 defines linking forms on preformations and discusses 
the relationship between isometries of those linking forms and flip-isomorphisms. It 
turns out that every flip-isomorphism induces an isometry of linking forms and in turn 
every isometry of linking forms gives rise to a stable flip-isomorphism. 
Similar to the flip-1-monoids, in Section 8.3 we define linking-1-monoids of preforma-
tions with a choice of isometry of their linking forms 
In Section 8.4 we show that the asymmetric signatures we defined in Section 5.3 only 
depend on the effect of the flip-isomorphism on the linking forms of the preformation. 
If a preformation is stably elementary then all those asymmetric signatures vanish (see 
Theorem 8.4.3). This theorem is an improvement to Theorem 5.4.1 because isometries 
of linking forms are easier to handle then flip-isomorphisms. For Z there are only finitely 
many isometries of a given linking form. Also, it is enough to look at one representative 
of a class in 12q+2  (A). 
We will use these results to define asymmetric signatures for certain simply-connected 
Kreck surgery problems using the topological linking forms of the manifolds involved 
(see Section 8.5). 
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8.1 Localization 
Although we could generalize our results for Ore-localization, we will focus on the easier 
case of localization away from a central multiplicative subset. 
We repeat some definitions from [Ran8l] Chapter 3.1. and 3.4. 
Definition 8.1.1. A subset S C A is called central and multiplicative if 
st ES for all s,t ES, 
.ES for all sES, 
ifsa=OEAforsomesE Sand aEAthena=OEA, 
sa=asEAforallsESandaEA. 
Definition 8.1.2. Let S c A be a central and multiplicative subset. The localization 
S- 'A of A away from S is the ring with involution and 1 defined by the equivalence 
classes of pairs (a, s) E A x S under the relation 
(a, s) '--i (a', s') -= as' = a's E A 
with 
(a, s) + (a', s') = (as' + a's, ss') 
(a, s) (a', s') = (aa', ss') 
(a, s) = (a,.) 
. 
Example 8.1.3. Let ir be a group and w: ir -p Z/2Z be a group morphism. Let 
A = Z[7r] be its group ring endowed with the w-twisted involution n 19 i-* w(g)n. 1_1. 
Then S = Z \ {O} is a central multiplicative subset of A. The localization of A away 
from S is canonically isomorphic to the group ring Q[7r] with the obvious involution. 
Definition 8.1.4. Let S C A be a central and multiplicative subset. A morphism 
f: M -p N of A-modules is called an S-isomorphism if the induced S 1 A-module 
morphism 
5_1f: 5 1M -* 5 1 N 
X 	 1(x) 
- 
S 	 5 
is an isomorphism. 	 Fok 
Definition 8.1.5. Let S C A be a central and multiplicative subset. A chain complex 
C over A is S-acyclic if the chain complex S'C = C ØA  S'A is acyclic. 	El 
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Definition 8.1.6. Let S C A be a central and multiplicative subset. A (A, S)-module 
M is an A-module such that there is an exact sequence of A-modules 
d 
with P and Q f.g. projective and d an S-isomorphism. 
Definition 8.1.7. Let S C A be a central and multiplicative subset. 
Define the relative Q-groups 
Q(A,S) = {bE S 1 AIb-fb=a-fa,aE A}/A 
C Q(S'A/A) = { b E S'AIb - e A}/A 
Q€ (A,S) = {b (=- S'AIb = ib}/{a + iã: a e Al 
C Q(S'A/A) = S'A/{a + b - ibla E A, b E S'A} 
An i-symmetric linking form (M, A) over (A, 8) is an (A, S)-module M to-
gether with a pairing A: M x M -p S'A/A such that A(x, -): M -* S'A/A 
is A-linear for all x E M and A(x, y) = iA(y, x) for all x, y E M. 
A split f-quadratic linking form (M, A, v) over (A, S) is an 6-symmetric 
linking form (M, A) over (A, S) together with a map v: M - Q(S- 'A/A) such 
that for all x, y E M and a E A 
v(ax) = aii(x)ã E Q(S 1 A/A) 
v(x + y) - v(x) - v(y) = A(x, y) E Q(S'A/A) 
(1 + T)v(x) = A(x, x) E QE(A, S) 
. 
Example 8.1.8. Let A = Z and S = Z \ {O}. Then S'A = Q/7Z. A (A, 8)-module is 
nothing but a finite abelian group. 
An i-symmetric linking form (M, A) over (A, 8) is a finite abelian group M together 
with a bilinear i-symmetric pairing A: M x M - Q/Z on it. 
For i = 1 a split quadratic linking form (M, A, ii) over (A, S) is nothing but symmetric 
linking form (M, A) with z-': M -* Q 1 (S'A/A) = Q/Z given by v(x) = A(rr,x). 
For i = -1, Q 1 (Q/Z) = 0 and a split skew-quadratic linking form (M, A, ii) over (A, S) 
is a skew-symmetric linking form (M, A) with A(x, x) = 0 for all x E M. 
8.2 Flip-Isomorphisms and Linking Forms 
Let S C A be a central multiplicative subset of A. 
As in the proof of [Ran8l] p. 242ff we define the linking forms of preformations for 
which 'y  or p are S-isomorphisms. 
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Definition 8.2. 1. Let x = (F -- C ---* F*, ) be a regular c-quadratic split prefor-
mation. 
If i is an S-isomorphism there is a split (—c)-quadratic linking form L,. = 
(Coker ,),v) over (A, S) given by 
A: coker M x coker p 	S'A/A, 	 (X, Y) 	y*(x)(g) 
v: coker 	Q_€ (S'A/A), 	y '' 
for x,y E F*,  g E G, s ES such that sy = 
If 'y is an S-isomorphism there is a split (—c)-quadratic linking form L = 
(Coker , A y , v) over (A, S) given by 
: coker x coker 	S 1 A/A, 	 (X, Y) 
v: coker 	,' Q_(S'A/A), 	y i. —9(g)(g) 
for x,y E F, g E C, s ES such that sy = y(g). 
If 'yi is an S-isomorphism there is a split (—c)-quadratic linking form 	= 
over (A, S) given by 
1 
)*: coker7* x  cokery*/i - S'A/A, 	(x,y) i-+ — x(g) 
S 
v: coker * 	Q_(S'A/A), 	y 
for x,y E G*, g E C, s ES such that sy = y* p (g) . 
Similarly, there exist (—c)-symmetric linking forms L, L1L  and L 	for c-quadratic 
preformations with 'y respectively p S-isomorphisms. 	 El 
Remark 8.2.2. The definitions are taken from the proof of [Ran8l] Proposition 3.4.3 
which establishes a correspondence between S-formations and linking forms. It is easy 
to verify that a regular split c-quadratic preformation z = (F --- G -- F*, ) and 
its flip z' are S-formations if or y  are S-isomorphisms. Under that correspondence 
z is mapped to L and z' is mapped to L. We will exploit this fact in the proof of 
Proposition 8.2.3. 
Let M_ E (A, 5) be the abelian monoid of isomorphism classes of split (—c)-quadratic 
linking forms over (A, 5). Then the previously defined linking forms give rise to the 
following homomorphisms of abelian monoids with zero. 
L 1 .: {[(F -- C --- F*,)] E 12q+2(A)I/L is an S-isomorphism} -* M_(A,S) 
L: {[(F 	G * F*, 0)] E 12q+2(A)I'Y is an S-isomorphism} -* M_ E (A, 5) 
L*: {[(F ( 	G 	F*,)] E lq(A)y*/j is an S-isomorphism} -p M_ E (A,S) 
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Linking forms can tell us something about elementariness and the existence of flip-
isomorphisms. 
Proposition 8.2.3. Let z = (F k-- G --) F*, 0) be a regular split c-quadratic prefor-
mation with either ,i or 'y an S-isomorphism. 
If z allows a flip- isomorphism then both y and are S-isomorphisms. Every flip-
isomorphism t = (a, /3, x) induces an isomorphism of split (—c)-quadratic linking 
forms [a_*]:  L, --* L. 
Assume 'y and jt are both S-isomorphisms and L, and L,, are isomorphic. Every 
isomorphism 1: L, --* L 7 induces a stable flip-isomorphism (a, 0, x) of z such 
Cd 
that [a_*]  =1: L,L --* L. 
If z is stably elementary then 
'y and p are S-isomorphism, 
L, 	Lly  
(G, y * ,a,O) is S-hyperbolic i.e. 	vanishes in the Witt group L E (A,S) of 
non-singular c-quadratic split linking forms (see [Ran8l] p.71). 
Similar for the non-split case. 
Proof. For the proof it is necessary to remember the definition of the (2q+1)-dimensional 
quadratic complexes (N, () and (N', (') associated with z and its flip z' ((3.1) and (3.2) 
on p.  42). 
Direct calculation. 
z and its flip z' are split c-quadratic S-formations in the sense of [Ran8l] p.240 
Hence we can apply [Ran8l] Proposition 3.4.3. The proof shows that there exists 
a stable isomorphism of split c-quadratic S-formations between z and z'. Using 
the isomorphism in Remark 2.2.17 iv) it is not difficult to show that this leads to 
a stable (weak) flip-isomorphism of z. 
Obvious from Proposition 2.4.2 iv) and [Ran8l] Proposition 3.4.6ii). 
. 
8.3 The Linking-l-Monoid ll(A) 
Let S c A be a central multiplicative subset. 
Proposition 8.2.3 shows that there is a strong relationship between flip-isomorphisms of 
preformations which allow linking forms and the isomorphisms of those linking forms. 
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Similar to Section 5.5 we define a monoid of preformations with linking forms and a 
choice of isomorphism between them. 
Definition 8.3.1. 
is 
q+2(A) = 1[(F( -' G 	F*,)] E 12q+2 (A)I/.L and 'y are S-isomorphisms} 
fl 2 (A) = {[( z,t)] : [z] E 1 q+2(A)} 
are sub-monoids of 12q+2  (A) and fl2q+2(A). Similarly one defines l 2 (A) and 1 l 2 (A) 
in the non-split case. 	 Li 
Definition 8.3.2. We consider tuples (z,l) with z = (F 	G --) F*,O) a regular 
i-quadratic preformation such that y and ft are S-isomorphisms and 1: L, -- L^, an 
isomorphism of linking forms. 
An isomorphism (ij, () of such tuples (z, I) and (z', 1') is a strong isomorphism (i, (: z 
--* z' of preformations such that 1' = 
Define the hyperbolic elements (yk,  0) with Yk = 8H_€ (Ak). 
The stable isomorphism classes of such tuples form the linking- l-monoid ll q+2(A) 
Similarly we can define 11 . 2 (A) for the non-split case. Li 
Proposition 8.3.3. There is a commuting diagram of surjective morphisms of abelian 
monoids with zero 




with L(z, t = (cr, 0, v)) = (z, [c _*]), rf(z, t) = z and lrl(z, 1) = z. The fibre 7r 1 ([z]) 
of a preformation z = (F (--- G --) F*, ) is either empty or the set of all isometrics 
L --* L.. Similar for the non-split case. 
Proof. Use Proposition 8.2.3 
8.4 Asymmetric Signatures 
Let S C A be a central multiplicative subset. Let z = (F 	C --* F*, ) be a 
regular i-quadratic split preformation such that y and p are S-isomorphisms. In other 
words [z] E is 2q+2 	Proposition 8.2.3 shows that any flip-isomorphism gives rise to an 
isomorphisms of the linking forms Ll y  and L and vice versa. The relationship between 
flip-isomorphism and linking form isomorphism goes even further. We will prove that 
the asymmetric signature of two flip-isomorphisms which induce the same isomorphism 
D' L^Y are identical. 
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In the case of A = 7L, this drastically reduces the amount of work one has to put into 
checking all the asymmetric signatures (see Theorem 8.4.3). Instead of going through 
all flip-isomorphisms of all the preformations z +,9H—, (A'),  we only have to compute 
them for the finite number of isomorphisms of two given linking forms of one arbitrary 
representative of [z] E 12q+2(A). 
First we need to check that the asymmetric signature of an isomorphism L' -- L 7 is 
well-defined. 
Proposition 8.4.1. Let t = (a, 3, x) and t' = (a', /3', x') two flip-isomorphisms of z 
which induce the same isomorphism of linking forms 
[a_*] = [aI*]: L'' 	V 
Then a* (z, t) = a* (z, t') E LAsy°(A). Similar in the non-split case. 
We need a little lemma which shows that for 1-dimensional S-acyclic complexes quasi-
isomorphisms and chain-equivalences are the same. This is not true for arbitrary (even 
free) chain complexes. 
Lemma 8.4.2. Let N and N' be free 1-dimensional S-acyclic chain complexes and 
f: N -* N' a chain map which induces the zero map in homology. Then there is a 
chain homotopy : f 0. 
Proof. From f = 0: Ho (N) -* Ho (N') follows that imfo C im(d': Nj' -* No ). Let 
{e i , . . . , e,.} be a basis for No and choose bi e N{ such that fo(e) = d'(b). There is a 
A e Hom,(No , Nj') such that Z(e) = b2 and therefore fo = d'L. On the other hand 
d'f1 = f0d = d'Ld. d' is injective (because N' is S-acyclic) and therefore fi = Lid. El 
Proof of Proposition 8.4.1. The asymmetric signature of a flip-isomorphism is con-
structed in Section 5.3 as the asymmetric signature of the (2q + 2)-dimensional sym-
metric Poincaré pair x1 = (gt :  Mt E, (0, Ot)).  Its boundary is a twisted double 
of the symmetric Poincaré pair (f: C -p D, (0, )) in respect to the self-equivalence 
(he , 0): (C, q) --* (C, q). We will show that the two flip-isomorphisms t and t' lead to 
homotopic equivalences (ht , 0) (hi', 0) and that therefore the twisted doubles (aE, Ot) 
and(DEt', Ot')  are equivalent and, finally, that the asymmetric signatures of x
t  and x' 
are the same. 
As described in Section 4.2, t and t' induce two isomorphisms (e, p), (e', p'): (N, 
(N', (') of the (2q + 1)-dimensional quadratic complexes defined in (3.1) and (3.2) on 
p. 42ff. The fact that t and t' induce the same linking form isomorphisms translates 
into e * = e * : H*(N/) 	H*(N). 
By Lemma 8.4.2, e and e' are chain homotopic. Let : e e': N -p N' be a chain 
homotopy. 
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By the proof of [Ran80a] Proposition 3.4. (see also Lemma A.2.9) (e, p) and (e', p') 
induce isomorphisms 
(0e, 0), (Dc', 0): (C, 0) = (DN, (1 + T)D) -- (C', çb') = (DN', (1 + T)0') 





: (9Nr = Nr+i 	2q+l_r 	DN = N+1 
Using the fact that N and N' are short and S-acyclic one can show that there is a chain 
equivalence (DA, 0): (De, 0) 	(De', 0): (C, 0) -- (C', qY) given by 
= (0 E/3IL*a_*) : Cq = F G F* 4 C1 = 
= 
(A) : Cq-i = G* 	C = F* G F o 
As explained in Section 4.2 we compose De with the inverse (h, 0): (C, ) -- (C', qY) 
from (3.5) on page 44 in order to get the self-equivalence (hi , 0): (C, ) --* (C, ç). 
Using Lemma 6.1.2 or by direct calculation one finds a homotopy of the chain maps 
(h'D,0): (ht , 0) 	(h,,, 0): (C,) 	.' (C,) 
which can be fed into Lemma 6.1.8. Hence a*(z ,t/) = a*(x t') = o.*(xI) E LAsy ° (A) 
with x" = (g": DE -) E, (0, Or )) given by 
	
p= (1 0' 0_/3 L * o _*) : DEt ,q+i =GEBGEBFF* 	Eq+i = G 
Finally, there is a homotopy equivalence (1, 1; 1): x" -p  xt given by 
l=(o e/3'ZcE 	0) : 8Et,q =F*F*EG*_* Eq+i =C 
Hence x" and x' are cobordant reiD by Lemma 3.2.2. By Proposition 5.4.4 their asym-
metric signatures coincide. 
This proposition shows that the asymmetric signature of a flip-isomorphism in Is q+2 (A) 
only depends on its induced isomorphism of linking forms. 
Theorem 8.4.3. There is a lift of the asymmetric signature map of Theorem 5.5.3 
fl+2(A) 	LAsy°(A) 
11q+2 (A) 
Similar in the non-split case. 
Let lrj be as in Proposition 8.3.3. If [z] E 1q+2 (A) is elementary then a*  (ir [z]) = { 0} 
i.e. there exist isomorphisms 1: L 11  Ly and the asymmetric signatures a*(z,l) e 
LAs y°(A) vanish for all of them. 
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8.5 Asymmetric Signatures of Simply-Connected Mani-
folds 
We will now concentrate our efforts to simply-connected manifold i.e. the case of A = Z 
and S = Z \ {O}. First we observe that results of Section 8.4 can be generalized - they 
remain true even if y and ft are not injective and if G is not free (i.e. if the preformation 
is not regular). We can also show that the algebraic linking forms of an obstruction 
preformation are induced by the topological linking forms in certain simply-connected 
Kreck surgery problems. 
Let z = (F -- C -- F*) be a f-quadratic preformation over Z such that coker 'y 
and coker i are finite. (G may have torsion and y and jt might not be injective). We 
will show that the asymmetric signature for flip-isomorphisms of z also only depend on 
their behaviour on the linking forms Ly and L by constructing a new preformation 
Z' which is closely linked to z but fulfils all the requirements of Section 8.4 (i.e. it is 
regular and its maps are S-isomorphisms). 
Lemma 8.5.1. 	i) ker'y = ker tt 
G/kery isf.g. free and of rank rkF. 
There is another regular split c-quadratic preformation z' over Z defined by z' 





G/ ker 'y 
z is elementary if and only if z' is elementary 
Every flip-isomorphism t = (a,,3, a) of the c-quadratic formation (F -- C —3 
F*) induces a flip-isomorphism t' = (a,,3, a) of z'. Then o,* (z, t) = a* (z ' , t') E 
LAs y ° (ZZ). 
Proof. There is a free f.g. submodule G' such that G = C' ker 'y.  There can be no 
torsion in C' because y  is a homomorphism into a free module. We write 
= (i O):G=C'ker'y—+F 
= (A l t) : G = C' ker 
-yj is obviously injective and hence induces an isomorphism over Q. Therefore C' has 
the same rank as F. As yi is (—e)-symmetric, /2  must vanish. Then ii  must be 
injective as well. Hence z' = (F -- C' --* F*, OIG') is a well-defined preformation 
with all the claimed properties. 
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By Lemma 2.4.5 z is elementary if and only if z' is elementary. 




It follows that t' = (a,,31, a) is a flip-isomorphism of z'. The Definition 5.3.1 of the 
asymmetric signature is independent of 0 and G, hence the signatures of t and t' are 
the same. 	 E 
The lemma justifies the following generalization of asymmetric signatures: 
Definition 8.5.2. Let 1: D' -- L' be an isomorphism of split (—e)-quadratic linking 
forms. Let z' be the regular f-quadratic split preformation constructed in Lemma 
8.5.1. Then &*(z ,l) = a*(z',l) E LAsy ° (Z) is the asymmetric signature of z and 
the isomorphism 1: L --* L 7 of linking forms. 	 Li 
Theorem 8.5.3. If [z] E 1 ,2q+2 (Z) is elementary then the asymmetric signature &* (z, I) 
E LAsy ° (Z) vanishes for all isomorphisms I: L 
L_
- p LY  of linking forms. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 8.5.1, Lemma 2.4.5 and Theorem 8.4.3. 	 Li 
Definition 8.5.4 ([Ran02] Example 12.44). 	i) Let M be a (2q+ 1)-dimensional 
manifold. The linking form on M is the bilinear form on the torsion submodule 
of Hq (M) and Hq (M, 0M) given by 
	
lm : THq (M) X THq (M, 8M) 	Q/Z 
1 
(X7 Y) i- —<z,y> 
with z e C(M, OM) and s E Z \ {O} such that sx = d(z fl [M]) E Cq (M). 
ii) Let M -* B be a map of (2q + 1)-dimensional manifold in a topological space. 
The B-linking form on M is the (—c)-symmetric form on the torsion submodule 
of Hq+i(B,M) given by 
l: THq+i(B,M) X THq+i(B,M) 	Q/Z 
(x,y) F-* lM(p(X),p(y)) 
with p: Hq+i(B,M) 'H q (M). 	 . 
Remark 8.5.5. If OM = 0 then 1M  is a non-singular (—e)-symmetric linking form on 
THq (M). 
Proposition 8.5.6. We repeat the assumptions of Kreck's surgery theory in the simply- 
connected case: Let p: B -* BO be a fibration with iri(B) = 0. Let M be (2q + 1)- 
dimensional manifolds with a (q - 1)-smoothings in B i.e. a lift of the stable normal 
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bundle over p which is q-connected. Let f: 8M0 - 8M 1 be a diffeomorphism compatible 
with the smoothings. Let W be a cobordism of M0 U1 Mi with a compatible q-smoothing 
over B. As in Corollary 2.4.6 we define an obstruction 
x(W) = 
= (Hq+i(W,Mo) 	Hq+2(B,W) 	Hq+i(WMi),O) 
E l/ 
2q+2 
If coker"y = Hq+i(B,Mo) is finite then L = —l. 
If coker p = Hq+i(B,M I ) is finite then LA = —l. 
Assume both cokernels are finite. If W is bordant relö to an h-cobordism then there 
exist isomorphisms I: L' = —1 --* V 7 = - l and their asymmetric signaturesMO 
5.*(x (W), I) e LAs y ° (Z) will all vanish. 
Proof. The complex Cq+2 = Hq+2(B, W) + Cq+i = Hq+i(W, Mo) has homology 
H* (C) = H* (B, Mo). There is a homotopy equivalence m: C -p C(B, MO) and there 
is a chain map C(B, MO ) -* C_i (Mo ) which induces the connecting homomorphism 
8: H* (B, Mo) - H_i(Mo). Both maps together yield a chain map 
Cq+i(Mo) 
d  Cq(Mo) 
Cq+2- 	Cq+i 
which induces the connecting map p: Hq+i(B, Mo) __* Hq(Mo). 
Let a,b e coker-y = Hq+i(B,Mo) = Hq+i(C). Represent both homology classes by 
chains a, b E Cq+i. Then there is a g e Cq+2 and an s E Z\ {01 such that sã = 'y(g). Let 
Z e C(M0 , aM0 ) such that p(g) = zfl[Mo]. Then sp(a) = d(zfl[Mo]). Hence 
1B 
O (a, b) = 
(z( ,p(b)). Let b' E H+'(W,M0 I) such that b' fl [W] = b. Then 
1B , 	= (p* z ,bF 
[W]) = _e (b, p*( z ) fl [W]). Since p is a connecting homomorphism p*( z ) fl [W] = 
—ei(z fl [Mo]) = —eip(g) = —ep(g). Hence 1BMO (a,b) = (b',p(g)) = _E i,1*(b)(g) = 
—L 7 (a,b). 
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Chapter 9 
Preformations over Skew Fields 
For the whole chapter let E = (_)q and let A be a weakly finite ring with 1 
and involution. 
At first sight the 1-monoids seem to be uncomputable but with a little linear algebra 
we can calculate them in the case of skew fields (see Section 9.1). If the characteristic 
of A is not 2 the result is very simple: 12q+2(A) L2 q+2(A) G N. Any element 
[z] = [(F *- G - F*, O)] E 12q+2 (A) is determined by the dimension of the kernels of 
y, p , 'yi, () and dim F - dim C and the Witt-class of (G/ ker y,u, 
y*) (see Corollary 
9.1.12 and Remark 9.1.13). 
In Section 9.2 we compute all its elementary elements. Again for the case char A :?~ 2 
we find a rather simple relationship: (F -- C 0--* F*, ) is stably elementary if and 
only if (GI  ker7*,y*/i)  is stably metabolic, dim ker'y = dim ker M and dim ker = 
dim ker y + dim ker 'y (see Corollary 9.2.2). As a by-product we prove that the quotient 
monoid 12q+2(A)/l +2(A) is not group if A is a skew field or a principal ideal domain 
(see Corollaries 9.2.3 and 9.2.4). 
The case char A = 2 demands more work. The simplest example is 12q (Z/2Z) of which 
we will give a complete description in Section 9.3. 
Then we apply our findings about fields to 12q+2(Z) (see Section 9.4). Unfortunately 
the results are rather meagre: we get the "trivial" invariants described in Corollary 
2.4.3 and, if q is odd, invariants in Lo(Q) and L o (Z/pZ) for all primes p. 
We would have much less trouble in understanding the l-monoids if they were groups. 
The computation of the 1-monoids for skew fields of characteristic 2 shows that they 
at least can be embedded into L2 q (A) V. Unfortunately Section 9.5 shatters our 
hopes by revealing that 14m+2(Z[7r]) violates the cancellation rule and that therefore it 
is not a sub-monoid of a group. 
We are obviously interested whether vanishing asymmetric signatures suffice in order 
to show that a preformation is stably elementary. The computations of the 1-monoids 
for skew fields gives us the opportunity to falsify that conjecture in Section 9.6. 
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9.1 Computation of the l-Monoids 
We start with the definition of the Q-modules (see also [Ran02] 11.1) and the monoid 
?A) of isomorphism classes of quadratic forms (C, 0) with underlying symmetric form 
(G, 0). We will use them later to describe our candidate for the 1-monoid of a skew field 
- the m-monoid. They reappear in Section 9.5 when we deal with the cancellation rule 
for 12q+2(A). All these objects can be defined over any weakly finite ring A with 1 and 
involution. 
Definition 9.1.1 ([Ran02] Definition 11.1). For a free f.g. A-module K define 
= {v E HomA(K, K*)lv — fv* 0}/{w + Ew *lw  e HomA(K, K*)} 
(A) = {a E Ala — ía = 0}1{x + elx E Al 
70 
Remark 9.1.2. They fit into an exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 	(K) 'S Q_(K) '± Q(K) 	(K) 	0 
Definition 9.1.3. The isomorphism classes of (—e)-quadratic forms (G, 0 E 
over free f.g. modules C form an abelian monoid M(A) with operation (C, 0)+(G', 01 ) = 
(C C', 0 ED 0') and zero represented by the zero module. 	 Li 




with (ai,. . . , aj) "-i (b1,.. . , bk) if and only if there exists an f E GLk(A) such that 
E I fl ialfli = b2 E Q(A) for all 1 <i < k. 
al 
Proof. The map 	(A)' —* 	(A1c), ([aj])1<i<k 	
.. ) 
is bijective. 	Li 
a 
Example 9.1.5. 	i) There is a well-defined rank map 
rk: 	(A) —i No , [M, 0] i—* rk(M) 
Assume that (1 + T_): Q_f (A) —+ Q(A) is an injection. This is true e.g. for 
rings which contain a central element x E A with x + x = 1 (if A is a skew field 
of characteristic $ 2 take x = ). Then the group (A) vanishes and the rank 
map becomes an isomorphism. Hence M(A) = N0. 
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Let A be a field such that (A) 0 (that means char A = 2) and such that the 
map A -f Q(A), x '-p x is a surjection. 
Finite fields of characteristic 2 with the identity involution fulfil those conditions: 
their Frobenius homomorphism x '-p x2 is surjective and QE(A) = A =A 0. 
We use Lemma 9.1.4 to compute R(A). Let k E N. Let ai E (A) for 1 < i < k 
with a3 	0 E 	(A) for some j e {1,. .. , k}. Without loss of generality we 
can assume j = 1. Let ci E A such that Eici = a. Define an invertible matrix 
11 ifi=l and l5L1, 
f E CLj(A) by fh = 	ifl= 1, 	. Then >1fibjfi = a with b = 1(0 else, 
(1,0, . .. , 0). Hence a = b E MA). b does not vanish because 1 	0 E 
Therefore M(A) contains precisely two elements of rank k: 0k  represented by 
(0,... ,0) E Ac and ek  represented by b= (1,0,... ,0) E Ak. 
Therefore, the abelian monoid 	(A) is given by the set f  = c, o, el, 02, e2.... } 
with 0 represented by the trivial zero module and the operation Ok + 01 = 0k+1 
and 0k + el = e/ + el = ek+1. (C, 0 e (G)) with rk C = k represents ek e A) 
if 0 0 e (G) and 0k  E 2I(A) if 0 = 0 E 
' (Z) = Z/2Z and as in the previous example we get the same monoid M 1 (Z) = 
1 (Z/2Z) _1(Z) = 0 and A'(Z) = N0. 
The m-monoids are our candidates for the 1-monoid of skew fields. Their definition is 
rather cumbersome but for skew fields with char A 2 it is rather easy (see Remark 
9.1.7). Again we can define them over any ring. For arbitrary rings they are sub-
monoids of the l-monoids (see Proposition 9.1.7). 
Definition 9.1.6. We consider tuples 
((K, OK E Q_€ (K)),(S,Os E 	(S)),(T,OT e 
(X, ox E 	(X)), (Z, Oz 	(Z)), y e No) 
such that (K, OK)  is non-singular i.e. (1 + T_)0K = °K - €O.: K -p K* is an isomor-
phism. We introduce an equivalence relation on those tuples. 
((K, OK),  (S, Os),  (T,  OT),  (X,  Ox),  (Z,  Oz), y) 
((K', O <.), (S', O'), (T', 0'), (X', 0'), (Z', O'2), i') 
if and only if there exist t E HomA(T, Z), s, E HomA(S, Z), x E HomA(X, Z), 
E HomA(X, 8), Xt e HomA(X, T), k E HomA(K, Z), k 3 E HomA(K, 8), k t e 
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HomA(K,T), k € HomA(K,X) such that 
[(K', O'.)] = [(K, °K + kOzk + k05k 3 + kOTk t + kOxk = O%)] E L2 q+2(A) 
[(X', O)] = [(X, ox + X z OZXz + X 8 05X 8 + XOTXt)] E A? (A) 
[(S/ ,Of  )] = {(S, 0 + sOzs)] e 
[(T', O)] = [(T, OT + tOzt)] E 
[(Z',O)] 	[(Z, Oz)] E 
y' = yEN0 
(Note that because of 0 = —O E Q(M), the equivalence relation is symmetric. The 
form (K, 0" ) is non-singular because (1 + T_f )O 	(1 + T_€ )OK.) 
The set of equivalence classes forms the abelian m-Monoid m2 q+2(A). 
Remark 9.1.7. 	i) There is a well-defined map of abelian monoids 
m2q+2(A) 
[(K, OK),  (S,  Os),  (T,  OT),  (X,  Ox),  (Z,  Oz),  y] i-+ (rk S, rk T, rk X, rk Z, y) 
There is a well-defined surjection of abelian monoids 
L2q+2(A) M(A) 	NO -* m2,+2 (A) 
([(K, OK)],  [(8,  Os)],  [(T, OT)], [(X, Ox)],  [(Z,  Oz)], y) 
	
[(K, OK),  (S,  Os),  (T,  OT), 
(X, Ox),  (Z,  Oz), y] 
There is a well-defined injection of abelian monoids 
L2 q+2(A) lfl2 q+2(A) 
([(K, 0)], s, t, x, z, y) i-+ [(K, 0), (A 8 , 0), (At,  0), (Ax,  0),  (Az,  0), y] 
It is an isomorphism if Q(A) = 0. 
We show that there is an injection of monoids m2q+2(A) ' 12 q+2(A) for any ring A. 
Proposition 9.1.8. For any set of (—e)-quadratic forms (K, A e Q_f (K)), (S, Os E 
Q6 (S)), (T, OT E Q 6 (T)), (X, Ox E Q6 (X)), (Z, Oz E Q6 (Z)) and  EN0 one can define 
an f-quadratic split preformation 





(T* -- T —L T, OT) 
	
(1) 	(0) 
(X X . _X_LX * BX,Ox) 
0 	0 	* (Y — Z --*Y ,oz 
with Y = A. q induces a rnonomorphisrn m2 q+2(A)'" 12q+2 (A) of abelian monoids. 
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Corollary 9.1.9. There is a monomorphism of abelian monoids 
i: L22 (A) ED N 5 
([(K, A)], s, t, x, z, y) 
Proof. Use Remark 9.1.7. 
12q+2 (A) 
i-+ [5(K, A) + 0(A8 , 0) + (At , At) 
(1) 	(0) 





Lemma 9.1.10. Let C 2 be free modules over A. Let (C = C1 C2, 0 e Q—, (G)) be an 
(—e)-quadratic form such that 0 - 9* = ( 
	) 
  : G H -* C H*.  Then there exist 
unique 01 E Q_(G1) and 82 E Q(C2) such that 0 
= ( 	) 
  e Q_E(C). 
'\ 
Proof. Let A := 
A1 A2 
(113 A4) 
C H -p G* H* be a representative of 0 and define 
B := ( 112) 0 - €
o = ( 	)   
implies that A 2 - EA* = 0. Then 
Al A2\1 KA1 O'\+B+B* 
	
0 = [A] 
= 	A A4)j = 	 0 A 4 )) 
Therefore OG = [A1 ] and °H = [A4 ] do the job. LE 
Proof of Proposition 9.1.8. Let (K, AK),  (K', A' ) be non-singular (--c)-quadratic forms 
and (S,Os E Q(S)), (T,OT E Q(T)), (X,Ox E Q(X)), (Z,Oz E Q(Z)), (S',0 E 
Q(S')), (T',0 e Q(T')), (X',0 E Q(X')), (Z',0' E Q(Z') and y,y' E No such 
that 
71((K, OK),  (S,  Os),  (T,  OT),  (X,  Ox),  (Z,  Oz), y) = 
ri((K', Ok), (S', O), (T', O p ), (X', /0), (Z', O' z), y') E 12q+2 (A) 
After adding enough hyperbolic forms to (K, A) and (K', A') we can assume that there 
is an (unstable) strong isomorphism of preformations 
F 	 C 
F' 	 G' 
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with 
F = KeST*XX*EBY 
G = KE9STeXBZ 
= 1KE91s1x:G—'F 
IL = )EB1T IX: G—F 
(OK 0 0 0 0 
0 0s  0 0 0 o =0 °0T° 0 
0 0 0 ox  0 
 0 0 0 0 0z 
F' = 
C' = K' ED 5' ED T' ED X' 
= 1K'ED Is, EDlx':G—F 
IL = 
X/ ED 	ED 	G' - F* 
0 0 0 0 
I 0 
0S ,
0 0 0 
o = I ° 0 0T'  0 0 
9x' 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 Oz' 
Because of Corollary (2.4.3) we see that 
	
ZEET=kery 	ker'y'_— Z'EDT' 	 (9.1) 
Z ED S = ker IL 	ker IL' = Z' ED S' 
KEBSEBX=im'y 	im/=K'EBS'EDX' 




and therefore K K', S S', T T', X X', y = y ' and Z V. If (A) was zero 
we would be done now. The general case demands more work. We need to evaluate 
the equations cry = 'y'13, a*ILI/3 = IL and 0'6'/3 = 0 E Q_f (G). 
0 0 0 a12 0 	a14 	0\ 
all ... 
o id 0 0 0 a21 a22 0 	a24 	0 1 










a41 a42 I 
0 0 0 0 a51 a52 0 	a54 	0 
o 0 0 0 0 a6l a62 0 	a6 	0) 
0 0 0 0\ 012 013 	014 015 
ids, 0 0 0 /3 /315 1321 /322 1323 	/324 025 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 	1 
= 0 
I 





041 1342 043 	044 045 
0 0000 
 ... 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 	0 o) 
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Comparing both sides shows that cry = 'y'/3 if and only if 
a11 al2 a13 a14 a15 a16 







a33 0 a35 a36 
o o 
a41 a42 a43 a44 a45 046 
a53 0 a55  056 
a63 0 a65 a66 
Cell a12 0 a14 0 
a1 a22 0 a24 0 
= 	031 1332 033 /334 035 
a41 a42 0 a44 0 
1351 052 353 054 1355 
Now we look at u = a*,i//3. First compute: 
al l a 1 0 	a 0 0 (A' 0 	0 0 0\ 
I a 2 a 2 0 a 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
a23 a33 	a43 a53 a63 
] 
0 0 	id 0 0 
= a14 a 4 0 a 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a13 
C'15 a 5 a 5 	a 5 a 5 a 5 0 0 	0 idx' 0 I 
c6 c46 a6 	0'4*6  a 6 a 6 0 0 0 0 0) 
0 0 0 0\ 
o 
a 11 a 12 	0 a 14 0 \ a2A' 
a 3 A' 0 	a 3 c 3 
o 
a21 a22 	0 02 0 1 
[ a1A, 
a 4 A' 0 	0 0 
0J 
0 
/33k /332 	i3 /33zi /335 I = 
a 5 A' 0 	a 5 a 5 
a41 (142 0 a44 0 
) a 6 A' 0 	a 6 a 6 0 
/351 /352 	/353 /354 
a1A'a12 0 a 1 A'a14 0 	' 
a12 A a12 0 a12A.a14 o 
c1A'a11 
a13\ all +a33/331+a53a41 a13\al2+a33/332+a53a42 a33 /333 a 13 Aa14+a33 /334+a53 a44 a33 335 
a 14 Aa1j a14 ,\a12 0 a14Aal4 0 
a15 a1 1 +a35/331 +cl5a41 a 15 A'a12+ 532+a5a42 a 5 /333 a 5 )'al4 +a35 /334+a55 a44 a35 /335 
a 16  A ' aii +a6/331 +a56a41 a 16  A ' a12 +a3632+a56a42 a 36 33 a 16 /al4+a634+a6 a44 a36 35 
We evaluate the matrix equation 
A0 0 0 0 
000 0 0 
0 0 idT 0 0 
—J 
000 0 0 
0 0 0 idx 0 
000 0 0 
and find that at = 20 (and cry = 7'/3) if and only if 
all 	0 	a 1 3 0 	a15 	0 
a1 	a22 	a23 a24 	a25 	a26 
0 0 /33* 0 0 0 
(9.2) 
a41 	0 	a43 a44 	a45 	a46 
o 0 a53 0 a55 0 
o 	o 	a63 0 	a65 	a66 
all 	0 0 0 0 
a21 	a22 	0 a24 	0 
031 	0 033 034 	0 
a41 0 	0 a44 	0 
/351 	052 	053 054 	055 
with a 1 A'a11 = ), a53 = —a55 /3 4a 3 , a 1 	= c)' 	a11 a 1 ass, a13 = cA''ajj'(/3 1 - 
a 1 a55/3 4 )a33 and 033 as well as a44 isomorphisms Because a and 3 are isomorphisms 
it follows (by Proposition 2.2.2) that a22, a66 and 055 are isomorphisms as well. Con- 
versely, any map a and 0 of the form (9.2) with the above properties defines an iso- 
morphisms of the c-quadratic preformations (F (-- G ---) F*) and (F' --- C' --+ F') 
(i.e. ignoring quadratic refinements). 
At last we analyze what (a,,3) does to the quadratic refinement i.e. we evaluate 0 = 
13*0/3 E Q_f (G). First we compute 
* 	* 	* 	* 	* a11 a21 31 a41 51 K' 
o a22 	0 0 	02 0 	Os' 	0 	0 	0 
8 	:= 	/3*00 = 	0 	0 	0 0 0 0 0 0T' 	0 0 0 
o a24 	334 	a44 	054 0 	0 	0 0x' 	0 
o 	0 0 0 3 0 0 0 	0 0z' 
*1) 	*LI Q*I 	* 
allc7K' a21v5' 	/-'31'T' 	a41v
ñ 
 x' 
Q*L SlC'Z' 	all 
1 
u 	a22 u5' u u ,* ,'52
fl
z' a21 	a22 	0 	a24 
= 0 0 	/333°T' 	0 3530Z' /331 	0 !3 	/3M 	0 
* o 	a24 0s' 	/334 0T' 	a44Ox' 0540z' a41 	0 	0 a44 0 
o 0 0 0 I30z' 	1351 	052 	135 	054 	05 
Using Lemma 9.1.10 
°K 	0 	0 	0 0 
0 Os 0 0 0 
0 = 0 	0 	°T 	0 0 E Q_(C) 
o 0 0 Ox 	0 
o 	0 	0 	0 Oz 
if and only if 
OZ = 
* 	 E 
55Z'SSE 
OT = 033 0T'033 + 1330z'053 E Q(T) 
, 
OS = a220s'a22 + P52uZ'P52 E 
*11 	i2*uI 	/ */ 	 ,*/j 	i 
Ox = a24us'a24 + /J34UT'/J34 + a44ux'a44 + )s4uZ'/J54 E 
OK = a1Ojç'an + a l OS'a21 + /331°T'/331  + a l Ox'a41 + /3Oz'/3si E Q(K) 
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These are exactly the equivalence relations of the Proposition. 
Theorem 9.1.11. If A is a skew field thenq is an isomorphism. 
Corollary 9.1.12. Let char A 2. Then the inverse of 77 is given by 
i: 12q+2(A) 	L22 
	
71_ 	 (A) 
[(F --- C --) F*)] f-* ([(G/kery*j, -y*)] , 
s := dim ker i - dim ker (h), 
t:= dim ker y - dim ker (h), 
x := dim kery*/i_  dim  kerp_  dim ker'y+ dim ker(), 
z:=  dim ker(), 
y := dim coker y - dim ker 'yi + dim ker ) 
Remark 9.1.13. 	i) Let char A 	2. In regard to Corollary 2.4.3 and because of 
dim coker 'y—dim ker 'y = dim F—dim C, one can simplify 	and find an injection 
of abelian monoids 
u:  12q+2(A) -- L2+2(A)NZ 
(F 	C -.-) F* , ) 	([(G/kery* /i,y* / )] , dim  ker,y,  dim ker, 
dim ker(),  dim  kery*/t,  dim F - dim G) 
ii) For symmetric l-monoids 12+2(A)  there is an uniform result for all skew fields 
regardless of their characteristic: Corollary 9.1.12 and i) give rise to an iso-
morphism 71_1: 12+2(A) -- L2+2(A) N and an injection i: 12+2(A) -- 
L2+2(A) Z 
Proof of Theorem 9.1.11. Let (F ---- C --- F*, ) be an c-quadratic split preforma-
tion. 
Step 1: Due to Lemma 9.1.10 we get 
= 
0 	 0 	-, (0—ker'yflkerp--0,O). 
with some 0' E 	ker'y fl kera). 
Step 2: We can now start with a preformation (F (---- G -'-) F*, 0) such that () is 
injective. 
Claim 1: For any subspace R C G with ker 'y  ED ker i G R = G there is some subspace 
A c F such that 
y(ker,1)t(kery)* EB'y(R) EBA = F. 
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Proof of Claim 1: Surely 'yIR and uI ker 'y are injective for ft := R ker . It is enough 
to show that 'y() fl (ker'y)t = 0. So let r E I and -y(r) E ,j (kery)*. Using the 
canonical isomorphism F -p F**, the map 
: F* -p A, f 	f('y(r)) 
is in (ker'y)*.  Hence r = 0 	= 0 	I,2(ker -y) = 0. But for any s E ker'y, 
= i(s)('y(r)) = q.t(r)('y(s)) = 0. 
Claim 2: There is a subspace R' C C such that ker'y kerji w R' = C and p(R') c 
A" with A' chosen as in Claim 1. 
Proof of Claim 2: First we choose some arbitrary complement R of ker A ED ker 'yin C 
and A as in Claim 1. Then p(R) C F" = y (kerj )* e i(ker'y) 'y(R)" ED A'. But 
since for any r E R,s e ker'y, ji(r)('y(s)) = f[L(s)('y(r)) = 0, we can conclude that 
(R) C ,u (kery )Ei 'y (R)* ED A*. Hence for any r E R there's an Sr E ker('y) and elements 
gr e 'y(R)" and ar e A*  with /_i(r) = /2(Sr ) +gr +ar . The map r i- Sr is in fact a vector 
space homomorphism 
._!± 	(R) mc!. 
	proj. 	 ((Al kery) 1 
R F -p i(ker'y) -* ker'y 
Hence R' := {r—sr jr e R} is a well-defined subspace of RE1ker-y. We have to check now 
whether R' has the two properties we want. Let x E R' fl (ker'y ker ). We show that 
x vanishes necessarily. There are r E R, a E kery and b E ker tt with x = r - = a + b. 
It follows that r = 0 and sr = 0 and finally x = 0. Obviously dim R = dim R'. Hence 
ker'ykertR' = C. It is clear that 'y(R) = 'y(R'). This means we can use the same 
A for R' and Claim 1 holds. At last, we want to show that (R') C 'y (R)* A"': For 
any x E R' there is an r E R with x = r - Sr and ii(x) = g + ar e -y(R') * A"' by 
construction. Hence Claim 2 is proven. 
From Claim 1 and 2 and Lemma 9.1.10 we conclude that 
-y 	,u 	 -Y 	0 	 * (F — G --*F ,O) = ('y(kerp)–ker---'y(ker) ,OM) 
(/(ker-y)t _2 ker'y -- ,a(ker'y),Oc) 
ED ((-y (R') A') - R' -+ ('y(R') A')"', Ok). 
The first summand is strongly isomorphic to the boundary of the form (ker , O E 
(ker p)) and the second one is of the type (T* --- T - T**, OT). 
Step 3: At last we deal with the remaining preformation (('y(R) ED A) ---- R --* 
(-y (R) A)"', OR).  'y = ( Tj) and = () are injective by construction in step 2 .MA 




/o10\ 	 / 	\ 
0 A2 (1 
00) 	 A3 A4 ((keruReK(DA) - kereK -p (ker,RKA)*, OR)  . 
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Now -yji must be (—E)-symmetric, hence p, = 0. It is also clear that A2  must be an 
isomorphism. 
As i is injective so is ,i: ker AR -p A*. Therefore there are vector spaces X and 
Y and isomorphisms o = () A* 	XeY* and 'r X --* kerpR such that 






'.00J 	 3L4J 
kerR Ke A 	kerILR UK 	(ker ,IR )* K* 
XEBX*YeK 
'10 	




t\ 00 	 1001 
0 12 01/ 
with 










9.2 Computation of Elementary Elements 
Even more important then the computation of 12q+2(A) for skew fields is probably to 
provide an easy test for elementariness of its elements. 
Theorem 9.2.1. Let A be a skew field with involution. 
r1([(K, OK),  (S,  Os),  (T,  OT),  (X,  Ox),  (Z,  Oz), y]) E 12q+2 (A) 
is elementary if and only if 
[(K, OK),  (S,  Os),  (T,  OT),  (X,  Ox),  (Z,  Oz), yI = 
[0, (S, Os),  (S,Os), (X,0), (Z, Oz), 0] E m2q+2(A) 
Again the case of char A $ 2 is much more digestible. 
Corollary 9.2.2. Let A be a skew field with involution. Assume that char A 2. Then 
ij([(K,A)],s,t,x,z,y) is elementary if and only ifs = t, [(K, A)] = 0 E L2+2(A) and 
y=O. 
[z] E 12q+2 (A) is elementary if and only if v(z) = (0, a, a, b, c + 2a, c) for some a, b E No 
and CE Z, i.e. if and only if [(G/kery*,y*/.t)] = 0 e L2+2(A), dim ker'y = dim ker/2 
and dim ker yjj, = dim ker 'y + dim ker 
The same statements hold for the symmetric l-monoids l2+2 (A) for all skew fields of 
any characteristic. 
Proof. See Corollaries 9.1.9, 2.4.3 and Remark 9.1.13. 
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Proof of Theorem 9.2. 1. It is obvious that the boundary of a stably metabolic form, 
(ix'\ 	(O 
((X X*) \9_' x 
' 
(X X*)*,  0) and (0 i- Z - 0, Oz)  are elementary. The 
* 1so 	OEB1 	 * preformation ((S S * ) i- S S -p (S S * ) , Os Os) is elementary in respect to 
U := {(s,$)Is E S}. 
Assume that after adding hyperbolic forms to (K, OK)  we can assume that the e-
quadratic split preformation 
(F("--- C --- F*,O) = 1)((K,OK),(S,05),(T,OT), (X,Ox),y,(Z,Oz)) 
is elementary in respect to the h-lagrangian 




b 	 '0 
Then -yj = 	and aj =I 	. We rephrase what it means to be elementary: 
o 	 t d 
 \0 





2 dim U = dim K + dim S + dim T + 2 dim X + dim Y 
Criterion i) implies a*Aa = 0 and therefore rka 	dim K. That means that dim U = 
rk 
(a) 
< dimK + dimS + dimX and dimU = rk 
(a) 
< dimK + dimT + dimX. 
Together with criterion iii) this leads to y = dim Y = 0 and dim S = dim T. Therefore 
dim K is even and dim U = dim K + dim S + dim X. The ranks tell us even more: 
dim K + dim S + dim X = dim U = rk ()
b 
< rka+rkb+rkd<dimK+dimS+dimX 
Therefore the inequalities rk a < 1 dim K and rk b < dim S and rk d < dim X are in fact 
identities. Similarly we deduce rk c = dim T. Together with the fact that a*Aa = 0 this 
means that the (—e)-symmetric form (K, A) has the lagrangian L = im a. We write K = 
	
0 1 1 	 ED L*L. There are 01 E Q_ € (L*) and 02 E (L) such that OK = ) E Q_(L*L).0 02 
Criterion ii) is equivalent to V fl kerb = v fl kerc = 0 with V := kera fl kerd. This 
implies 
dim S = rk b = dim U - dim ker b > dim V 
= dimkera+dimkerd — dim(ker a + ker d) 
> (dim U - rk a) + (dim U - rk d) - dim U = dim S 
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which means that dim U - dim ker b = dim V = dim S and therefore V ker b = U. 
Using this decomposition, j looks like this: 
00 
a 0 a2 
b b1 0 
= C C1 C2 
d 0 d2 
Cl e2 
WIN 1110M., 
Now b 1  = bIV and Cl = dy are injective and due to dimension reasons they are in fact 
isomorphisms. On the other hand () is injective and again by comparing dimensions, 
the map turns out to be an isomorphism. We feed this information into criterion i): 
/o o\ 7o 	
) 
i\ to o 
o a) 0 02 	0 a2) + (b*1) Os (b 1 0) 
+ (c OT 
(Cl C2) 
C2) 
+ (0 ) Ox (0 d2)+ (e*)Oz(ei  e2)=0E(U) 
(b* Osb l + COTC1 + eOze i 	 COTC2 + eOze2 	"I = 0 e (U) 
C0TC1 + eOzei 	a02a2 + COTC2 + dOxd2 + eOze2) 
This is the case if and only if 
0s 
= f * (Og*Og)f=0QE (S) 
( 02 0 
00x) 
= h*0T h+k*Oz kEQ€(LX) 
—1 	—1 	 a2 —1 	 a2 —1 with f = c1 b 1 , g = elc1 , h = C2(d2 ) and k = e2 (d2) . (Note that signs do not 
matter because 20 = 0 e (M)). 
Define h1 = h(), k1 = k(), h2 = h() and k 2 = k(fl. Then 
h0h + kOzk2 E 
(011\0K = 0 02) 
0 = ()
+ (0 hl)* OT (0 
0 0 
h 1 ) + (o ki)* Oz (0 k1) E Q_ € (L* L) 
U 
As an approximation to the question whether a class in 12q+2  (A) is elementary or not 
one can look at its image in the quotient monoid 12q+2(A)/l j2 (A). Much would be 
won if this object was a group. Unfortunately the following corollaries show that in the 
case of skew fields and principal ideal domains they are not. 
Corollary 9.2.3. Let A be a skew field. Then the quotient monoid 
12q+2(A)/1(A) is not a group. 
Proof. Let y 0 0. There is no x E 1 2q+2 (A) such that x+ii(0, 0,0,0, 0, y) E l(A). El 
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Corollary 9.2.4. Let A be a principal ideal domain. Then the quotient monoid 
12q+2(A)/l(A) is not a group. 
Proof. Let F = Quot(A). Let y 	0. Assume there is an x E 12q+2(A) such that 
x + i(O,O,O,O,O, y ) E l(A). Tensoring with F yields the existence of an 
x®F E 12q+2 (F) such that x+i(0,0,0,0,0,y) E l(F). This is a contradiction. El 
9.3 The l-Monoid 12q (Z/2Z) 
The easiest non-trivial example (i.e. char A = 2) for m 2q+2(A) and hence 12q+2 (A) is 
the case A = Z/2Z. 
We know that the Arf-invariant induces an isomorphism L 2q+2(ZZ/2Z) 	Z/27Z. By 
Example 9.1.5, M(Z/2Z) = {0 = 00, 01, el, 02, e2, . . . } with a commutative operation 
given by 01 + Ok = 0k+1 and ejj = ej + el = ek + 01. (G, 0 E Q(G)) = erkc E M(Z/2Z) 
if 0 0 0 E Q(G) and (C, 0 E t(G)) = °rkG E M(Z/2Z) if 0 = 0 E 
A little lemma helps us to disentangle the equivalence relations in the definition of 
m2q+2 (Z/2Z). 
Lemma 9.3.1. Let (M = Z/2Z m , 0 E Q(M)) and (N = Z/2Z Th , ii E O(N)) be quadra-
tic forms over Z/2Z. 
There exists a b E Homzi2z(M, N) such that (M, 0' = 0 + b*iib) = om E M(Z/2Z) if 
and only if (M, 0) = o n E M(7L/27L) or (N, ii) = e n E M(Z/2Z). 
There exists a b E Homz12z (M, N) such that (M, 0' = 0 + b*l,b) = em E M(Z/27Z) if 
and only if(M,0) = em E M(7L/27Z) or (N, v) = en E M(7L/27Z). 
Proof. If 0 0 E (M) then there is a g E GL(M) such that 9*09 = diag(1, 0,. . . , 0) = 
b E (M). If ii 0 E Q(N) then there is an h E CL(N) such that h*vh = 
diag(1, 0,. . . , 0) = c E Q(N). Let A E Homz,2z(N, M) such that A*cA = b (i.e. 
A ll = 1 all other Aij = 0). 
If 0 = 0 E (M), b = 0 gives 0' = 0 E 
If 0 0 0 e Q(M) and ii 54 0 E (N), b = hAg' gives O'= 0 E Q(M). 
IfO0EQ(M), b=O gives 0'0E (M). 
If 0 = 0 e Q(M) and v 0 E (N), b = hA gives 0'0 0 E Q(M). 
If 0 0 E Q(M) and v = 0 E (N) then 0' 0 0 E Q(M) for all choices of b. 
Conversely if ii = 0 E Q(N) then 0' = 0 e Q(M) for all choices of b. 	 El 
Proposition 9.3.2. Let (Z/2Z 2 , O) be non-singular quadratic preformation with Arf-
invariant i E Z/2Z. There is an isomorphism 
Z/2Z A?(Z/2Z)4 	' -4 m2q+2(Z,/2Z) 
[k,s,t,x,z,y] 1-* [(Z/2Z 2 ,Ok),s,t,x,z,y] 
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with (k, s, t, x, z, y) 's-' (k', s', t', F,  z', yF)  if and only if 
yF = y E No 
= z E A(7z/2z) 
t'=tEM(Z/2Z) ifzoa  for  anaENo 
s"=SEM(Z/2Z) ifzoa for  anaENo 
x'=XEM(7L/27Z) ifzOa, s=ob and t=ofor some a,b,cEN0 
k' = k E Z/2Z if 	= °a, S = Ob, t = o 	and x = 0d for some a,b,c,d EN0 
Define m(ok) = (Z/2Z',0 E Q(7Z/27Zc)) for k E N 0 . For any I E N choose some 
0 E Q(Z/2Z 1 ) (for example one represented by the identity matrix) and define 
m(el) = (Z/2Z 1 , vj). Then there is an isomorphism 
Z/2Z M(7Z/2Z) 4 No/ 	12q+2(Z/2Z) 
[k, s, t, x, y, z] -# [i((Z/2Z2, Ok), rn(s), rn(t), rn(x), rn(y), rn(z))] 
Proposition 9.3.3. Define the subsets A i C Z/2Z M(Z/2Z) 4 No 
A 0 = {(O,o,Ot, ox , oz , y) : s,t,x,y,z E No} 
A l = {( l, OS, Ot,Ox ,Oz , y) : s,t,x,y,z E No} 
A 2 = {(0,o3 ,ot , ex , o,y):s,t,x,y,z 	No, x0} 
A 3 = {(0,e3 ,ot , ox , oz , y) : s,t,x,y,z E N 0 ,s 0 O} 
A4 = {(O, o, et,  o, oz  7 y) : s, t, x, y, z E N0, t 	O} 
A 5 = {(0,es , et , ox , oz , y) : s,t,x,y,z e No, s,t 0 O} 
A 6 = {(O,o 3 ,ot ,o,e,y) : s,t,x,y,z E N0,z =A 0} 
Then A = A 1 U A 2 U A 3 U A 4  U A 5 U A 6  is a complete set of representatives. 
Aciem = {(k,s,t,x,0,z) E A 0 uA 5 uA 6 1 are all the elements of A which if of Proposition 
9.3.2 maps to elementary elements. 
Proposition 9.3.4. Let z = (F ( 'Y- C -- F*,  0) be a quadratic split preformation 
over Z/2Z. Define B2 = if(A 2 ) C 12q+2(ZZ/2Z). Let 
s = dim ker j - dim ker (j) 
t = dim ker y - dim ker () 
x = dim ker*_  dim  ker/_  dim  ker..y+  dim ker () 
z = dim ker() 
y = 
(compare Corollary 9.1.12). Then 
i) IfI(ker())i4  0 E Q(ker()) then [z] = 77'(0,o3 ,ot 7 o,e,y) E B6. 
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If tI(ker()) = 0 e (ker()) and OI(ker'y) 	0 E (kery) and OI(kert) 	0 E 
(ker) then [z] = i/(0,e5 , e t , ox , oz , y) E B 5 . 
If 0 1(ker (a)) 	0 E (ker ()) and I(kery) 	0 E (kery) and I(ker) = 0 E 
Q(ker) then [z] = i/(0,o5 , et , ox , oz , y) E B4. 
If OI(ker()) = 0 E (ker()) and I(kery) = 0 E Q(kery) and 9 I(ker) 	0 E 
(kerii) then [z] = ij'(O,e3 ,ot , ox ,  o,y) E B3 . 
IfI(ker()) = 0 e Q(ker ("))and OI(ker'y) = 0 E (ker'y) and OI(ker) = 0 E 
(kerti) and I(ker.y*i) 0 0 e (ker'y'j) then [z] = i'(0,o3 ,ot ,e,o2) y) e B 2 . 
If 6 1 (ker y*) = 0 E Q(ker -ytj) then (C/ ker 'y, ) is a well-defined non-singular 
quadratic form. If its An-invariant vanishes then z = ij'(O, o, o, o, Oz 7 y) E B0 
else [z] = ri'(1,o8 ,ot , ox ,  o,y) E B 1 . 
[z] E 12q+2(Z/2Z) is elementary if and only if y = 0 and [z] E B0 U B5 U B6 
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 9.1.11 there is an (unstable) strong isomorphism 
(cr, 0) of z with 77((K, OK),  (8, 9s),  (T,  OT),  (X, Ox), (Z, °z), y). It is easy to check (com-






Using the equivalence relations laid down in Proposition 9.3.2 proves the claims. 	Li 
9.4 Application to Preformations over Z 
Let A be a field. Let z = (F -- C --- F*) be a regular c-quadratic preformation over 
Z. Tensoring with A yields a preformation z®A over A. If z is elementary obviously also 
z®A is elementary. Therefore it makes sense to wonder whether additional obstructions 
to the (stable) elementariness of z can be found by applying the results of the previous 
section to z ® A. 
Let P C No be the set of all primes. Define for any prime p E P 
: 122(Z) -p 1 2" 2 (Z/p7L) z - z ® 7Z/pZ 
o: 12+2() 	1 2q+2 (Q), z '- z 0 Q 
Any map 12+2(Z ) -p 12q+2 (A), z '-p z 0 A factors through Q5cha.rA  because Q and 
Z/pZ are the prime fields and isomorphic to the images of the map Z -p A. Hence we 
can concentrate on those fields. 
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Note that 12q+2(Q) = 1 21+2 (Q) and 12q+2(ZZ/PZ) = 12+2(Z/pZ) for p 0 2. In or-
der to transfer the following results to 12q+2(Z) the reader simply needs to replace 
12+2(Z/2Z) L2+2(7Z/27Z) Ng (see Remark 9.1.13) by the map for the more cum-
bersome 12q+2(Z/27Z) in Section 9.3. 
It is well-known that in L-theory there is an exact sequence 
0 -p L O (Z) -* L ° (Q) -p (@ L ° (Z/pZ) -p 0 
The following observation shows that a similar result cannot be expected from the 
l-monoids. 
Proposition 9.4.1. For all p E P U {O} 
q is surjective unless p = 2 and q even, 
Op is not injective, 
there is a non-elementary z e 12+2(Z)  such that (z) is elementary. 
We need some important facts about maps and skew-symmetric forms over Z. 
Theorem 9.4.2 (Smith Normal Form). Let A E Mat(n x m, Z) with r = rkA. 
Then there are g E CL(7Z) and h E GL m (Z) such that gAh = diag(di ,... , d,., 0,. . . , 0) 
with dId+i  for all 1 <i <r and all di > 0. 
Theorem 9.4.3 (Skew Smith Normal Form ([New721 pp.  57)). Let A E Mat(nx 
n, Z) be skew-symmetric with r = rkA. Then r is even and there is a g E GL" (Z) and 
a diagonal matrix D = diag(di, . .. ,d,) with dId+i  for all 1 < i < k and all di > 0 
/0 DO 
such that r=2k and g*Ag= ( —D 0 0 
\o 0 0 
Proof of Proposition 9.4.1. 	i) Let p = 0. Let z = (F --- G -- F*) be an c- 
quadratic preformation over Q. There is an N E 7Z such that ' = N7 and 
= Nu are matrices over the integers. Let F', C' be free modules over Z of 
the same rank as F, C respectively. Then there is a strong isomorphism (1, ) 
between z and (F' ---- C' ""-+ F') ® Q. Hence Oo is surjective. 
Let H = ( 9 ) E Mat(2k x 2k, Z) and y E Mat(2k x 2k, Z) of full rank. Define 
It = H7. Then z7 = (Z2k ± 72k Z2k) is an c-quadratic preformation over 
Z. There is a strong isomorphism (1,7): z- ® Q - 8(H_(Q')) over Q. Hence 
cbo(z) = 0 E 12+2(Q) for all choices of y. However z z' e 12+2(Z)  if e.g. 
coker-y cokery' (See Corollary 2.4.3). So qo  cannot be injective. If e.g. y = 2 
then z cannot be elementary (because yj is not a split injection for any map 
j: U -) Z2k) but 00 (z) is. 
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ii) Let p e P be a prime. Let z be an c-quadratic preformation over Z/p7L. By Corol-
lary 9.1.9 and Remark 9.1.13, z is strongly isomorphic to 71((K, A), s, t, x, y, z) for 
some s, t, x, y, z E No and (K, A) E L 22 (Z/pZ). If q is odd L2+2(Z/pZ)  is gen-
erated by elements (Z/pZ, [n]) for n E {1,... , p - 11. Tensoring the symmetric 
form (Z, n) over Z with Z/pZ obviously gives (Z/pZ, [n]). Hence there is a 
symmetric form (K', A') over Z such that (K', A') ® Z/pZZ = (K, A). If q is even 
and p 2, L2+2(Z/pZ) = 0 and we choose (K', A') = 0. Obviously the image of 
the quadratic preformation 
77 ((K', A'), s, t, x, y, z) 
under OP is z E 122 (Z/pZ). Hence c,b,,, is surjective. 
If q is even and p = 2 then [8(Z/2Z, 1)] e 12+2(Z/2Z) cannot be in the image of 
02. 
- 	'o 01) - 8H(Z) and z2 = t9(Z 
(0 l+P\) are different in 12q+2  (Z) but zi-0(Z2 (01'_ 0 0 1 
Op (zi) = 0p(z2) = 0 E 12+2(Z/pZ) So çb, cannot be injective. Note that Z2 is 
not elementary but 0p(z2) is. 
U 
Now we analyze the combination of all 0. 
Proposition 9.4.4. Define 
0 = Oo e fl : 122 (Z) -* 12q+2((Q) 	12"2(Z/pZ) 
PEP 	 PEP 
Let z = (F +-- C !-* F*) and z' = (F' --- G' --- F') be c-quadratic preformation 
over Z. Assume that 
kery kery' 
coker 'y coker y' 
kerii ker,i' 
cokerji cokerjt' 





[(C ® Z/pZ/ ker(y*/1  0 Z/pZ), 	(9 Z/pZ)] 






= [(C/kery*/,y*/)] e  L2+2(Q) 
E L22(Z/pZ) (p E P) 
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ker -y 	ker -y ker 
coker 	coker -y coker .y* 
[(G/kery*p,y*jt)] = 0 E L22 (Q) 
[(G ® Z/pZ/ ker(.y*,2  (D 7//) 	(& Z/pZ)] 	0 E L22 (Z/pZ) (p E F) 
Then Op (z) is elementary for all p E P. 
For € = 1 one can ignore all the conditions about the L-groups since they all vanish. The 
proof of the Proposition follows from Remark 9.1.13, Corollary 9.2.2 and the following 
observation. 
Lemma 9.4.5. Let f: M -p N be a homomorphism of free Z-modules. Then 
rk(coker(f (9 A)) = rk(coker(f) (D A) 
rk(ker(f (&A))  = rk(ker(f)) + rk(Tor(coker(f),A)) 
Proof. Apply the Universal Coefficient Theorem to the "complex" f: M -p N. 	Li 
9.5 The Cancellation Rule and 12q+2(A) 
On the algebraic side, one obvious disadvantage of Kreck's approach is that the ob-
structions do not live in a group but in a monoid. One can easily see that 12q+2(A) is 
not a group. The set of all its invertible elements is the image of 
L2 q+2(A) ' l q+ (A), (K,0) 1 ) 8(K, 0) 
One can still wonder whether 12q+2(A) can at least be embedded into a group. A 
necessary and sufficient criteria for the existence of such an embedding is the validity 
of the cancellation rule. 
Definition 9.5.1. A monoid M fulfils the cancellation rule if for all x, y, z E M with 
x+z=y+z follows that x=y. 	 LI 
Proposition 9.1.9 shows that 12q+2  (A) is embeddable into a group if A is a skew field of 
characteristic not equal 2. In a lot of other cases we are less fortunate. 
Proposition 9.5.2. 	i) If A is a weakly finite ring with involution such that x+ 	1 
for all x E A then 14,n+2 (A) does not fulfil the cancellation rule. 
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Let Z[7r] a group ring as in Example 8.1.3. 14m+2(Z[7r]) does not fulfil the cancel-
lation rule. 
For any skew field A with char A = 2 and identity involution 12q+2  (A) does not 
fulfil the cancellation rule. 
Proof. Let e 	(_)q One can easily prove from scratch (or using Proposition 9.1.8) 






is an injection. We will show that M' (A) does not fulfil the cancellation rule for the 
rings described above. 
Assume that there is no x E A such that x+ = 1. Define a = (A, 1),b = (A, 0) E 
'(A). Then 
a+b = (A2,O= ( 
	
) EQ(A2)) 
a+a = (A2,O'= ( 
	
) EQ'(A2)) 
f = ( )EGL2(A) 
Then f*9/f = 0 e Q'(A 2 ) and hence a + b = a + a E M'(A). Now we have 
to show that b 0 a E M 1 (A) Assume b = a E '(A) i.e. assume there is a 
g E A< = GL1 (A) such that g*lg = 0 e '(A). Then there is a y E A such that 
jg = y + P. Then x = 'yg' fulfils x + = 1 which is a contradiction. 
Assume that x = j g ng . 'g E Z[7r] is such that x + t = 1. Then 2n 1 = nl + 
w(1)ni = 1 e Z which is not possible. Hence x + = 1 for no x E A. Hence 
14m+2(Z[7r]) does not fulfil the cancellation rule. 
If A is a skew field of characteristic 2 with identity involution then + x = 0 for 
all x E A. 
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9.6 Asymmetric Signatures over Fields 
Let A be a field with involution. By Remark 9.1.13 there is an isomorphism 
1): L22 (A) 	-- 122 (A) 
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• Using this computation, we will investigate whether it is enough for a preformation 
to have flip-isomorphisms and vanishing asymmetric forms in order to be elementary. 
The proofs will use properties of the asymmetric Witt-groups of fields. The reader is 
referred to [Ran98] Chapter 39D for any details. 
Proposition 9.6.1. Let w = ri((K,A),s,t,x ) y,z) be an c-quadratic preformation. 
Then w allows (stable) weak flip-isomorphisms if and only if s = t. w has stable 
strong flip- isomorphisms if also 2 . (K, A) = 0 E L2+2(A). 
Proof. Let w = ij((K, A), s )  s, x, y, z). The proof of Proposition 9.1.11 reveals that 
even without stabilization we can split w up into three c-quadratic preformations 
W = w 1 ED w 2 W3 such that Wi 71((K,A),0,0,0,0,0), w 2 = 77(0,8 ) s,x,0,z) and 
W3 = 77(0, 0, 0, 0, y, 0). 102 is elementary and therefore has a strong flip-isomorphism 
by Corollary 4.1.3. Any isomorphism f: Y --* * yields a strong flip-isomorphism 
(f, 0) of the -E-quadratic preformation (Y 0 0 - 0 -) Y). Hence 103 has a strong 
flip-isomorphism. For any (—E)-symmetric form (K, A), there is a flip-isomorphism 
(A*, 1 K, —2A') of 8(K, A). 
On the other hand if w has a flip isomorphism then obviously rk -y=rk t. Using (9.1) 
one easily deduces s = t. 
Now we consider the case of strong stable flip-isomorphisms. The flip of w is an strongly 
isomorphic to r((K, —A), t, s, x, y, z). Hence w has - after some stabilization - a strong 
flip-isomorphism if and only if s = t and 2 (K, A) = 0 E L2+2 (A). 	 Li 
Definition 9.6.2. A i-quadratic preformation z = (F 	C —4 F*) is nice 
if it is either stably elementary or if it has a stable flip-isomorphisms for which the 
asymmetric signature is not zero. 
A field with involution is nice if all its i-quadratic preformations are nice i.e. if the 
converse of Theorem 5.5.3 is true. 	 07 
Proposition 9.6.3. A field A is nice if 
for all (K, A) e L2 2 (A) there is an a E AX  and s e A such that (?8 -) 
01 s 
(K,,\) E LAsy°(A), 
there is an a E CL 2 (A) and a e Mat(2 x 2, A) such that (?8 -€) 	o E 01 a 
LAsy ° (A). 
If the second criterion is violated then A is not nice. 
Proof. Let A be a field with involution for which the two criteria are fulfilled. Let 
w = (F --- C ---* F*) be an i-quadratic preformation for which there exists (stable) 
flip-isomorphisms and for which all asymmetric signatures vanish. Without loss of 
generality we can assume that w = w i + w2 + w3 with Wi E 
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W2 e i(O, s, s, x, 0, z) and W3 E 7(0, 0,0,0, y, 0) (compare with the proofs of Propositions 
9.6.1 and 9.1.11). We need to show that y = 0 and [(K, A)] = 0 E L2+2(A). 
fi = (A*, 1, —2A 1 ) is a flip-isomorphism of Wi.  Its asymmetric signature o*(wi,  fl) = 





with p as in Definition 5.3.2. 
W2 is elementary and hence has a flip-isomorphism f2  for which 0*(w2, 12) = 0 E 
LAsy°(A). 




0 	 . 	 f(a00\ 	f Ea- 1 s 1 O0\\ LAsy (A). Define a flip-isomorphism 13 = (OOi) ,0, 0 	00)) for w3 . Then 0 00 
a* (w, Ii + 12 + 13) 0 0 which is a contradiction. 
So we assume y = 2m. Define a new flip-isomorphism f3' = (( n j) , 0, 0). Then 0 = 
a*(w, fi + f2 + f) = ( K, A) E LAsy°(A). The natural map L2+2 (A) -p LAsy°(A) 
is injective for fields, so (K, A) = 0 E L22 (A). Assume that m > 0. Then f( = 
f(00\ 	f e&_*OO\\ 	 . . 	. 	 *  zi 
0 0 1), 0, o 	0 0)) is another flip-isomorphism of 'W3 such that a (w, 1' + 
o 10
12 + f') 0 0. This is again a contradiction, hence m = 0. 
If the last criterion is not true then (A 2 -- 0 -L A 2 ) is not nice. 	 El 
Corollary 9.6.4. Every non-singular c-quadratic formation over a field is nice. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of the preceding Proposition using the fact that [z] E 
N0, N0 , 0, 0). 	 El 
Example 9.6.5. Fields with LAsy°(A) = Z/2Z are not nice. Let M(A) be defined as 
in [Ran98] 39.19. 
Let C be the complex field with the identity involution. Then (A) = {z ± 11. 
By [Ran98] 39.27 
LAsy ° (Cj = L° (C, 1) T L ° ((C, —1) = L ° ((C, 1) = Z/2Z 
Let A be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2 with the identity involu-
tion. Then M(A) = {z - 11 and LAsy°(A) = L°(A) = Z/2Z (Every symmetric 
form over A can be diagonalized. Because A is algebraically closed the diagonal 
elements can be chosen to be 1. Obviously such forms are metabolic if and only 
if the rank is even). 
But there are also positive results: 
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Lemma 9.6.6. If e = 1 and char A =A 2 then the first condition of Proposition 9.6.3 is 
fulfilled. 
Proof. Let q = 2m. Let (K,.\) E L2+2(A) = L4m+2 (A). Then by [Ran98] Proposition 
39.27 L4m+2(A) = LO (A, —1) and L4m(A) = L°(A, 1) are both subgroups of LAsy°(A) 
whose intersection is trivial. 
By Proposition 5.6.4, 1 (A, 1) = (A, 1) E L 4m(A). It cannot be the image of any 
(—E)-symmetric form in LAsy°(A). 	 LI 
Proposition 9.6.7. Let € = 1. Every field A with char A 0 2 and an involution that 
is not the identity is nice. 
Proof. We have to show that the second condition of Proposition 9.6.3 is fulfilled. 
Let b E A such that b $ b. Let a = b 0 1. By Proposition 5.6.4, (Di (A, 1) = 
(A, 1) E L4-+2 (A) = LO (A, 1) C LAsy°(A) and 1 (A, b) = (A, b - b) + x e L O (A, —1) 
LASY2_ ay(A) C LAsy°(A) (see also [Ran98] Chapter 39D). For rank reasons 1 (A, 1) 
and 1 (A, b) are not zero in LAsy°(A) and because the intersection of L 4m+2 (A) = 
LO (A, —1) and L4m(A) = LO (A, 1) in LAsy°(A) is zero, i (A, ( )) 0 LAsy°(A). 
U 
Proposition 9.6.8. Q is nice. 
Proof. Let c = 1. '(Q2 , ) = (Q2 , 1) =A 0 e L4-(Q) C LAsy°(Q) by Proposition 5.6.4. 
By Lemma 9.6.6 and Proposition 9.6.3, Q is nice. 
Now let c = —1. By Proposition 5.6.4 and [Ran98] Chapter 39D, 
1 -1))E 
L ° (A, 1) LASY( °Z 2n +l) (A) 
_(Qfl, a) = ( QTh, 2a) + 
(Qn G 
 Qn, ( - 
C LAs y ° (A) 
for any a e Q \ {0}. Hence e.g. 4_1(Q2,  1) 0 E LAsy°(A). 
Let (K, A) e L 4- (A) = LO (A, 1). Let a = 1 if sgn(K, A) > 0 and a = —1 else. Using the 
signature it is obvious that (K, A)+_1(Q,  a) 0 E LAsy°(A) because their projection 
onto L O (A, 1) is not vanishing. Again Proposition 9.6.3 finishes off the proof. 	U 
Appendix A 
A Crash Course in Algebraic 
Surgery Theory 
This chapter is a compilation of the main theorems and constructions of algebraic 
surgery theory, taken from [Ran80a] or [Ran8l]. Section A.1 repeats basic definition 
of algebraic topology and defines quadratic and symmetric complexes. In Section A.2 
we define quadratic and symmetric pairs, boundaries, Thom-complexes and thicken-
ings. The union of Poincaré pairs are treated in Section A.3. The last Section A.4 
discusses surgery on complexes. 
Throughout this chapter let A be a weakly finite ring with 1 and an involution 
and let f E A such that E = C' (e.g. € = ±1). 
A.1 Quadratic and Symmetric Complexes 
Let X be a finite CW complex with universal cover X. Let C = C(X) be its chain 
complex of f.g. finite Z[ir i (X)}-modules. A generalization of the diagonal chain map 
that is used to define the Steenrod squares yields a natural transformation 
L: C -p W'°(C) = {03 : Cn_r+s 	Crir e Z,s > O} 
For any homology class x e C(X) we can define an n-dimensional symmetric Poincaré 
complex (C,q = (x) E W 9 '0 (C)) over 7Z[ri (X)] such that oo = x fl -: -* C. 
In particular if (and only if) X is an n-dimensional geometric Poincaré space with 
fundamental class x = [X] this construction gives an n-dimensional symmetric Poincaré 
complex. 
There is a similar construction, the quadratic kernel, for a degree 1 normal map 
f: M - X between a closed n-dimensional manifold M and an n-dimensional finite 
geometric Poincaré space. It is an n-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex (C, /) 
with C the mapping cone of the Umkehr chain map 
f!: C(X) --* C(X)n_* -L C(M)* --* C(M) 
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with X and M the universal covers. The homology of C are the kernel modules K,, (M) 
of f. The chain map 
(1+T) 0 : C71 -- C 
induces the Poincaré duality on the kernel modules. One can relate symmetric con-
struction and quadratic kernel. In the category of symmetric Poincaré complexes 
(C (M), L[M]) (C, (1+ T)b) (C(), A [X]) 
See [Ran80b] for details. 
Both constructions can be extended to geometric Poincaré pairs (e.g. manifolds with 
boundary) and relative normal maps f: (M, 0M) -p (X, 8X) from manifolds with 
boundary to geometric Poincaré pairs. The result will be a symmetric or quadratic 
Poincaré pair. If the boundary is contractible or f I: 5M 8X is a homotopy equiv-
alence this Poincaré pair will be again a Poincaré complex. 
Algebraic surgery theory was originally invented to give an alternative way of finding 
the obstruction to a Wall surgery problem. Let (e, f, f'): (W, M, M') -p X x (I, 1, 0) 
be an n-dimensional normal cobordism such that f and  f' are homotopy equivalences 
and n > 5. Wall asked in [Wa199] whether it is possible to write down a surgery 
obstruction without making e highly-connected beforehand. 
The answer is the quadratic kernel (C, ) of e: W -* X. It has the following re-
markable properties: If one performs surgery on the cobordism, the quadratic kernel of 
the result will change from the old kernel (C, O) by an algebraic surgery for which 
explicit formulae exist (see Definition A.4.1). If e: W -+ X x I is cobordant relô to a 
homotopy equivalence then the relative quadratic kernel of that cobordism will be an 
(n + 1)-dimensional Poincaré pair (f: C -) D, (SO, v')). Its boundary is the quadratic 
kernel (C, ?'). Hence (C, 't') is algebraically null-cobordant. 
It is not surprising to suspect that the converse is true as well: e: W -* X x I is 
cobordant relô to a homotopy equivalence if and only if (C, V)) is algebraically null-
cobordant. In fact this is true and even more. Algebraic cobordism of Poincaré pairs is 
an equivalence relation and its cobordism classes from a groups which are isomorphic to 
Wall's L-groups. As in geometry, there is a close relationship between cobordism and 
surgeries: every cobordism is realized as a trace of surgeries (Proposition A.4.3). Using 
the instant surgery obstruction it is very easy to read off the conventional obstruction 
form and formation from (C, ) (Lemma A.4.6 is a special case of it). For further 
details see [Ran80a] and [Ran80b]. 
Definition A.1.1. A chain complex C (over A) is a collection of homomorphisms 
of f.g. free A-modules {dr : Cr 4 Cr_ilr e Z} such that d,.dr+i = 0: Cr+i Cr_i 
for all r. C is called n-dimensional if C = 0 for r < 0 and r > n. 
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Its homology A-modules H(C) are defined by 
Hr(C) = ker(d: Cr 	i Cr_i)/im(d: Cr+i 	Cr). 
Its cohomology A-modules H*(C) are defined by 
H(C) = ker (d* : cr 	C+i)/im (d* : Cr_i —) C) 
A chain map f: C — f D of chain complexes over A is a collection of A-module 
morphisms {fr: Cr 	i Drir E Z} such that dDfr = fr_idc: Cr 	Dr-1 for all r. 
A chain homotopy g: f f: C —* D of two chain maps f and f' is a collection 
of A-module morphisms {g,: Cr_i 	Drfr e 7L} such that f — fr = dgi + 
grdc: Cr 	Dr . 
A chain map is a chain equivalence if it has a chain homotopy inverse. It is an 
isomorphism if it consists of isomorphism of modules only. 
The mapping cone (f) of a chain map f: C — p D is the chain complex given by 
de - (dD (_)r_if\ 
- 	0 	dc ) : C(f)r = D
r Cr_i —+ C(f)r-1 = Dr-1 Cr_ 
U 
Definition A.1.2. Let C be a chain complex. The i-duality involution TE is defined 
by 
T: HomA(C',Cq ) 	HomA(C',Cp ) 
F—* 
We define new chain complexes W 70 (C, i) and W%, (C, i) by 
W(C, i) 	= 14: C,—r+,, 	CrIr E Z, S >_ 01 
d: W0(C,c) 	W'°(C,e)_i 
{dq53 + ()5 * + (_)fl+3_1( 	+ (—) 8T€ &_ i): 
_* Crir E 7Z,s >_ 01 
where we set _i = 0. 
W%(C,f) n = {: 	__ CrIr E Z,s >_ 01 
d% : W%(C,f) fl — p W%(C,i)_l 
{} 	{d + ()* + (_)n_8_l(+i  +  
__.. CrIr E Z,s >_ 01 
Their homology groups are the i-symmetric Q-groups Q(C, i) = H(W'0(C, e)) 
and the i-quadratic Q-groups Q,,, (C, €) = H(W%(C, i)). They are related by the 
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€-symmetrization map 
Q. (C' 	Q(C,e) 
{} 	
{(1 + Tbo } : if S 0, 
:ifs0. 
A 
Remark A.1.3. In the case of e = 1 we omit the e and we will simply speak of 
symmetric complexes, Q(C), W°(C), T etc. 
Definition A.1.4. Let C be a chain complex and n e N. Define the chain complex 
Cfl_* by 
dc-. = ()rd* • (Cfl_*)r = c" = C_r 	(Cfl_*)r_i. 
An €-symmetric n-dimensional complex (C, ) is a chain complex C together with 
a cycle 0 E W'°(C,e). It is called Poincaré if the Poincaré duality map 
0:Cn-* —IC 
is a chain equivalence. 
An €-quadratic n-dimensional complex (C, b) is a chain complex C together with 
a cycle 0 E W%(C, €). It is called Poincaré if the Poincaré duality map 
(1+T€ )1'0 : Cn_* -' C 
is a chain equivalence. 
A morphism of f-symmetric n-dimensional complexes f = (f, p): (C, q) 
(C', qY) is a chain map f: C -* C' and a p E W 70  (C', 	such that qY_fçbf* = d% (p) 
i.e. 
- 	= dp8  + (_)rp8d* + (_)fl+S(p_i  + (-)3Tp8_ i ): C--- 	Cr 
i.e. fq5f* = çb' e Q' (C). It is an equivalence if f: C -p C' is a chain equivalence. It 
is an isomorphism if f: C -* C' is an isomorphism. 
A map of €-quadratic n-dimensional complexes f = (f, a): (C, O) -+ (C', 'b') is 
a chain map f: C -p C' and a a E W%(C',c) +l  such that 'ib' - fçbf* = d% (o) i.e. 
- fb3f* = do,, + (_)rasd*  + (-)Th-8 (a3+i + 	2+lTa 1): 	 Cr  
i.e. f 'Of * = 
	E Q(C). It is an equivalence if f: C -* C' is a chain equivalence. It 
is an isomorphism if f: C -* C' is an isomorphism. 	 D 
We can define compositions and inverses of morphisms. One can also define inverses 
for homotopy equivalences but we will not need such a construction in this treatise. 
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Definition A.1.5. The composition of two morphisms of f-symmetric n-dimen-
sional complexes (f, p): (C, ) -* (C', qY) and (f', p'): (C', qY) -p (C", 0") is the 
morphism (f'f, p' + fpf*): (C, ) -p (C", qY'). 
The composition of two morphisms of e-quadratic n-dimensional complexes 
(f, a): (C, t) -p (C', 1") and (f', a'): (C', ') -p (C", JI') is the morphism (f'f, a' + 
faf/*) : (C, t') -) (C", v"). 
The inverse of an isomorphism (f, p): (C, q) -- (C', O') of f-symmetric n-
dimensional complexes is the isomorphism (1' p) = (f (C', qY) --
(C,q). 
The inverse of an isomorphism (f, a): (C, ) -- (C', ') of f-quadratic n-
dimensional complexes is the isomorphism (f, a) = (f1, _f_laf_*): (C', ') --
(C,çb). LI 
Remark A.1.6. For any closed n-dimensional manifold M it is possible to construct 
an n-dimensional symmetric complex (C, q)  with C = C(M) the chain complex over 
A = 7Z[7ri (M)] of the universal cover (See [Ran80b] for details). The Poincaré dual-
ity map of (C, ) is a chain level representative of the Poincaré duality isomorphisms 
Hfl_r(M, A) H, (M, A), x x fl [M]. 0 1 is a chain homotopy between 00 and 
T0 making sure that the homology isomorphism induced by Oo has the symmetry 
properties we are expecting from the Poincaré duality. 
Let f: M -p X be an n-dimensional degree 1 normal map of the manifold into an 
n-dimensional Poincaré space X The geometry gives rise to an n-dimensional quadratic 
complex (C = C(f: M -) X), ). The Poincaré duality map is a chain level repre-
sentative of the duality of Kernel groups Kn_r(M) + Kr(M), x '-p x fl [M] with 
Kr(M) = Hr1(f). 
Remark A.1.7. In the standard references about Algebraic Surgery Theory ([Ran 80a], 
[Ran8l], etc.) an f-symmetric {quadratic} complex is defined as a tuple (C, [] e 
Q(C, f)) {(C, [] E Q,-(C, f))}. Some of the constructions we are using however need 
a specific representative 0 {}. Therefore we follow [Ran98] by defining the complexes 
slightly differently as tuples (C, 4 E ker d) {(C, '& e ker d%)}. 
A.2 Quadratic and Symmetric Pairs 
Whereas the algebraic equivalent of closed manifolds (respectively normal maps of 
closed manifolds) are symmetric Poincaré complexes (resp. quadratic Poincaré com-
plexes), the analogues of manifolds with boundaries or normal maps are symmetric and 
quadratic pairs. 
Definition A.2.1. Let f: C - D be a chain map. We define chain complexes 
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W'°(f,€) and W%(f,€) by 
w 10 (f,e) n+1 = {(8q53: 	+1 	D, c55 : Cn_r+8 	Cr)Ip,r E Z,s > 0} 
d'°: W°(f, f)n+j. —f W'°(f, ) n 
{(d(o 8 ) + (_y(&/3 )d* + ()(&t_ +  
(_)flfçbf*: Dn_T+8 	D, 
d08  + (_)?q,sd* + 	 (08-1  + (—)8 T6 q53 _ 1 ): 
cn_r+8_l 	Cr)Ir E 7Z,s > 01 
where we set i = 0 and 	0. 
W%(f,E)n+l = {(&&: Dn8+ —p 	Cn_r_3 .._ Cr)p,T' E Z,s > 0} 
d% : W%(f,E) n+l - W7(f,f)n 
{(d(ö 3 ) + 	()d* + ()(8b8+1 + ()S+lT(5)) 
+(_)nf,s f* :  D'-'-s — p 
d 8  + (_)3d* + ( )fl_8_1( 	+ (-)'T 8+1): 
cn_r_8_l 	Cr)ft E Z,s > 01 
Their homology groups are the f-symmetric Q-groups Qfl(f,f) = H(W°(f,€)) 
and the f-quadratic Q-groups Q,(f, ) = H,(W(f, c)). They are related by the 
c-symmetrization map 
Q(f,i) 	Qfl(f,) 
( I ((1 + Tf )ä o , (1+ T o) : if s =0, 0 :ifs0. 
Remark A.2.2. Let f: C —* D be a chain map. The rather complicated differential 
of W0(f,  c) can be understood in terms of W0(C, E) and W 70 (D, 6). Let x = (8b, ) E 
W 9 (f,€)1. Then obviously JO € W 97 (D,c) 1 and 0 E W 9 (C,€). The differential 
is alternatively given by 
d: W(f,0 1 —* W'°(f,c) 
(&I',') i—p (d1() + (_)nf of* ,d2())) 
with d1 : W°(D, c)n+i —* W 91°(D, IE)n  and d2: W?/0(C, E) —p W?0(C, E)_i the differ-
entials we discussed above. x is a cycle if and only if 
(f,(-)M): (C,'/) —p (D,0) 
is a map of f-quadratic n-dimensional complexes. Same for the symmetric case. 
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Definition A.2.3. An (n + 1)-dimensional f-symmetric pair (f: C -p D, (&, q)) 
is a chain map f: C -p D together with a cycle (54, 0) E w (f, E)+i. It is called 
Poincaré if the Poincaré duality map D7i_*  -p (f) given by 
(
500 	: 	 .' (_)n+1-rf*) 
is a chain equivalence. 
An (n + 1)-dimensional f-quadratic pair (f: C -* D, (8, sb)) is a chain map 
f: C -* D together with a cycle (ö, /.') E W%(f, f)i. It is called Poincaré if the 
Poincaré duality map Dn1_* (f) given by 
( 	(1+ T,) 6O 	
-p )fl+1-r(1 + T€ ) 0 f*) 
is a chain equivalence. 
Remark A.2.4. In the above definitions the Poincaré duality maps can be replaced 
by the chain maps 
(öo,fo) : e(f)fl+l_* -f D 
in the symmetric case and by 
((1 + Too, f(1 + T€)bo) e(f)fl+l_* -* D 
in the quadratic case. 
Definition A.2.5. A homotopy equivalence of (n + 1)-dimensional f-quadratic 
pairs 
(g,h;k): (1: CD,(ä,)) 	; (f: C' 	D',(5',')) 
is a triple (g, h; k) consisting of chain equivalences 
g:C—C', h:D—*D' 
and a chain homotopy 
k: f'g hf: C -p 
such that 
(g,h;k)%(öb,) = (60', 0') E Q +i(f',f) 
with 
(h63h* + (_)nkb3(hf)*  + (_)r+lkT+1k*  + 
(_)n_rf/gsk* : DFn+l_s_r -f D, 
gsg*: C'm8 -p C) 
0 1 
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Here are some useful lemmas about changing the boundary of a pair and examples for 
homotopy equivalences of pairs. 
Lemma A.M. Let c = (f: C - D, (8,)) be an (n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic 
pair and (g, a): (C', b') -* (C, 'II')  be a map of n-dimensional c-quadratic complexes. 
Then 
c' = (1' = fg: C'  
is an (n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic pair. If g is a chain equivalence, then c and c' 
are homotopy equivalent pairs. Same for the symmetric case. 
Proof. First we show that c' is an c-quadratic pair. We use Remark A.2.2 to compute 
d(&L' + (_)nfaf*, sb') 	(d80 + (_)?fdaf* + (_)nfg b g*f* ,  d'cb') 
= (dö'b + (-)'f(b - g /g* )f * + (_)flfg b g*f* ,  dL") = 0 
There is a homotopy equivalence (g, 1; 0): c' -p (1: C -) D(60I, g/g*)).  By def- 
inition a E W%(C,c) +l, hence y = (0 a) E W7.(f,02. Its boundary is d(y) = 
((_)n+lfaf*, do­ ) = ((_)n+lfaf*, — gfg*) and (6/ gtg*) + d(y) = (Sm, sb). 	E 
Complexes and pairs are in a one-to-one correspondence. 
Definition A.2.7. An n-dimensional c-symmetric complex (C, 0) is connected if 
Ho (q50 : Cn_* -) C) = 0. An n-dimensional c-quadratic complex (C, '/) is connected 
if Ho ((1 + Tc) o : Cn_* -) C) = 0. 
The boundary (SC, Sq)  of a connected n-dimensional c-symmetric complex 




SC - Cr+i C 	"8Cr_ i = C  
	
= 	0 (_)rd*) 	r  
( 
= 	
(_)fl_r — lT 1  (_) r   
1 	0 ) : 8C
——  = C— Cr+i "5Cr = Cr+i e 
( (_)n_r+s_lT +1  o\ 
= 	 0 	o) 
: 8Cn_T+8 = 	Cr_31 -p  5Cr (s > 0) 
The boundary (SC, &') of a connected n-dimensional c-quadratic complex 
(C, ,O) is the (n — 1)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré complex defined by 
d dac= 
	0 	(_)rd 
r(1 +T) cbo ) : 3C
r = Cr+i e C- 	"3Cr_ 1 = Cr ( 	
(_)  
/0 o 
= 	Cr+i "8Cr = C+1 o = 	): 
8 8 - ( n_r_s_1T0) : SCn_T_ 8_i = C--3 Cr+s+i "SCr (s > 0) - 	 0 	0 
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The thickening of a connected n-dimensional c-symmetric complex (C, q) is 
the c-symmetric n-dimensional Poincaré pair (ic: 8C —p Cn_*, (0, 0q5)) with jc = 
(0 1) : 8Cr = Cr+i C'-' (Cfl_*) r = 
The thickening of a connected n-dimensional c-quadratic complex (C, O) is 
the c-quadratic n-dimensional Poincaré pair (ic: 8C —p Cn_*, (0, 0)) with jc = 
(0 1): 8Cr  = Cr+i Cn_r (Cfl_*)r = CT. 
The Thom complex of an (n + 1)-dimensional c-symmetric Poincaré pair 
(f: C —) D, (5, (k)) is the connected ( n + 1)-dimensional c-symmetric complex 
(C(f), ö/) given by 
/ 	's 	 0 
(_)fl+1—r 3 f* (_)fl_r+S+iT i ) 
e(f)fl+i_T = Dn+i_r+8 	—p e(f). = Dr ED Cr_i 
The Thom complex of an (n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pair (f: C 
—) D, (&/, v')) is the connected n-dimensional c-quadratic complex (e(f), &/&) given 
by 
60, 	 0 
= ((_)n+1-rf* (_)n_r-sT +i) . 
e(f)n+i_r_8 = D — ' 	 c - 	C(f)r = Dr Cr_i 
Lemma A.2.8. Let c = (1: C —) D, (6',)) be an (n + 1)-dimensional c-quadratic 
Poincaré pair. Then the operations "Symmetrization" and "Thom-complex" are com-
muting i.e. the identity map on (f) induces an isomorphism 
( 1 1 X) : (e(f), ((1 + T)5)/((1 + T)'çb)) —+ ((f), (1 + T) (ö/)) 
0 	\ 
Xo 	(_)rT,0) : 	 =D 
7-- 2-r 	— 12(f), = Dr Cr_i 
of connected (n + 1)-dimensional c-symmetric complexes. 
Lemma A.2.9 ([Ran80a] Proposition 3.4.). Let (f,x): (C,) -- (C','ib') be an 
isomorphism of n-dimensional c-quadratic complexes. Then there is an isomorphism 
Of 8x) 
0f (f (_)r_i( 1  + T€ ) x of 
— 
 
— 0 	f* 	) 
'9Xo = 0 
8X.9 — 
((—) n_r_3Txs_i 0\ — 	0 	0) 
(0C, 8,b) !-* (8C',ô'çb') 
8Cr = Cr+i CT 	8C,' = C 1 
—p 0C 
= CITh_r_8 	C'rs 
(s>0) 
and a homotopy equivalence (ôf, f_*; 0) between the thickening-ups of (C, ') and (C', ') 
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Proposition A.2.10 ([R.an80a] Proposition 3.4.). The Thom complex operation in-
duces an natural one-to-one correspondence between the homotopy equivalence classes of 
n-dimensional c-symmetric Poincaré pairs and the homotopy equivalence classes of con-
nected n-dimensional c-symmetric complexes. Poincaré pairs with contractible bound-
aries correspond to Poincaré complexes. Thickening is the inverse operation. Similar 
for the quadratic case. 
Lemma A.2.11 ([Ran80a] Prop 3.4.). Let (f: C -* D, (8,')) be an (n + 1)-
dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré pair. Then the maps 
(0 1 0 —Oo) 	Cr 	ae(f) r = Dr+i ED Cr G Dn+i_r 
defines a chain equivalence C 8C(f). 
A.3 Unions of Pairs 
The union-construction is an algebraic analogue of glueing two (n + 1)-dimensional 
cobordisms (W, M, M') and (W', M', M") together at M'. 
Definition A.3.1 ([Ran80a] p.135). The union of two adjoining c-symmetric 
(n + 1)-dimensional cobordisms 
C = (( fc 
C' = ((ft ,  fey,) : C' @ C" -) D', (5', ' -p")) 
is the c-symmetric (n + 1)-dimensional cobordism 
C U c' = ((ft' fg") C G C" -) D", (8", q —")) 
given by 
 (_) r _ l fc, 	0 
dD" 
(dD 
0 d' 0 
 ) o (_)r_lf, 	dD' 
DDr C i D, D 1 Dr iC 2 EBD i 
- fc 
(fc  






öq5s 	 0 0" 
= 	((_) n—r ii t* sJC' 	(_)n_r+sT 0 
0 	(—) 8 fhc'.c &) 
D11 = DTh-r+8+1 	C' D' 	 D'= Dr 	C_ 1 	D 
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We shall normally write 
D" = D UC'  D', 64?' = öq u' 64? 
The union of two adjoining r:-quadratic (n + 1)-dimensional cobordisms 
c = ((Ic fc'):CC'D,(6PI")) 
C, = ((ft , ft,,) : C' C" -p D', (6/i,' —/i')) 
is the c-quadratic (n + 1)-dimensional cobordism 
CU C' = ((f C", fc) : C ED C" -) D", (ö4/',4' ED –b")) 
given by the same complex D" and the same maps f, f ,,  as in the symmetric case 
and 
0 
(_)n-r-s+lT/ 1 0 
0 
= 	 -* D'Dr Cr_i D. 
We shall normally write 
= D Uc'  D', 6)" = 6 U' 6' 
Glueing and symmetrizing cobordisms are commutative operations as the following 
example illustrates. 
Lemma A.3.2. Let 
c = (Ic': C'-4D,(64',--'b')) 
C = 	Jc' C'–D',(6',')) 
be two c-quadratic (n + 1)-dimensional Poincaré pairs. Then 
(1, x) : (D" D Uc'  D', (1 + T) (ö U' 6')) 
(D", (1 + Tf )(6) U(1+T' (1 + T)(6')) 
	
10 	0 	0" 
)
xo = 0 
	
(_)r_lT0 o 	: DII 2_r = Dm+2_r C1l_r  
0 0 	Oj 
—D"–D r r  
is an isomorphism of (n + 2)-dimensional c-symmetric Poincaré complexes. 
Next we show that changing the common boundary of two pairs doesn't change their 
union 
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Lemma A.3.3. Let 
C = (f:C—D,(ö),)) 
C' = (1': C—) D',(öt/,/')) 
be two i-quadratic (n + 1)-dimensional Poincaré pairs. Let (h, x): (Ô, 'çb) -- (C, '/') 
be an equivalence of quadratic complexes. Using Lemma A. 2.6, define the (n + 1)-
dimensional i-quadratic Poincaré pairs 
= (1= fh: C -i D, (JO = b+(_)nfx f*,b)) 
= 	(f = f'h: Ô 	D', (So- f = 6' + (_)nfIxf*, k 
Then there is an chain equivalence of (n + 2)-dimensional i-quadratic Poincaré com-
plexes 
7/' 0 o 
o h o ) 
\ 	\ 
(  
\\0 0 1J J 
-- c U -c = (D U D', ä U -&b') 
0 	 0 
()n_rxf* (_)n+l _r_STE X S+i 0 1 
(  
0 	(_) s_i f Ix 	oJ 
(D Uc  D' ),n+2-r-s = Dn+2_ 7'_8  C -1- ' - 
(D Uc D')r = Dr G Cr_i G D 1 
Another construction we will use is the union of a fundamental pair. The geometrical 
analogue can be described as such: Let (W, M, M) be an (n+ 1)-dimensional cobordism 
and glue it together along its boundaries. Using Mayer-Vietoris one sees that the 
resulting manifold V has the chain complex C(f - g) with (f, g): M + M -p W being 
the inclusion of the boundary. 
Definition and Lemma A.3.4 ([Ran98] Definition 24.1.). An (n+1)-dimensional 
i-symmetric pair is called fundamental if it is of the form ((f, g): CC -* D, ( 8q5 , qJ 
Similar for the quadratic case. 
The union of a fundamental (n + 1)-dimensional i-symmetric Poincaré pair 
((f, g): C C -p D, (5, 0 ED -q)) over A is the (n + 1)-dimensional i-symmetric 
Poincaré (U, p) complex over A given by 
U = e(f-g:C----*D) 
P - ( 	
(-)8gçb8 
— 	(_)n_r+lf* ()n_r+s+1 T i) 
Un_T+3 = Dn+l_r+8 Cn_?'+9 	Ur = Dr Cr_i 
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The union of a fundamental (n + 1)-dimensional f-quadratic Poincaré pair 
((f, g): C C -p D, (51, 0 —sb)) over A is the (n + 1)-dimensional c-symmetric 
Poincaré (U, a) complex over A given by 
U = e(f—g:c----*D) 
( 	s Ors = (_)fl_r+if* (_)n_r_3Tp l 
un+l_r_3 = DTh+l_r_3 	 Ur = Dr Cr_i 
Proof. Compute the union (D", 0") of the two cobordism over A 
= ((f,g): C C -* D, (JO, 	-)) 
C' = ((1,1):CC—*C,(0,—)) 
(or the quadratic analogue). Then use the isomorphism of chain complexes 
1 0 0 	—g 
010 0 




(d (_)r_if (_)r_ig o\ 	 (d (_)r_i(f_g) 	0 	0 
JO 	d 	0 	
0 
	d 	0 0 
10 0 d 01 	 10 0 0 	0 




A.4 Surgery on Complexes 
Definition A.4.1. Let (C, ) be a connected ri-dimensional c-quadratic complex and 
c= (f: C -) D, (8, )) an c-quadratic (n + 1)-dimensional pair. 
c is connected if the zeroth homology of its Poincaré duality map vanishes. 
The result of an c-quadratic surgery on a connected pair c is the connected 
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n-dimensional f-quadratic complex (C', sb') given by 
/ dC 	0 (—)'(1 +T€),of*\ 
d' = ((_)rf dD 	(_)r(i  + T)5o 1: 
/ \O (-)D 	/ 
Cr' r Dr+i D' -1 C_ 1 = Cr_i Dr  
( 0 
= 	0 
o 1 0) 
C/n_r = Cr D-1 D1 	C = Cr Dr+i Dn_r+l 
( 	(_)sT s_if* 	0" 
= 	0 (_)n_r_STföbS_l 0) 
o 0 	0) 
Cmn_r_s = 	Dn_r_8+l G D s 
Cr' = Cr Dr+i D --' (s > 0) 
Similar for the symmetric case. 
In an obvious way we can introduce the notion of an cobordism of complexes. It turns 
out to be an equivalence relation and its equivalence classes are the surgery L-groups. 
Definition A.4.2. A cobordism of two n-dimensional c-quadratic Poincaré 
complexes (C, ) and (C', ') is an (n + 1)-dimensional f-symmetric Poincaré pair 
(f: C ED C' -) D, (8, 0 ED —')). Similar for the symmetric case. 
The well-known relations between surgery and cobordism hold also in the algebraic 
world 
Proposition A.4.3 ([Ran80a] Proposition 4.1.). 	i) Algebraic surgery preserves 
the homotopy type of the boundary, sending Poincaré complexes to Poincaré com-
plexes. 
ii) Two Poincaré complexes are cobordant if and only if the one can obtained from 
the other by surgery and homotopy equivalence. 
Lemma A.4.4 ([Ran80a] Proposition 1.4i). With C and C' as in the Definition 
A..1 the map 
/ 	1 	0\ 
I 0 ol 0 	ol 0 iI• 0 	ol (_)(n+r)r o) 
aCr = Cr+i 	- 8C = Cr+i Dr+2 DTL_? Cn-r Dn+i Dr+i 
defines a homotopy equivalence. 
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Proposition A.4.5 ([Ran80a] Proposition 3.2). Cobordism is an equivalence rela-
tion on n-dimensional Poincaré complexes. Homotopy equivalent Poincaré complexes 
are cobordant. 
The cobordism classes of Poincaré complexes are groups and are the preferred definition 
for the L-groups amongst algebraic surgeons because they are related to the L-groups 
defined as Witt-groups of forms and formations. See [Ran80a] Chapter 4 and 5 for 
more details. For our purposes the only fact we really need is the following lemma: 
Lemma A.4.6. Let (C, &) be an 2m-dimensional quadratic Poincaré complex with 




is a non-singular (_)m quadratic  form. 
(C,) is null-cobordant if and only if(M,O) = 0 E L2m+2(A). Homotopic or cobordant 
c-quadratic complexes lead to the same element in L2m+2(A). 
Remark A.4.7. This is a special case of the instant surgery obstruction given in 
[Ran80a]. A similar result does not hold in general for symmetric complexes. 
Proof. Define the connected (2m + 1)-dimensional quadratic pair (f: C - D, (0, v')) 
with f = 1: Cm+i Dm+i = Cm+i and D2 = 0 for i m +1. We simplify the result 
C' of the surgery on C using the homotopy equivalence 
= Cm+i 
/ d \ 
( — )M+1 
' 	01 
M* C = Cm e  "(() d 
 0 01) 
[Ran80a} Proposition 4.3. and Proposition 5.1. finish the proof 	 El 
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